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Customers
see rise in
insurance
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Several thousand people insured
by Anthem Blue Cross and Blue
Shield face rate increases that
in some cases will exceed 100
percent.
The rate changes, which
average 52 percent across the
board, will affect 16,000 people insured under Anthem's
point-of-service Option 2000
plan, one of the insurer's most
popular plans.
The plan is marketed to people who are not insured through
an employer but buy their own
individual policies.
The new rates take effect
Dec. 1. The rates have not yet
been approved by state officials, but state law allows insurers to use new rates as soon
as they're filed. A public hearing on the rate increase is tentatively scheduled for Dec. 15
at the state Department of Insurance office in Frankfort.
Lauren Cole of Versailles
received a letter Monday informing her that her rates would
increase 125 percent to $448
a month from $200 a month.
Cole said she was shocked by
the notification.
She said that last year when
she bought a policy to cover
her and her 6-year-old son, she
was told the rates eventually
would increase, but she thought
the increase would be incremental.
"I just feel this is outrageous," she said.
But the plan Cole has is
just one of a number that have
rate
above-the-norm
had
increases in the aftermath of several changes in Kentucky's insurance laws during the past several years.
The reforms, passed in 1994
and 1996, were aimed at bringing stability to the. individual
market, through which about
100,000 Kentuckians sought
health coverage in 1997.
The reforms prohibited insurers from charging higher rates
based on customers' health histories. In response, more than
40 companies stopped selling
individual policies in Kentucky3
saying it was too expensive to
do so.
The earlier changes were
scaled back during this year's
General Assembly in an attempt
to return competition to the market and lower rates. But so far
no companies have announced
a return to Kentucky's market.
Companies can once again
rate people based on their health
— and can increase their rates
for health reasons.
The legislature sought to limit
such health-rated increases —
requiring that rates for people
with .otherwise similar backgrounds could differ by no more
than 35 percent because of differences in their health.
That 35 percent cap applies
only to increases based on
health — not to the increases
Anthem has announced for
December.
Rates on another Anthem
individual plan increased 21 percent across the board in July
and individuals who have Farm
Bureau plans through Anthem
will see a 10 percent average
increase next month.

Bunning, Whitfield win
By DAVID RAMEY
Locally, Larry Elkins won a
razor-thin margin against GOP nomStaff Writer
U.S. Rep. Jim Bunning appar- inee Melvin Henley in the Calently has won one of the closest loway County Judge-Executive
race, winning by 154 votes. Demoelections in Kentucky history.
Bunning defeated Democratic cratic candidates for coroner and
nominee Scotty Baesler by about magistrate also both won.
J.W. "Bill" Graves maintained
5,000 votes.
Baesler, in a news conference his seat on the state Supreme
Wednesday, said he would ask for Court.
A countywide park tax failed
a recanvass, but conceded that
with local voters, while retiring
Bunning had probably won.
"It appears that Jim obviously Kentucky Rep. Freed Curd won
has the votes to be elected," Baesler the Murray mayor's race.
Jerry Duncan will join Van
said during a news conference at
Haverstock and Bill Smith on the
his Lexington headquarters

Murray Board of Education, as
Jeanetta Williams, a current board
member, finished fourth in a threeseat race.
In Hazel, William Farris was
elected mayor, while Lane Schmidt,
Pat Latimer and Milton Stokes
won spots on the Hazel City Commission.
A statewide amendment permitting annual sessions failed, while
voters passed a property tax exemption for the disabled.
In Kentucky's first congressional

• See Page 2

Elkins to lead county
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
The former chief of police
walked his way to the county
judge/executive post by the
slifimest of margins.
Alomst 20 pounds lighter than
a year ago, Democratic nominee
Larry Elkins fought off a furious
bid by GOP nominee Dr. Melvin
Henley, capping Elkins' first year
in elective politics with a victory
in the county's top executive race.
With final votes counted including absentees, Elkins outpolled
Henley by 154 votes.
Elkins garnered 4,553 votes
(50:9 percent) while Henley had
4,399 (49.1 percent).
"Obviously it was a close race,"
said Elkins. a retired Murray chief
of police. "I had a lot of people
out working for me. It's obvious
that Melvin ran a great race. But
I'd like to ti1tk.verybody who
It's been a
worked hard for
long year and I'm ju tickled to
death."
Elkins carried four of the 11

precincts in the city of Murray,
and rolled up large margins in Almo.
Faxon and Dexter.
But he lost Midway and Harris Grove, two rural precincts affected by an annexation attempt by
the city of Murray. Henley was a
vocal and early opponent of the
annexation attempt.
Henley, a former mayor of Murray who was bidding to become
the first Republican chief executive in the county since 1909, said
he knew he was facing an uphill
battle when turnout appeared heavy
Tuesday morning.
"I think with a light turnout, I
would have won the race," Henley said. "When I saw the Tines
at the polling place, I knew it
was going to be difficult."
Henley said he didn't know
what to expect.
"This is totally uncharted
waters," Henley said, talking about
a strong Republican candidate for
judge.
Henley couldn't buck Calloway's
traditional Democratic voting background.

"It looks like it is impossible
(for a Republican to win)," Henley said. "All I could do was run
on my qualifications. I certainly
couldn't run on my charisma or
looks. If people didn't want my
qualifications, that's fine."
Henley did not rule out another bid for local office.
"My friends had to talk me
into this one." Henley said.
Elkins benefitted fi-om the local
Democratic organization, . and got
a last-minute campaign boost from
Lt. Gov. Steve Henry.
Elkins now prepare to take
over the county's top administrative post.
"I've already talked to a couple of the incoming fiscal court
members," Elkins said. "We're
going to do a lot of work over
the next two months so we are
ready to go in January. I know a
lot of county employees are worried, but if they are doing their
job, they'll have a job.-

11See Page 2

Curd elected mayor
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Freed Curd's magic with local
voters continued Tuesday, as he
easily defeated Dr. Dan Miller in
the mayor of Murray's race.
Curd polled 1,903 (59 percent)
votes to Miller's 1,308 (41 percent).
Curd carried all but two precincts
in the city.
"I had some doubts," Curd said.
"You never know what the silent
majority is going to do."
Curd said the campaign was as
-clean of a campaign that I've
ever run."
"He (Miller) was as clean of a
candidate that I've run against,"
Curd said.

Curd said his experience, including nine terms in the Kentucky
House of Representatives, paid off.
"I've had a good run in the
legislature with the voters," Curd
said. "They've been very good to
me."
Miller said he was surprised at
the loss.
"I just got whipped." Miller
said. "I think that over the last
few years, Mayor (Bill) Cherry
has done a good job as a retired
school teacher working as a fulltime mayor, and I guess that's
what people wanted."
Curd will greet six new members in the Murray City Council.
"I don't know all of them very
well," Curd said. "But we're going

to try and get along and do some
good for the people."
With 13 candidates on the ballot and 12 slots for the Murray
City Council, Shea McWherter, who
drew the last spot on the ballot,
was the only candidate not to
break through.
Returning to the council will
be current members Tommy
Sanders, Tommy Rushing, Bill
Adams, Danny Hudspeth, Dennis
Crawford and Bill Wells.
Cherry also returns to the council, where he served two terms
before being elected mayor in
1989. Joining Cherry as newcom-

II See Page 2

Tonight... Clear and cold.
Low near 30. Light north wind.
Thursday... Mostly sunny.
High near 50.
•
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County vote dooms
tax for park system
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Fourteen of 15 county precincts
were the deciding factor in a narrow defeat of an effort to pass a
property tax which would have
generated revenue for the MurrayCalloway County Parks and Recreation Department.
The city's 11 precincts and the
Midway precinct favored the 3cent tax proposal at the polls Tuesday night, but it wasn't enough
to prevent a 3,937-3,504 defeat,
according to official totals.
The 433-vote difference came
in the county, where voters in 14
precincts soundly defeated the
measure.

- Midway voters barely passed
it, 185-180, according to Tuesday's preliminary figures.
Parks director Skip Dobbs said
he was "obviously disappointed"
the tax failed.
"In a way. I. feel like I failed
in making sure everyone knew of
the importance of the parks to the
community and the urgency of
saving the park facilities and services," Dobbs said Tuesday, reading from one of two statements
he said he prepared earlier.
Park officials, citing a desperate need for long-neglected repairs

MISee Page 2

Democrats gain
in House seats
WASHINGTON (AP)— Republicans held their Senate majority
but failed to grab a bigger chunk
of seats as the Democrats toppled
two of President Clinton's harshest critics, Alfonse D'Amato of New
York and Lauch Faircloth of North
Carolina.
"The battle is over," D'Amato
said after a bitter and expensive
race against Democratic Rep.
Charles Schumer.
Though the race in Nevada still
was too close too call this morning, the Republicans were assured

two more years in control of the
Senate after Tuesday's elections.
They could boast of state Sen.
Peter Fitzgerald's win over Democratic Sen. Carol Moseley-Braun
in Illinois.
But Democrats had victories by
Schumer in New York and John
Edwards in North Carolina.
"We are ecstatic," said Senate
Democratic leader Tom Daschle
of South Dakota, who easily won
re-election himself.

II See Page 2

Survey says MSU faculty
want more consideration

WEATHER

•

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
CHECKING IT TWICE: Lisa Chrisman, a deputy clerk at the
county courthouse in Murray, double checks the polling
tapes upon delivery Tuesday night after the polls closed.

BERNARD KANEledger & Times photo
PLAY BALL: The Murray State University Racer basketball team inaugurated the Regional
Special Events Center Tuesday night with an exhibition game in the new home.

tf

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Results of a recent survey suggest that faculty members at Murray State University are dissatisfied with the way the school is
being run.
Those results highlighted discussions during Tuesday's meeting of the MSU Faculty Senate.
Terry Stricter, a professor in
the MSU history department and
chairman of the Murray Alliance
of Collegiate Teachers (MACE).
presented the results of the MSU
Faculty Attitude Survey, sponsored
by the American Federation of

Teachers (AFT).
Strieter said the survey, which
was mailed to all full-time faculty members in late August and
early September, reached 322 faculty members.
One hundred forty-one faculty
members responded to the surveys, for a response rate of 43.8
percent.
"It is pretty clear from the data
we collected that the Murray State
faculty is dissatisfied with the way
this university is being governed,"
Stricter told the senate.

OSee Page 2
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Woman faces • Democrats.
II Park....
felony forgery
Senate
Republican
leaders
1
Page
From
From Page 1
agreed.
charge locally
"I think we need to talk more
••

Stet Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Paris, Mr., woman faces a
felony forgery charge locally for
allegedly cashing a stolen check
at the Hazel Chek-Mart.
Murray city police picked up
Jennifer Denise Cody, 22, Tuesday afternoon following her arrest
Friday by the Henry County (Tenn.)
Sheriff's Department, said Murray
Detective Mike Jump.
Cody remained in the Calloway
County Detention Center Wednesday morning on a $2,500 cashonly bond.
She is charged with criminal possession of a forged instrument, a
Class D felony, for allegedly forging a $1..000 -check stolen from a
Nashville, Tenn., woman. Jump
said.
Cody allegedly took the check
from the home of Jacqueline
Alexander, the mother of Cody's
ex-boyfriend. ,while visiting the
child Cody and Alexander's son
had together. Jump said.

fitnA
Ledger &Times
1001 Whltnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

The two defeated GOP incumbents had been particularly hostile toward Clinton. As chairman
of the Senate Banking Committee, D'Amato aggressively pursued
hearings into the Whitewater affair.
Faircloth was linked by Hillary
Rodham Clinton to "a vast rightwing conspiracy" after he had
lunch with a federal judge shortly before the court appointed Kenneth W. Starr as independent counsel.
In an election that turned on a
patchwork of issues rather than a
national theme, the GOP was
assured of the 55 seats it held
before Tuesday's midterm elections.
With the Nevada race between
incumbent Democratic Sen. Harry
Reid and Republican Rep. John
Ensign still close, Republicans had
a chance of aiding only one —
far short of the five ,additional
seats that party leaders had hoped
for earlier this year.
Republican activists complained
that congressional leaders had
squandered an opportunity. The
Democrats' pitch for improving
education wen(' unanswered by
Republicans' decision to focus on
the investigations bedeviling Clinton rather than their own tax-cutting agenda, they said.
r
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From Page 1
In the two other contested county races Tuesday," Dwane Jones
was re-elected coroner, defeating
Republican challenger Kenneth
Imes 5,161 to 3,211 and Democratic nominee Johnny Gingles easily defeated GOP nominee Thomas
Collins in magistrate district No.
4. Gingles had 1,510 votes to
Collins' 499.
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as Republicans about our commitment to tax cuts and growth
and local control of education,"
said Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott of Mississippi.
The GOP also fell short of past
midterm performance. Since World
War II, the party not holding the
presidency has picked up an average of four Senate seats in each
midterm election.
Still, the Republicans' present
55 seats are the most they've held
since the 56 GOP senators who
served in 1930 and 1931.
Nevertheless, the losses in New
York and North Carolina were big
ones.
Democratic incumbents narrowly held on to another four seats,
with millions in fund-raising help
from Clinton, Vice President Al
Gore and Mrs. Clinton.

II Survey...
From Page 1
The survey was divided into
four basic categories: working conditions, policy, making, faculty
unions and demographic information.
In the working conditions portion of the survey, faculty members reported dissatisfaction with
current economic considerations at
MSU. Well over 50 percent of the
faculty answered fair to poor in
this section.
A general dissatisfaction among
faculty was also indicated in noneconomic concerns. Again, fair or
poor responses totaled greater than
50 pereent for all questions.
Members of the MSU faculty
also found fault with policy making procedures.
Over .5ff• percent "strongly disagreed" with the current procedure with policy making. The survey said "... faculty at MSU seem
to have a sense of powerlessness
in the policy making process."
An overwhelming majority of
MSU faculty (90.9 percent) agreed
or strongly agreed that "the primary powers and decision making should be the result of consultations between faculty and
administration."
A summary of the survey suggested that faculty at MSU want
true shared-governance with, members of the administratior
"The faculty here at Murray State
feels powerless because they feel
that they have little influence with
the administration," said Stricter.
Stricter went on to say that faculty preference for a union is
"mixed."
The senate voted to prepare a
list of concrete examples of sharedgovernance and present it to the
faculty committee of the MSU
Board of Regents.
An earlier motion to invite MSU
President Dr. Kern Alexandhr to
the senate's December meeting was

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
liELD

defeated.

district, U.S Rep. Ed Whitfield withstood an unexpected strong challenge from former U.S. Rep. Tom
Barlow.
In the Senate race, Baesler had
departed his campaign celebration
early this morning before the outcome was known.
A recanvass involves checking
voting machines to determine that
correct totals were reported. It is
customary .in close races and,
though minor changes in vote totals
are common, the outcome is rarely
affected.
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11,000 votes, but tliplead melted literally in an instant.
Totals from 190 precincts in
Jefferson County, the state's most
populous, arrived in one swoop
and gave Baesler a 20,000-vote margin in the county. Statewide, the
race looked dead even.
The numbers were delayed by
a computer breakdown at the Board
of
Elections
in
downtown

II Curd...

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

"At this point, if the pool fil- n't hold much promise, he -added.
ter goes out, the pool would just
"I think as far as the parks, if
have to close down," Dobbs said.
"There's no money to do repairs." there's not any money available,
The tax was one of four options there's not any money available,"
for getting added funding, Dobbs he. said, adding that he didn't
expect the parks system to take
said.
The others included a bequest priority over the city police and
to the parks in someone's will, a fire departments.
A similar tax referendum can't
tax passed through city and county governments or additional fund- be put on the ballot again until
the 2000 General Election, Dobbs
ing from those entities, he said.
"And none of those seem real- said.
"The park needs consistent
istic at this time," Dobbs said.
A new Murray City Council .income to meet its budget needs,"
and an almost entirely new Cal- Dobbs said. "I don't know how
loway County Fiscal Court does- we're going to do it now."

House in a six-year mid-term election since 1822.
Whitfield carried the district with
93,285 votes (55 percent) to Barlow's 76,709 (45 percent).
But Whitfield's margin wasn't
as large as some expected.
"I think I've pretty CIO maxed
out what a Republican can do,"
Whitfield said, pointing to the fact
his margin Was the largest in his
three wins.' knew with a DemoVote totals were reported even crat like Tom
Barlow running, who
more slowly in some other areas," has a high-name
recognition, it
including the rural and historical- wasn't
going to be easy."
ly Republican counties of MonWhitfield clrried Calloway
roe, Martin and Estill.
County,
the only county other than
With five precincts still being
Both Baesler and Bunning gave
awaited today, Bunning led by 50- up safe seats in the U.S. House McCracken he carried in the Pur49 percent. The other 1 percent went to pursue the Senate seat being chase.
He also goes to Congress with
to Charles Arbegust of the Reform left vacant by the retirement of Wenfive
fewer Republican members.
Party. Unofficial totals:
dell Ford, the Senate's Minority
"I'm surprised," Whitfield said.
whip.
Bunning — 565,021
"I was a little surprised that DemocBaesler — 560,039
The state board of elections will rats picked up five seats."
Arbtegust — 13,059.
formally certify the results on Nov.
Whitfield said- he expected a
Bunning said his selection to 19, but officials. with the Secre- "reevaluation of Republican leadthe U.S. Senate topped his elec- tary of State's office- indicated final ership" on Capitol Hill.
tion into baseball's Hall of Fame. results would be announced later
The Associated Press contributed to this report.
"This is better any time than today.
With 99.2 percent of precincts
getting into the Hall of Fame,"
reporting
to the state's official
the former pitcher told supporters
computer
totals, Bunning had
Tuesday night. "It's great to have
558,322 votes to Baesler's 554,006
a landslide victory."
The lead seesawed between the votes.
Baesler carried Calloway, gar- From Page 1
candidates throughout the night as returns trickled in. At one point, nering 53 percent Of the vote with ers will be R.C. Jones, Ginger
Bunning seemed to be ahead by 4,586. Bunning had 3,928 and Veal, Joe Hal Spann, Doris Parham
Reform candidate Charles Arbeand Johnny Bohannon.
gust had 124 votes.
Rushing topped all votegetters
Across the country. Democrats
with
2,223 votes, meaning he will
won five seats in Congress, the
serve
as mayor pro tem.
first gain by a party in the White

From Page 1
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CHECKING THE TOTALS: Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey checks computer totals during the counting of ballots Tuesday night at the courthouse.

• Bunning...

Shell

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES

to park facilities, began a hurried
education campaign about the proposal soon after a new law allowing such taxes took effect in midJuly.
The tax was expected to generate about $247,000 in revenue
to go along with the parks system's budget, which is $243,901
for 1998-99.
Among the parks officials' top
priorities were repair — or replacement — of its ailing 25-year-old
swimming pool, replacement of
the roofs of its four historic buildings and restroom repairs.
The latter are even more pressing since Halloween when someone caused an estimated $3,500
damage to the men's restroom at
the old city park on Chestnut
Street, according to park foreman
Brad Steele.
Two weeks before, someone
destroyed about a half-dozen nets
at the Bee Creek Soccer Complex, which cost about $1,000 to
replace, he said.
A breakdown at the pool would
essentially close it. New state regulations would require that the
main pool and kiddie pool have
their own filter systems, pumps
and surge pits instead of sharing
one the way it does now, Dobbs
said.
That would cost upward of
$200,000 and could take three to
nine months to complete, he said.
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147 151 204 374 199 182 224 153 171 148 262 160
120 80 137 235 61 111 184 93 103 83 141 70

178 239 167 327 200
72 47 65 79 40

Johnny Gingles (D)
Thomas Collins (R)

R.C. Jones
Ginger Veal
William "Bill" Cherry
Tommy Sanders
Joe Hal Spann
William Adams Jr.
Doris Parham
Johnny Bohannon
Danny Hudspeth
Dennis Crawford
Bill Wells
Rushing-Tom—
Shea McWherter

66 153
60 148
50 157
75 168
61 161
79 188
82 164
74 182
106 193
79 179
78 179
94 194
52 133

81 188 98 125 139 133 .166 153 230
80 170 115 124 131 131 165 142 199
77 184 91 125 132 165 164 150 214
78 220 106 135 156 171 189 168 243
89 201 92 129 136 143 175 153 230
95 250 143 142 166 214 194 207 292
82 166 95 125 132 140 162 148 216
92 247 123 143 167 212 198 194 288
96 237 150 146 175 200 206 201 285
93 237 132 146 169 192 188 185 265
93 241 143 142 164 1.94 196 19r- 262
100----277 157-452 1-6926 2_14 221 296
65 151 86-1t5 107 108 126 124 188

Joe Hal Spann
William Adams Jr.
Doris Parham
Johnny Bohannon
Danny Hudspeth
Dennis Crawford
Bill Wells
Tom Rushing
Shea McWherter

61 161
79 188
82 164
74 182
106 193
79 179
78 179
94 194
52 133

89
95
82
92
96
93
93
100
65

201 92 129
250 143 142
166 95 125
247 123 143
237 150 146
237 132 146
241 143 142
277 157 152
151 86 105

136 143
166 214
132 140
167 212
175 200
169 192
164 194
169 226
107 108

175 153
194 207
162 148
198 194
206 201
188 185
196 191
214 221
126 124
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292._
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262
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188
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Rick Johnson
J.W. "Bill" Graves

45 89 45
64 121 55

William "Bill" Smith
Van Haverstock
Jerry Duncan
Jeannetta Williams

67
81
69
61

Yes
No

51 108 47
55 106 55

Yes
No

100 179 78
20 49 28

130
168
130
127

71
86
67
60

87 139 70
45 105 50

.For
_Against

143 74 72 85
153 104 109 119

168
222
168
196

99
101
110
104

145 91
159 98

105
127
115
105

135
142
156
121

126 119 93 158 189 172 49 83 80 115 209 61 95 126 90 112 81 142 79
125 127 131 165 212 167 55 103 93 115 265 88 105 181 86 98 99 161 87

122 29
158 31
107 24
111 24

89 103 133
101 108 126

150
183
151
127

139
191
169
150

jI

143 101 163 209 129 47
123 122 195 262 215 52

123 89 123 228 77
96 98 150 286 83

91 152 80 100 83 155
128 175 122 117 96 159

88
102

158
244 155 148 168 208 209 182 259 380 272 85 196 151 228 405 133 172 279 184 180 153 238
33 39 56 117 4C 65 61 27 48 40 9C 41
95. 24
62 66 53 110 116
64 36 41 44

211
129

143 115 133
63 92 105

178 157 148 211 204 139 37 103 86
III 135 129 180 319 254 76 133 116

GOP keeps majority; tvvo seats change hands
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Democrats clung to a thin shard
of Kentucky's congressional lineup by grabbing a seat in traditional Republican territory.
Democrat Ken Lucas, touting
his conservative credentials, defeated Gex Williams to break a 32year Republican dominance in the
4th District and foil the GOP's
bid to sweep Kentucky's six House
seats.
Lucas' victory Tuesday offset
the Democrats' loss in the 6th
District. Ernie Fletcher, like
Williams a favorite of religious
conservatives, defeated Democrat
Ernesto Scorsone to add the central Kentucky district to the GOP
column. Voters had denied Fletcher the seat two years earlier.
The flip-flop in the two open.
seats — key battlegrounds in the
national struggle for control of the
House — retained the lopsided
Republican advantage. Republicans

preserved their 5-1 advantage in
the House delegation and laid claim
to both U.S. Senate seats.
Lucas was pragmatic in assessing his prospects as the lone Democrat in Kentucky's delegation, given
Jim Bunning's victory in the U.S.
Senate race.
"I'll do what I can do," I:was
said. "I'll play the cards that have
been dealt me."
Lucas ariptateT to conservative
Democrats with his pro-business
and anti-abortion message in the
district stretching along the Ohio
River. Williams was unable to
overcome nagging questions about
his credibility, stemming from controversies about a land deal and
his educational record.
In unofficial returns from 538
of 538 precincts:
Lucas — 93,287.
Williams — 81,410.
The state's four Republican
incumbent congressmen won comfortable victories to cement the
shift toward the GOP in congres-
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sional races.
In the 6th District, Fletcher and
Scorsone offered clashing philosophies on government's role in abortion, health care, taxes and education. Fletcher said voters had a
clear choice, and embraced the
conservative side.
"We can't allow government to
grow large and obtrusive," Fletcher said. "We need to .sive the
powerc back to the people, bring
back time-honored values of the
country and of families."
Fletcher, a physician and Baptist minister, surprisingly edged
Scorsone in urban Fayette County, where both live, and racked
up comfortable margins in rural
areas. Fletcher succeeded in his
second bid for Congress, rebounding from a loss.to Democrat Scotty Baesler two years ago. Baesler
gave up the seat to run against
Bunning for the U.S. Senate.
In unofficial returns...from 569
of 569 precincts:
Fletcher — 103.846.

Scorsone — -90,023. Wasley Krogdahl (Taxpayers
Party) — 1.839.
Scorsone will return to the Kentucky Senate, where he is halfway
through his four-year term.
Republicans Hal Rogers — dean
of Kentucky's House delegation
— and Ron Lewis coasted to reelection over little-known Democratic challengers.
Rogers, an 18-year incumbent.
trounced political novice Sidney
Jane Bailey-Bamer in the 5th District of eastern Kentucky.
In unofficial returns from 670
of 670 precincts:
Rogers — 139,402 votes.
39,051.
Bailey-Bamer
Lewis, who recently backed
away from his pledge to limit his
stay in Congress, easily outdistanced farmer Bob Evans and
Reform Party candidate Jim Ketchel
in the 2nd District of south-central Kentucky.
In unofficial returns from 511
of 513 precincts:

Lewis — 112,681.
Evans — 62,508.
Ketchel — 1,819.
In Louisville, first-term Republican Rep. Anne Northup defeated former state attorney general
Chris Gorman in the 3rd District..
Northup. pegged as a rising star
by GOP House leaders, amassed
a wide fund-raising advantage over
Gorman in the Democratic-leaning district.
In unofficial returns from 453
of 453 precincts:
Northup — 100,690.
Gorman — 92,865.
Patricia Jo Metten (Natural Law
Party) — 1,881.
Republican incumbent Ed Whitfield defeated Democrat Tom Barlow,the former congressman he narrowly ousted four years ago in
the 1st District of western Kentucky.
In unofficial returns from 563
of 563. precincts:
Whitfield — 93,285.
Barlow — 76,709.

In the 4th District, the contest
between Williams and Lucas Pitted different brands-of conservatism.
Williams appealed to evangelicals
while Lucas campaigned as a probusiness Democrat.
Williams. -a state senator, was
put on the defensive by an ethics
investigation of a beneficial land
deal and questions about his legislative biography that once referred
to him as a graduate of the U.S.
Naval Academy. Williams attended Annapolis but dropped out.
Williams tried to link Lucas
with Bill Clinton and accused
Lucas of raising taxes as a city
commissioner and fiscal court member.
Williams, who routinely mixed
his faith with politics, parted from
his supporters by encouraging them
to "continue the message of Jesus
Christ."
"Remember America's strong
because of a faith in God," he
said.
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FROM OUR READERS
Reader upset Wellness center
by warnings vital to Murray
Dear Editor:
Over the last two weeks Murray State University has been saturated with warnings about
the flames of hell.
First there was the evangelist, Brother John,
who came to campus with his condemning sermons.
To summarize his sermons is quite simple: all
who were not like him are going to hell.
Brother John stated that Mother Teresa and
Princess Diana are in hell.
He also proclaimed that the following persons
will go to hell: members of fraternities and sororities, all Catholics, all homosexuals, those who
listen to rock and roll, those who drink and
smoke or use drugs, and definitely all who masturbate.
Brother John was forced to leave campus. That
made my day.
But then last week we received more warnings about hell's flames. This time the devil himself appeared in the drama at the- Curris Center.
"Heaven's Gates and Hell's Flames" was abundantly advertised.
I reluctantly attended and was not surprised
by what I saw portrayed. Brother John would
have loved it. In fact, he may have written it
for all I know.
Scene after scene of people standing before
Jesus on judgment day was depicted. But in this
drama, Jesus was no more merciful than the devil.
Even children 12 or 13 years of age were
rejected by this Jesus and literally dragged by
the devil into the flames of hell, while being
separated from screaming parents.
In all my life I have never seen such cruel
emotional manipulation of a crowd. I saw several children so upset they walked out.
No wonder_ many children came forward to
"be saved."
They had the hell scared out of them even
though the evangelist at the outset made this
remark, "We are not here to scare anyone into
heaven — we only want to show the love of
Jesus."
I wonder what Jesus he meant — none that
Eve ever read about. Or maybe I misread the
gospel which has Jesus say, -"I did not come to
condemn the world, but to save it."
Or maybe I misunderstood him on "Unless you
become as a child, you will not enter the kingdom."
Portraying Jesus as turning his back on children who are begging for his mercy is heartless.
And then to have him stand stone-faced watching a hideously laughing devil drag these chil• dren into eternal torment. It made me very angry,
and it also frightened me.
I can only say I hope the real Jesus is nothing like the one portrayed in "Heaven's Gates
and Hell's Flames."

Dear Editor:
As I write, I do not know who will be elected for mayor or county judge, but I want to
share a couple of thoughts with them and all our
community leaders.
I am disappointed that plans for a wellness
center between the university, the hospital, and
the YMCA now seem to be going in separate
directions.
Our newly elected leaders need to take an
immediate call-to-action and get the joint planning process back on track. Murray and Calloway
County may miss a golden opportunity.
Let me take a risk and share a dream. This
community has the need and resources to build
a fabulous wellness center. Such a facility would
not often be found in a community our size.
Recent talks between the university, the hospital and the YMCA seemed a great combination,
and from the outside, it looked like they might
bear fruit. Now local leaders should immediately
seek to reinvigorate this group.
The university, needs a new pool and could
hopefully bring significant dollars beyond just
land.
With Murray being a leading retirement location and with an aging population, the hospital
and local physical therapists apparently covet an
aquatics facility and other health-related space.
Having spent lots of money on health care,
insurance dollars should provide numerous, paying patients to the facility.
The local- YMCA has developed a significant
health seeking clientele that has proven to be the
basis of a solid paying business in our community.
Additionally I'd suggest a local school system
with enrichment sessions to fill might really flip
for swim teams or even a "swimming required
to graduate" concept. Dr. Alexander might even
get into that last one. It also sounds like an idea
right for KERA.
To all parties involved: I would note that you
are all on the same team. Indeed, you all work
for the local Kentucky taxpayers.
The hospital is public. The schools systems
are public. The hospital board is appointed to
serve our community interests.
When the hospital- backed out of negotiatiOns,
apparently being Uncomfortable with building on
land they did not own, they seemed to have forgotten they don't own anything.
They are owned by the -public and the university is also owned by the public. I can understand, when big dollars are at stake, administrators representing multiple public interests get nervous.
Therefore, let me make one last suggestion.
Time Share! Put all those concerns up-front in a
contractual agreement. Buy, sell and trade those
hours and square feet but bring us home a gleaming new facility. For business sakes.

Jim Peyton
14141/2 Vine St.
' Apt. B
Murray, KY 42071

Steve, Beth, Brent
Amy and Daniel White
1005 Westgate Drive
Murray, KY 42071

Council must face universities
Were going to find out soon
enough whether the state's new
Council on Postsecondary Educa-tion has the backbone to stand
up to Kentucky's two research
universities.
Incredibly, within a week, both
the University of Kentucky and
University of Louisville took steps
separate
establishing
toward
schools of public health that eventually will lead to the awarding
of doctorate degrees in public
health.
Neither apparently knew the
other was planning a public health
school, even though officials at
each, university say the planning
had gone on for more than a
year. And the Council on Postsecondary Education, which must
approve the degree programs, hadn't the first idea that Kentucky
was on the way to getting not
one but two full schools of public health.
In a state with limited resources
to begin with when it comes to
higher .education. Kentucky taxpayers simply cannot afford to support two separate. equal and expensive schools.
The taxpayers have been supporting two separate medical
schools 90 miles apart, two dental schools 90 miles apart and
two law schools 90 miles apart
- plus a third in Northern Kentucky - and to add yet another
duplicated graduate program is
simply beyond the Pale.
This sort of wasteful duplication and lack of communication
is the perfect example of why
Gov. Paul Patton pushed and

ANALYSIS

TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
shoved reluctant members of the
General Assembly last year to
approve sweeping reforms of the
way higher education in Kentucky
operates. It is precisely this level
.of arrogant disregard for simple
common sense economics that
caused Patton to insist that the
toothless Council on Higher Education be replace.
In exchange, the two major
research universities will be given
$100 million to help transform
themselves.
And this is how -they begin.
Does this mean Kentucky doesn't need a school of public health?
Not at all. In fact, the state needs
one good, top-notch public health
degree. program producing graduates that work in cities and rural
counties fighting diseases and other
health hazards far more than the
state needs three separate law
schools churning out new attorneys every year.
The attitude the members of
the Council on Postsecondary Education must take is this: There
will nOt be two separate schools
of public health in this state.
And if the University of Kentucky and University of Louisville
continue spending good money
planning and developing two separate schools, the council must

deny one or the other the ability to award degrees, which effectively kills the program at the
beginning.
Surely, however, the process
will not reach that conclusit5n.
Since the leadership at both
universities apparently sees no
communicating
in
usefulness
among themselves over where the
state's top universities are heading, the council must make it
clear that communication is not
only desirable, it is required if
the institutions are to stay in the
council's good graces.
The ideal resolution is for both
universities to operate a joint
school of public health drawing
on the strengths of their separate
medical schools and programs. If
they cannot or will not do that.
then the Council must take appropriate action and turn one down.
And the council must act quickly before the universities begin
organizing their supporters, pulling
political strings in Frankfort and
exerting the kind of influence that
over the years led to all those
medical, dental and law schools
90 interstate miles apart.
Otherwise, we'll have two
expensive schools of public health
with the taxpayers once more paying twice for the same product.
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Administration promotes fiction
News reports tell of President
Clinton, seeing a "possible peace
agreement" and its political dividends slipping away, saying to
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu:: "You're despicable."
There is no recold—Of—ClinFan
or anyone else in this administration
saying anything remotely offensive to Palestine Liberation Organization leader Yasser Arafat. That's
because this administration continues, to promote the fiction that
only Israel is an impediment to
"peace" in the region.
Some Israeli leaders are consoled because the agreement seems
to be front-loaded with compliance requirements in order for
Arafat's Palestinian Authority to
receive an additional 13 percent
of land.
But, like so much in the Middle East, the agreement's language
is sometimes imprecise and may
not necessarily lead to the conclusions claimed by the signatories. For example, under "further
redeployments," a committee is to
be formed to discuss more pullbacks by Israeli soldiers.
But Israel won't know in
advance whit the Palestinian security plan looks like because it will
be developed by the Palestinian side
and shared with the United States,
after which inimediate implementation is supposed to begin. Two
terrorist groups, Hamas and Islamic Jihad, have already promised
to have no part of the agreement.
Each says the "holy war" against
Israel will proceed.
The United States, not Israel,
will monitor implementation of the
Palestinian plan, and there is no
indication in the agreement that
any penalties will be assessed
against the PA for failing to honor
its promises.
Under Section II, the all-important (to Israel) statements about
security, a U.S.-Palestinian corn

Attention
Washington!
Let your elected officials
know what you think. For
information regarding your
state officials, call the
Ledger at 753-1916.

t.S. REP ED WHITFIELD
2341 Cannon House One Building.
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-225-3547 (Washington)

U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russel Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-2244343 (Washington)

U.S. SEN. MUCH MrCONNELI.
36IA Rime, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2.41 (Washington)

CAL'S TIIOUGHTS

CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist
mittee will meet bi-weekly to is not that specific. Palestinian
review the steps being taken to organizations, committees, "speakeliminate terrorist cells and the ers" and other entities - that sound
support structure that plans, to have been democratically elected but have only been appointed
finances and abets terrorism.
The PA is supposed to tell the• - will be convened. President ClinUnited States all it is doing to ton will address them. Arafat
outlaw any organizations that pose pledges to "reaffirm (his) letter
of 22 January 1998 to President
a terrorist threat to Israel.
As for illegal weapons held by Clinton concerning the nullificathe PA, the Palestinian side prom- tion of the Palestinian National
ises only to "insure an effective Charter provisions that are inconframework is in place to crimi- sistent with the letters exchanged
nalize any importation, manufac- between the PLO and the govturing or unlicensed sale or pos- ernment of Israel On 9/10 Sepsession of firearms, ammunition tember 1993."
-In those letters, Arafat promor weapons in areas under Palesised to repeal sections 'of the chartinian jurisdiction."
What happens to weapons ter calling for Israel's destruction,
already held illegally in the region? but .no formal action was taken.
Writing in last Saturday's
It is also unclear what will be
done if the PA seizes illegal Jerusalem Post, former Israeli
weapons. All we get is diplomat- Defense Minister Moshe Arens
ic gibberish about establishing a noted that the spirit of Camp
"systematic program for the col- David continues to haunt Israel.
lection and appropriate handling Arens said that by agreeing to the
concept of "land for peace," Menof all such illegal items
Recommendations are made con- achem Begin did something not
cerning incitements to violence, done before in history: "the idea
but there is no indication whether. that the aggressor (Egypt) should
they are binding, It is also not recover whatever territory he lost
clear whether Israel will be allowed as a result of his aggression,"
This piecemeal approach is not
to exercise its right under the Oslo
agreement to veto recruitment of in the best interest of Israel. Perspecific Palestinians to the already haps Netanyahu should baldly protoo large police force (also in vio- pose an endgame that would include
lation of Oslo), or if there will the final, non-negotiable borders
f or which he would settle.
be a reduction of that force.
If the PA protests, this will
The signatories claim the agreement requires the PA to revoke confirm its unchanging objective
the Palestine Liberation Organiza- for the complete destruction of
tion Charter, which calls for the the Jewish state. In that case, the
world will know the identity of
destruction of Israel.
But language in the agreement the real despicable party.

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor.
All letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included. Letters must be brief. We reserve the right to condense
or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor,
Murray Ledger and Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
KY 42071. They may also be faxed to (502) 753-1927.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Hallie Shelton Williams
Mrs. Hallie Shelton Williams, 93, South Third Street, Murray,
died Tuesday, Nov. 3, 1998, at 12:50 p.m. at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
She was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Her husband, Elsworth Williams, died Dec. 19, 1987. One sister, Mable Shelton, and four brothers, Fred Shelton, Jess Oliver
Shelton, Cletus Shelton, and T.G. Shelton, also preceded her in
death. Born Mai-ch 14, 1905, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Jessie Shelton and Verner Swift Shelton.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Christine Ratterree and
husband, Brice, one granddaughter, Mrs. Tina Ratterree Dunn and
husband, Andy, and one great-granddaughter, Elizabeth Dunn, all
of Murray; two brothers, Holland Shelton, Murray, and Vesta Shelton, Hazel.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry M. Lee and Dr. Terry
Ellis will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth Oliver
Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth Oliver, 85, Green Acres Health Care,
Mayfield, died Monday, Nov. 2, 1998, at 4:25 p.m. at Columbia
PineLake Regional Hospital, Mayfield.
She was a member of Enon Baptist Church. Her husband, Wayne Thomas Oliver, one son, DeWayne Oliver, and one sister, Mrs. Pauline Sanderson, preceded her in death.
She was the daughter of the late Mark Moreland and Ruby Davidson Moreland.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Barbara Rea, Martin,
Tenn., Mrs. Glenda Armstrong, Lynn Grove, and Mrs. Loretta
Kennemore, Mrs. Joyce Cash, and Mrs. Lucy Turner, all of Mayfield; four sons, John T. Oliver, Wingo, Royce Oliver, Fulton, and
Keith Oliver and Jeff Oliver, both of _Mayfield; three brothers,
HOward Moreland, Cuba, Vester Moreland, Mayfield, and Albert
Moreland, Hobart, Ind.; 16 grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren;
one great-great-grandchild.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. at Enon Baptist Church,
Mayfield. The Rev. James Robertson' and the Rev. Chad Lamb
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Steve Rea, Danny Kennemore, Patrick Kennemore, David Armstrong, Jeremy Oliver, Ricky Oliver, Nathan
Oliver, and Joseph Oliver, all grandsons. Burial will follow in
Poyners Chapel Cemetery.
Visitation is at the Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, until noon
today when the body will be taken to the church to lie in state
until the funeral hour.

Marvin Leon Youngblood
Marvin Leon Youngblood, 82, St. Rt. 940, Mayfield, died Monday. Nov. 2, 1998, at 6:40 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Former owner/manager of Youngblood Super Market, Mayfield,
he was a member of High Point Baptist Church and of American
Legion Post #26, Mayfield. He was an Army veteran of World
War II.
Born June 29, 1916, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Edgar C. Youngblood and Alma Crider Youngblood, Also
preceding him in death wereAwo sisters, Mrs. 011is Smith and
ther, Joe Youngblood.
Mrs. Nell Hawkins, and one
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lurley Youngblood; one daughter, Mrs. Emily Burge, one son, Kent Youngblood, two sisters,
Mrs. Daisy Mason and Mrs. Imogene Riley, and four brothers,
Gay P. Youngblood, L.V. Youngblood, Burt Youngblood, and Carlos Youngblood, all of Mayfield; four grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Horne, Mayfield. The Rev. James Tharp and the Rev. Al
Cobb will officiate. Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield, with military graveside rites by American Legion
Post #26.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

HOG MARKET

pol90065

$6 50 - 8.50

US 1-2 200-215 lbs.
Sows
US 1.2 270-350 lbs
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
US 1-3 450-525 lbs
US 1-3 525 & up lbs
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars $3.00-$4.00

Federal State Market News Service November
4, 1998 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act. 270 Est. 50 Barrows & Gilts $1.50-$2.00
lower Sows $1.00-53.00 lower
$14.00- 15.00
US 1-3 230-260 lbs.
$10.00- 13.00
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
$13.50. 14.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.

$6 00 - 7.00
$7.00 - 9.00
$9.00 12.00
$12.00- 14.00
$5 00. 7.00

230 HWY 641 NORTH • 901-584-0500• CAMDEN,TN 38320
OPEN: 9 A.M.-5 P.M. MON.-FRI. & 9 A.M.-12 NOON SAT.
1.000

39c

• CARPET

r.t1r! r-r7

S299

lt

Concrete Yard Figures & Pots
BUY 2, GET 1 FREE!

s1

2"

•6x9
VINYL REMNANTS
WALLPAPER $3.99 double roll
Over 100,000 rolls in stock!

'

Investments Since 1854.

fi Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. .880554 + 99.39
40 unc
Air Products
/
4
621
/
4+1
is AT&T
79% +%.
Bell South
47%2/.
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ..111H/s+ 1%.
/
4 +%.
481
Caterpillar
49 +'/.
Chrysler
47%.-%6
Dean Foods
731/1 +IA
Exxon
54
Ford Motor
89,4+ 11
/
4
General Electric
65 +%
0.0 General Motors
37% +'/.
Goodrich
57% + 11%
. Goodyear
B 17%A
HopFed Bank*
l48%+ls
IBM
/
4
50-1
Ingersoll Rand

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

93%.+ 2''..
Intel
56% +%
Kroger
LG&E
84%+ 21,2
Lucent Tech
39% + t'r.
Mattel
671
/
4+ I%
McDonalds
46% +%
Mercantile Bank
141%+ 1%
Merck
105% +si.
Microsoft
50a+ 176.
J.C. Penney
60%.+I%
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough ....106%+ 1,..
47%+%
Sears
Texaco
95%+ I%
Time Warner
.48%+ I%)
Union Planters
UST
67"/I.+%
Wal-Mart

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker In this stock.
UNC price unchanged

tfilliarel Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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Jones lawyers say conditions
make Hirschfeld's offer invalid
WASHINGTON (AP) — Paula
Jones' lawyers contended Tuesday
that a $1 million offer to encourage her to settle hcr lawsuit against
President Clinton is no longer valid
because of new conditions attached
by a New York businessman.
Mrs. Jones' attorney John Whitehead said she now must decide
whether to follow her lawyers'
advice to ignore the offer from
-New York real estate developer
Abe Hirschfeld.
Settlement negotiations Ivith
Clinton's lawyers . won't resume

until she makes a decision, Whitehead said. The president has offered
$700,000 to settle the dismissed
sexual harassment case that is now
before the 8th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals. Mrs. Jones is demanding $1 million from the president.
"He's changed the terms,"
Whitehead said about the - offer
from Hirschfeld. "He wants a letter of credit. That makes the money
not usable. It's different from the
agreement he signed. Everybody's
rethinking things now."

Important issues should rule child rearing
QUESTION: When discussing
adolescence, why do you often
focus your comments on parents? It' s the kids who do crazy
things.
DR. DOBSON: I'm particularly concerned about idealistic and
perfectionist Moms and dads who
are determined to make their adolescent perform and achieve and
measure up to the highest standard. In so doing, they rock a
boat that is already threatened by
the rapids. Perhaps another child
could handle the additional turbulence, but the unsteady kid` - the
one ,who lacks common sense for
a while and may even lean toward
irrational behavior. - could capsize
if you're not careful.•Don't unsettle his or her boat any more than
you must!
I'm reminded of a waitress who
recognized me when I came into
the restaurant where she worked.
She was not busy that day and
wanted to talk about her 12-yearold daughter. As a single mother,
she had gone through severe struggles with the girl, whom she identified as being very strong-willed.
"We have fought tooth and nail
for this entire year, she said. "It
has been awful! We argue nearly
every night, and most of our fights
are over the same issue."
I asked her what had caused
the conflict, and she replied, "My
but
daughter

home and is being influenced by
a carload of crummy friends. Be
very careful with him. Pick and
choose whit is worth fighting for,
and settle for something less than
perfection on issues that don't really matter. Just get him through it!

FOCUS ON THE FANHLY
DR. JAMES C. DOBSON
Syndicated 01111111dg
she wants to shave her legs. I feel bra, for a flat-chested preadolesshe's too young to be doing that, cent girl. For goodness sake! If
and she becomes so angry that she wants it that badly, she probshe won't even talk to me. This ably needs it for social reasons.
has been the worst year of our Run, don't walk, to the nearest
lives together."
department store and buy her a
I looked at the waitress and bra. The objective, as Charles and
said, "Buy your daughter a.razor!" Andy Stanley wrote, is to keep
That 12-year-old girl was pad- your kids on your team. Don't throw
dling into a time of life that would away your friendship over behavrock her canoe good and hard. As ior that has no great moral siga single parent, Mom would soon nificance. There will be plenty of
be trying to keep this rebellious real issues that require you to
kid from getting into drugs, alco- stand like a rock. Save your big
hol, sex and pregnancy, early mar- guns for those crucial confrontariage, school failure and the pos- tions.
Let me make it very clear,
sibility of running away. Truly,there
would be many ravenous alliga- again, that this advice is not reltors in her river within a year or evant to every teen-ager. The comtwo. In that setting, it seemed pliant kid who is doing wonderunwise to make a big deal over fully in school, has great friends,
what was essentially a nonissue. is disciplined in her conduct and
While I agreed with the mother loves her parents is not nearly so
that adolescence should not, be delicate. Perhaps her parents can
ushered in prematurely, there i'ere urge her to reach even higher stanhigher goal, than maintaining a dards in her achievements and
-lifestyle.
proper developmental timetable.
My concern, however, is for
I have seen other parents fight
similar battles over nonessentials that youngster who could go over
such as the purchase of a first the falls. He is intensely angry at

QUESTION: Do you think
you should spank a chila for every
act of disobedience or defiance?
DR. DOBSON: No. Corporal
punishment should be a rather
infrequent occurrence. There is an
appropriate time for a
child to sit on a chair to "think"
about his misbehavior, or she might
be deprived of a privilege, or sent
to his room for a "time-out," or
made to work when she had planned
to play. In other words, you should
vary your response to misbehavior, always hoping to stay one
step ahead of- the child. Your goal
is to react continually in a way
that benefits the' child, and in
accordance with his or her "crime."
In this regard, there is no substitute for wisdom and tact in the
parenting role.
- ****+
Dr. Dobson is president of the
,ilonprofit organization Focus on
the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80903; or.
Questions
and
www.fotforg.
answers are excerpted from "Solid
Answers," published by Tyndale
House.
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Building A New Home?
We Provide Custom Design
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• Home Theater
• Video Projection Systems
• Whole Home Audio
• Telephone Systems
• Intercom Systems
• Home Automation
• Digital Satellite Television
• Fire & Security Systems
• CCTV Systems
• Automatic Gate Systems
• Lighting Control Systems

Let us guide

you through the ever-changing world of home electronics as you plan and build your new
home, or remodel your current home into the home of your dreams.

WE FEATURE QUALITY ELECTRONICS FROM:

SQNY

506 N 12th Street • Murray, Kentucky

HI WARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

Joseph Sikora,90, Rice Humphreys Road, Puryear, Tenn., died
Sunday, Nov. 1, 1998, at 11:20 p.m. at his home.
He had been employed a a coal miner for Hannah Coal Company. Two brothers, Tony Sikora and Rudy Sikora. preceded him
in death. Born Dec. 8, 1907, in Dillonvale, Ohio, he was the son
of the late Andrew Sikora and Josephine Ruzek Sikora.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ruth Thill and husband,
Charles, Puryear, Tenn.; one son, Joseph Sikora Jr. and wife, Eva,
Waynesville, Ohio; one brother, Frank Sikora, Cambridge, Ohio;
six grandchildren, Nancy Dykes, Susan Daggett, Joan Janes, Frank
'Thill, Betty Wilson, and Rick Sikora; two stepgranddaughters,
Helen Shoeck and husband, John, and Cindy Lawrence and husband, Jim.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Wilson Funereal Home,. Dillonvale, Ohio. Burial will follow in Highland Cemetery, Mt. Pleasant, Ohio.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of local arrangements.

• Phone Systems • Video Projection • Home Automation • Lighting Control Systems • CCTV Systems • Home Theater • Whole

DISCOUNT BARGAIN CENTER
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Billie Mac Reeves
Billie Mac Reeves, 67, John Boyd Court, Mayfield, died Tuesday, Nov. 3, 1998, at 9:55 a.m. at Mayfield.
A retired mechanic with the Graves County Road Department,
he was of Baptist faith, and an Army veteran of the Korean Conflict.
His wife, Mrs. Henrietta Ray Reeves, one son, Billy Wayne
Roves. and his parents, Dennis Reeves and Nancy Hale Reeves,
all preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Donna McClain, one son,
Robert Reeves, and one sister, Mrs. Linda Hicks, all of Mayfield;
three brothers, Charles Reeves, Mayfield, Larry Reeves, Hickory,
and Kenneth Reeves, Wingo; seven grandchildren; four great-grandchildren; several relatives in Calloway County.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Jerry Rollins will officiate.
Burial will follow in Maplewood Cemetery, Mayfield.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD BY ANYONE!

CERAMIC TILE

Joseph Sikora

Mrs. Annie Mae Merrell
Mrs. Annie Mae Merrell, 90, Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday, Nov.
1, 1998, at Methodist Hospital, McKenzie, Tenn.
She was married Dec. 17, 1927, to Woodard A. Merrell who
died July 31, 1997. Born May 30, 1908, in New Concord, she
was the daughter of the late Tom Todd and Betty Todd. Also preceding her in death were three sisters, Virgie Manard, Clara Barnhill, and Eunice Barnhill, and three brothers, Leslie Todd, Herbert
_
Todd, and Manley Todd.
Mrs. Merrell was a member of New Providence Baptit! Church
in Calloway County.
Survivors include three sons, Treva Merrell and wife, Janet,
and Cortez Merrell and wife, Rita, all of Puryear, and Harvey
Merrell, Illinois; 23 grandchildren; 44 great-grandchildren; 15 greatgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral was Tuesday at 10 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Odell Colson of Murray officiated. Burial was in Point Pleasant Cemetery.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Winning at Parenting Thursday
A special program, "Winning at Parenting.- will begin Thursday
at East Elementary School. Highway 280, Pottertown Road, and at
North Elementary School, Brinn Road. Sessions will be at I p.m.
on Nov. 5. 12. 17 and 19 at East, and at 5:30 p.m. on Nov. 5,
10. and 12 at North. For more information, call 762-7333.

Candlelight Vigil Thursday
A Candlelight Vigil will be Thursday from 7 to 7:30 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a part of the observance of National Alzheimer Disease Month. For information call.
Cindy Ragsdale, LSW, facilitator for the local Alzheimer Education
and Support Group.

Ride and Cookout canceled
Hie Calloway County 4-H Horse Club. The Dusty Spurs, ride
and cookout scheduled No. 7 at the home of Brian Shelby has
been canceled. It will be announced at a later date

Thanksgiving luncheon planned
The Ladies of the Murray Country Club will have its annual
Thanksgiving luncheon on.Nov. 11 at noon. Reservations should be
made by Friday by calling 753-2072 or 753-3332.

Ernestine Venable, Mary Alice Humphries, Agnes Watson,
and Faye Pyle of the Goshen United Methodist Church
Women show some items for the annual bazaar by the
Goshen women to be Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon at the
Calloway County Public Library. Lots of homemade cakes,
pies, cookies, breads and jellies, along with craft holiday
items for the holidays will be featured.

SUBSCRIBE

EIVJOYI1VG OURSELVES
Hunter Bazzell puts a spin on
Activities Director.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

84 Unerback Road
Murray, KY 42071

Bill Reddick takes a spin
around the parking lot at
Hickory Woods.

P

(502) 759-8700

The Janome Holiday Sale
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MyLock• 634D Serger

.11emory Craft'3000
Computenzed memory Craft sewing at the
.touch of a button You•Il have all your
laconic features for frustration-free sewing
and decorative stitching. Plus. it can memOri/e custom stitch settings for instant
recall
1-110

788
sugested Retail $1099
Yi:u save over S300

F*tor!
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MyExcer 4014

Our best 2/3/4 thread verger at an incredible Start someone sewing with a special price
factory-sponsored discount' Differential on this great multi-purpose model. Its feafeed makes serging smooth and easy_ tures include a free arm. top drop-in bobbin.
Threading is a breeze with color-coded all the essential stitches — even an autothread guides and a self-threading lower matic buttonholer.
looper.

$588

$288

4free
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,
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Suggested Retail $999
You case over &MO
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Mr. and Mrs. Dean Quinten Dodd

Wallace and Dodd
vows said at church
Stephanie Sue Wallace and Dean Quinten Dodd were married Sat
urday, July 11, 1998, at Westside Baptist Church, Murray.

the hula hoop with Janet Miller,

o

ti

Call 753-1916 ext. 27 to
report a news tip. you could
earn $10!

tog de.6

•

Suggested Retail $499
You case oser $299
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FREE Scan 'n Sew PC
O Hetzhc,,, aqj To Y04.
It's the easiest decision you'll make this year. Purchase the Memory Craft 9000
Between Sept. 15th and Dec .31st. 1998 Get the Scan 'n Sew PC FREE--

••••

'1499 value
Includes scanning unit and ScanSoft PC software iWindows95® compatible)

40mour
--.7*:

This is an unbeatableoffer on the lanome Embroidery System
the easiest professional-style
embroidery system available
Forget about complicated image digniting. With the Svan'n Sew
.k.an or download
your art. then customi7e it right on screen.
Using the optional Clothsetter and the EasyLayout templates your Memory Craft 9()00 will
precisely embroider designs of any size with perfect placement

95 Chestnut ',Murray
(Across from Ryan Milk Co.)

502-753-3444• 1-800-346-8227
Visit Our Website
www.designaquilt.com

If you are trioking for an instant update
change your glasses. The forty and over
crowd often need a little help reading
small print. The baby boomers don't want
plain old glasses — we want some style
and pizazz. This fall the hottest frames are
bolder colored plastic. purples. grays, multicolor & blond tortoiseshells in sleek
streamlined shapes. We have a wonderful
selection of these reading glasses called
Peepers. Try some on. we have all different strengths.
Brighton has come out with aromatherapy bath and body products called Mind.
Soul & Heart. These come in a cute wire
basket sets. Mind helps to jump start your
day. Soul is soothing and helps you to
wind down, Heart, of course, helps inspire
a romantic mood. These great gift giving
baskets have bath products. lotions, oils
and loofah's. Each of the Brighton products has a silver plated charm which is
ower safe and can be used as jewelry.
rhe price for each gift pack is $28.00 a
great retail value.
Brighton has created these unique
products which combine the physical benefits of natural ingredients to pamper your
body together with the psychological benefits of armoatherapy to enhance your
-notions. Just for trying these products
you can register to win a fabulous trip to
Broadmoor Resort in Colorado Springs.
Speaking of Brighton we have just
received lots more new styles in the belts,
wallets, change purses. key fabs, bandit
'—acelets and purses. The new twoone sil•:r and gold bracelets in many styles and
colors are really great.
A new shipment of French dressing
jeans has arrived. They are the stretch that
are so comfortable.
New colors in the slinky matte jersey
have also come in. Try it - you'll like it - it
is slimming. Our Holiday and Christimis
sweaters and vests look fabulous this
In party dresses and pant mai we
.,Ye stretch velvet & sheer in lots of
• les.
Loads of Christmas gift items from
candles to trinkets to great new
dure frames & stuffed animals & frogs
I rec gift wrapping. free alterations and
yes. of course, the:advice" is always free
too...
We are really excited with all of our
new merchandise.
Stop by for a truly unique-one-stop
shopping experience including unisex
palor fleece sweatshirts for him or yourself.
Congratulations to Vickie Homer who
won the silver bracelet at our lunch last
Friday. Be sure to join us this week on
Friday for lunch as we will be celebrating
Janet Wallis's binhday.
If you haven't been in lately you really
are missing something. Stay tuned to next
week's fun & fashion report .
"usual

Akt-IMIT
305 South 121h
Murray, KY • 753-7441

The Rev. Glynn Orr officiated. Karla Cantrell was soloist. I Corinthians 13 was read by Hie Johnson, great-uncle of the bride. Debbie
Doron was wedding coordinator. Alko assising were George Ligon,
Brad Walker, Kathy Ligon, and Chase Wallace.
The bride is the daughter of Bob and Janice Wallace, Murray, and
the granddaughter of Jim and Mertie Farrow of Bardwell, the late
Herman Wallace Jr., and Dr. and Mrs. Charles Hoffman.
The groom is the son of Thomas and Hilda Dodd of Murray and
Tom and Marie Crouch of Marietta, Ga.. He is the grandson of Jack
and Lucille Dodd and Jack and Treva Fennell, all of Murray.
Given in marriage by her father, the bride wore a white princess
cut gown trimmed with sequins and pearls. She wore a teardrop pearl.
necklace with matching earrings, gifts of her parents. Her layered veil
was adorned with pearls and roses. She carried a mixed arrangement
of yellow, fuchsia purple, and white flowers.
Michelle Downey was matron of honor and Holly Brandon was
maid of honor. Bridesmaias were Amy Armstrong. cousin of the bride,
and Tasha
The bridal attendants wore fuchsia crepe back satin empire waist
dress and teardrop pearl necklace and earrings, gills of the bride.
They carried bouquets of yellow, fuchsia. purple and -white flowers,
made by Debbie DOron.
Flower girls were Taylor Armstrong and Haley Edwards, Murray._
and Autumn, Wallace, Fort Knox, co
-iisins of the bride.
Jack Dodd, brother of the groom, was best man. Groomsmen were
Tim McGrew, Hunter. Wallace, brother of the bride. and Dustin Dodd,
son of the groom.
The groom and the groom's attendants all wore high cut three button coats with a 'unique lapel, white mandarin collar shirts with black
button covers, and gray eight button fullback vests.
Chase Wallace, Murray, and William Hastert. Joliet, Ill., cousins of
the bride, were ushers and candlelighters.
Mina Vaden attended the guest register. Wedding favors were distributed by Ashley Eetwards and Whitley Edwards, cousins of the
bride.
A reception followed at the Oaks Country Club.
Servers were Vicki Wallace, bride's aunt, and Tonya Edwards,
bride's cousin, both of Murray, Murecka Wallace, bride's cousin, Fort
Knox, and Lynne Hastert, bride's aunt, Joliet, Ill.
Music at the reception was by Sound Wave Productions.
•
After their honeymoon in the Florida Keys, the couple is residing
in Murray.
The rehearsal dinner at the Westside Church Fellowship was hosted by Thomas and Hilda Dodd.
Bridal events given in honor of the couple were a bridal tea by
friends and family at the North Branch of Peoples Bank; a bridal tea
by church friends at Westside Baptist Church; and a personal shower given by the bridesmaids and friends.

BIRTHS
Batley MyKenzie Yates
Emily Yates of Murray is the mother of a daughter, Bailey MyKen/lc Yates, born on Tuesday. Oct. 27, 1998, at 6:19 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 15 ounces and measured 19 3/4
inches. Her grandmother is,Ms. Joanna House of Murray.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Oct. 30 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Tish baby boy, parents, Russell and Missy, Almo.
Dismissals
Mrs. Susan J. Caldwell and
baby girl, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Robbie Lucille Lyons, Big Rock,
Tenn.;
Ms. Bertha Lenadene Travis,
Mayfield; Jackie Ray Geurin and
Mrs. Hazel Ellen Mitchell, New
Concord;
Mrs. Elizabeth R. Seay, Miss
Emily Marie Yates and baby girl,
Thomas Bruce Auer,
Ms. Dorothy Mae Wicker, Mrs.
Audrey Hope Fox, and Ms. Margie
Ann Dodd, all of Murray.

Heather Jo Lennox
and Robert Jay Kelso

Lennox-Kelso vows
will be said Nov. 28
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Bruce and Constance Lennox of Lynn Grove announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Heather Jo Lennox,
to Robert Jay Kelso, son of Jimmy and Karen Kelso of Faxon.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Edith MacKay and
the late Bruce MacKay of Peekskill. N.Y., and of Mrs. Margaret
Lennox and the late James Lennox of Bethel. Conn.
The groom-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Evelyn Burkeen and
the late Robert E. Burkeen of Faxon and of Mrs. Rosalee Kelso and
the late Robert Howard Kelso of Murray.
Miss Lennox is a graduate of Calloway County High School and
plans to attend Paducah Community College. She is employed by Sire. loin Stockade and Maurices, both of Murray.
Mr. Kelso is a graduate of Calloway County High School and of
West Kentucky TECH. He is employed by Whayne Supply of Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday. Nov. 28, 1998, at 5 p.m. at Sugar
Creek Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
After the wedding, the couple will reside rii—Paducah.

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Oct. 31 have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Katherine L. Clayton Taylor, Paris, Tenn.; Carl Rex Robinson, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Lynn Millicent Gee,
Springville, Tenn.; Miss Cassa
Brooke Wiggins, Sedalia;
Mrs. Shanna Marie Cobb and
baby girl, Mayfield; Clifford Martin Springfield, New Concord;
Mrs. Judy Farris Brumley, Mrs.
Jo Ann Humphreys, Miss Angella Dawn Woods,
Victor Allen Hudspeth, Mrs.

Anyone interested in preserving historic cemeteries is invited
to participate. Volunteers should
wear work clothes and gloves and

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Nov. I have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Brinkley baby girl, parents, Catrina and John, Benton;
Stamper baby boy, parents,
Linda and Jamie, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Harry Arthur Johnson, Dover,
Tenn.; Mrs. Missy Tish and baby
boy, Almo;
Mrs. Marshella D. McClure,
Benton; Lester Charles Uebner,
Gilbertsville;
Ira Joe Wadkins, John T. Lassiter, Mrs. Louise Brown Walker, and Mrs. Marjorie Sue Harrell, all of Murray.
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Nov. 2 have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Miss Lauren Raeann Rowland,
Mayfield; Jerry Ivan Fears, Bell
Buckle, Tenn.;
Mrs. Myrtle Workman Jordan,
Mrs. Lula Gray Grogan, William
Cullen Redick,
Miss Amanda Beth Wright, and
Mrs. Donna Jeana Cavitt, all of
Murray.

Hollywood's Famous Poets
Society will sponsor a new poetry contest, open to everyone. There
is no entry fee.
To enter, send one poem on
any subject and any style, 21 lines
or less, to: Free Poetry Contest,
1626 N. Wilcox, Ave., Suite 126,
Hollywood, CA 90028; or enter
on-line at www.famouspoets.com.
"This is our big contest of the
year with a $1,000 grand prize,"
says Poetry Director Martha
French. "We trust our prizes will

bring rakes, pruning shears, yard
tools, and a sack lunch.
For information call 753-4934
or 489-2975.

Christmas Pet Portraits

encourage new poets to share their
talent. We delight in discovering
new poets."
The deadline for entering is
Dec. 4, 1998. A winner's list will
be sent to all entrants on or before
March 31, 1999.

(the purrfect gift!)
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OPENING NOVEMBER 2

SILK TREE FACTORY

Debby 8Franks Cafe
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Serving Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT
Fish • Steaks • Homemade Bean Rolls
Homemade Cakes & Pies
Hrs. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.• 759-5229
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Pine, Spruce
Frosted, Lighted, Slim
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4TH ANNUAL CHRISTMAS DESIGN SEMINAR - TWO DAY DESIGN CLASS
Fri., Nov. 6th 11:00 a.m. - 4.00p m and Sat Nov 7th 10:00 a.m. - 4.00 p.m.
Ad Expires 11/7/98
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Mary Cates, pictured, along with Alexia Parker, will be spinning and weaving at the Murray Art Guild's 8th annual
Christmas Gallery Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Guild. 103 North Sixth
St. Many other crafts will be on display, along with paintings of all sizes. The public is urged to attend.

Poetry contest announced

Work day will be held by ROC
Rescue Our Cemeteries volunteer work crews will be cleaning
cemeteries in the vicinity of Tharpe
Road in the southern section of
the Land Between the Lakes on
Saturday.
For convenience, two meeting
times and places have been selected: 9 a.m. at the Jenny Ridge
Picnic Area, just north of Highway 68, and 9:30 a.m. at the
intersection of Tharpe Road and
the Trace.
Volunteers wishing to breakfast
together can meet at Miss Scarlett's Restaurant near Grand Rivers
or Cindy's Catfish Restaurant on
Highway 79 an hour earlier.

Dianne E. Martin and baby boy,
Mrs. Irene Dean Poston,
Ms. Anne N. Morrison, Mrs.
Lou Marie Nanny, and Dylan
Lee Miller, all of Murray.
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Christian
Fellowship
gives out
report cards

Wadesboro Homemakers hear lesson
Imogene Palmer presented the
main lesson "Preparing for Weather Related Emergencies" at the
October meeting of the Wadesboro Homemakers Club held at
Dutch Essenhaus.
The devotion was given by
Grace Parker followed by Emma
Lou Albin reading a poem. "The
Clock."
The opening prayer was by
Pawnee Bedwell.

Nine members answered the
roll call by naming their favorite
Halloween treats.
"Success Comes in Cans, Failure comes in Can'ts- was the
homemaker through for the month.
Mrs. Parker. president, gave a
report on the Purchase Area Annual Day held at Ballard County
High School with live club members attending.
Announcement was made of the

Calloway Homemakers sale of
Poinsettias starting Nov. 2 to be
delivered Dec. 3 at First Baptist
Church, Murray:
The recreation was conducted
by Emma Lou Albin.
Others present were Martha
Butterworth, Elaine Collins, Fern
Darnell. Della Outland, and May
Ruth Sheridan.
The club will meet Nov. 10
at 9:3Q a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus.

Reward Yourself! Be A Healthier, Thinner
El Happier You For The Holidays
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Donna Sexton
of Murray
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NICOLE HUDSON

HI-ENERGY

Lost 73 -Abs. &
76'.inches

Weight Control Center of Murray

Don't Weight - Call Now For A FREE Consultation!
.?....1.Jniversity Square
Murray
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Dr. Thomas Green
Obstetrics/Gynecology

Bowel syndrome

Girl competes in pageants
Nicole Hudson, 9, of Murray
has recently competed in several
area pageants.
The first pageant on Sept. 13
was the regional America's Cover
Miss and Cover Boy Pageant at
Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah.
She was crowned Queen in the

Mid Oristooment tinter

Full Day EducationalPreschool Program
Ages 0-5

Just what is irritable bowel syndrome?

Call For Openings

Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is a chronic condition or syndrome that causes abdominal
pain. It changes one's bowel movement pattern (causing diarrhea and/or constipation)
and it is often associated with anxiety. It has been referred to by different names such as
spastic or irritable colon. The symptoms seem to get worse when one is under stress,
such as with traveling, attending social events or changing one's daily routine. The symptoms may also get worse if one eats certain foods or if they eat abig.Mesio Some women
may also notice some of these symptoms during their menstrual

753-5227
109 S. 15th St
Murray, KY 42071

7-9-year-old girls and won best
Fashion in the same age group.
She was awarded a wrap-around
jeweled crown. three-foot trophy,
and two custom banners.
Nicole will compete at the state

level in Bowling Green in April
1999.
On Oct. 17 she competed at
the Five Star Nationals at the
Executive Inn, Paducah.
She was crowned Queen in the
9-12 year-old girls, and also won
best Dressed, Most Beautiful, and
Most Photogenic in her age division.
_Nicole was also crowned Grand
Supreme Queen in the 5 and up
girls division, Overall Most Photogenic. and Overall Most Beautiful which made here the overall winner with the highest accumulated points.
She was awarded a 6-foot multicolumn trophy:1 -three-foot multicolumn trophy, two custom wrap
arouncl large rhinestone crowns,
two Custom banners, and four
national winner's plaques.
Nicole is the daughter of Layton and Teresa Hudson and sister
of Ben. 6. She is in the fourth
Fade at Southwest Elementary
School,

SAVE LIVES

The students of Christian Fellowship School at Briensburg
received their first quarter report
cards on Oct. 23.
A record of 12 wins and four
losses has been achieved by the
Varsity Academic Team. Not counting two forfeits to the Junior Varsity Academic Team, their record
stands at six wins and nine losses.
While attending the Birds of
Prey Show at Paducah Community College, the fourth grade class
of CFS got a close look at different meat-eating birds.
Ministry projects help determine the grade for high school
Bible classes. Karen Greer, CFS's
high school Bible teacher, wants
the students to experience serving
the community around them.
Earlier this year, students volunteered at the National Quilt
Museum, Paducah, by preparing
newsletters that were to be sent
out.
Also, students worked with
Habitat for Humanity. The volunteers assisted by cleaning the building sites and picking up brush so
the contractors would have clean
areas to work.
The Bible classes at CFS have
made a determined effort to help
the community, and plan on participating in many more ministry
projects this year, Greer said.

Group holds
hayride, roast
The Jackson Purchase Chapter
of Senior Friends had a hayride
and wiener roast at the farm of
George and Nancy Glover on St.
Rt. 121 North, Mayfield. Approximately. 60 members were present.
A special program by peFsebs- representing Dr. Feel Good and
the Interns. Dolly Parton, Minnie
Pearl, Grandpa Jones, the Oak
Ridge Boys with Elvira, and Roy
Rogers and Dale Evans.
Those desiring then went on a
hayride and came back for the
wiener roast and group singing
around the campfire.

GIVE BLOOD

Is irritable bowel syndrome caused by a disease of the

A

No, it is not actually a disease. but it is a functional disorder which Mears that the intestine just functions abnormally here is no sign of disease when the colon is examined by
x-ray or other tests.

Is irritable bowel syndrome a very common condition? And, when
individuals usually develop this condition?
From 9% to 20% of the general population has clinical symptoms of IBS and it is estimated to affect nearly 35 million Americans. This disorder ranks as second only to the
common cold in causing absenteeism from work and school. Therefore, this disorder is
associated with significant disability aria nea,tri care costs.
A person who develops irritable bowel syndrome almost always develops it before the
age of 50 and it is about three times more likely to occur in women than in men

Even Santa's
Coming
To Murray, Ky. To
Shop The

What symptoms are most characteristic of irritable bowel syndrome?

A

The symptoms of IBS commonly occur after one has eaten a big meal or when one is
under stress. They include cramping ana lower abdominal pain which may at times be
severe. Often the pain with IBS will gou,say with passing gas or having a bowel movement. But there is often a feeling like one still needs to have a bowel movement even
after having had one. IBS may cause either diarrhea or constipation or a combination of
both. Often, there is a lot of flatulence or gas.

What foods are most likely to trigger an attack?

A

4

The most common offenders are lactose (dairy prodacts) and gluten (or grains), but a
wide variety of foods has been identified. Some foods commonly responsible for irritable
bowel syndrome are milk, cheese. butt,r, yogurt, eggs, nuts, citrus, chocolate, coffee,
tea, yeast, alcohol, fruit, onions, potatoes, barley, rye, oats, corn, and wheat. More than
one-half of affected patients identify between two and five foods that produce symptoms.

How can irritable bowel syndrome be treated?
The goal of treatment is to improve one's symptoms through education, reassurance,
diet, and behavonal therapy as well as some medications. The best way for a patient to
handle IBS is to eat a high-fiber diet. aid foods that seem to make one feel bad and to
find ways to handle one's stress.

Worn

•

Santa Will Be Arriving
Saturday, Nov. 7th • 12 Noon

Providtng personalized medical care to women for over 45 years.
Saturday Hours•New Patients Welcome•High & Low Risk Obstetrics•Menopause Treatment & Therapy
Incontinence Treatment•Infertility Treatment•Gynecologic Surgery•Advanced Laparoscopic Surgery
In Office Ultrasounds•Diagnosis And Treatment Of Osteoporosis
302-733-9100 1.105 South 8th Strcct • M•trray. KY 42071

* Free Candy & Pictures With Santa From 12:00-4:00
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
(502) 759-1400
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Club meets at
Workman home
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club met Oct. 14 at 11:30
a.m. at the home of Linda Workman.
"Weather Related Emergencies.'
was the subject of the lesson presented by Hilda Miller.
The devotion was given by
Delyghte Humphreys who read scriptures from Luke 16:10 and
Matthew 5:45.
Each member answered the roll
call by telling about her favorite
Halloween treat,.
A potluck luncheon was sered.
Lisa McDougal was cohostess with
Mrs. Workman.
Other members present were
Clovis Brown,Clarkie Butterworth,
Brenda Erwin, Donna Jackson,
Clara Jean Paschall, Sherrie
Paschall, Delpha Taylor, and Melissa Bogard. One guest was Shaun
Workman.
The members will meet Nov.
I at 6:30 a.m. at the home of
Clara Jean Paschall where carpools will be formed for a trip
to Nashville, Tenn.
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Mr and Mrs. Colson in 1948

Mr and Mrs. Colson in 1998

Anniversary reception set for Sunday
The daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Odell Colson of Murray will
host a reception in honor their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Nov. 8.
The event will be held in the Community Room of the North
Branch of Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours of
2 to 4 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Colson were married Nov. 6, 1948, in Corinth, Miss.,
with .the. Rev. O.S. Lanhan officiating. Their attendants were Irene
Jewell and W.H. Dowdy who were married in- the same ceremony.
Mrs. Colson, the former Willa Dean Short, is a retired Licensed
Practical Nurse from the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She is

the daughter of the late William Norval Short and Pearl Staples Short.
Mr. Colson, who is retired from the Murray Division of the Tappan Company and the Calloway County School System, is currently
pastor of New Providence Baptist Church. He is the son of the late
Starkie Clyde Colson Sr. and Obera Outland Colson.
Their three daughters are Mrs. Sharon Shaw and husband, Paul;
and Mrs. Ginger Norsworthy and husband, David, all of Murray, and
Mrs. Luana Barber and husband, Ed, Atlanta, Ga.
Their grandchildren are Tony and Lori Childress, Deanna Childress,
Bradley Norsworthy, Brent Norsworthy, and Cole Barber. A greatgrandchild is Matthew Childress. Two stepgrandchildren are Nicole
Shaw and Daniel Shaw.
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Calloway employees to undergo curriculum training
On Nov. 9 at 5:30 p.m. in cess in life.
The Ten Sigma approach
Meeting Room 1 of the Calloway
County Board of Education, the involves providing technical supcentral office administrators, the port through professional developBoard of Education, and the five ment in the articulation of K- 12
School Based Decision Making curriculum in all academic areas;
(SBDM) councils will be trained development of competency, perby Dr. John Wessels in perform- formance and productivity assessments; performance-based instrucance based curriculum.
The focus of the training is to tion; multi-step plan for the prodevelop a spirit of teamwork among motion and retention of students
central office administrators, SBDM K-12; and integration of post-gradcouncils, and the Board of Edu- uation plans.
Ten Sigma is a research-based
cation as they reexamine their district mission for student achieve- educational organization that provides tools and training for helpment.
Wessels, Ten Sigma consultant, ing teachers set, teach, and hold
will present a vision of how Cal- students accountable for meeting
loway County Schools can train high academic expectations.
To succeed in the implementaall stakeholders in holding students accountable for high academic tion of the three principles of Ten
and behavioral standards for suc- Sigma, the district will organize

the P-I2 curriculum to establish a
clear and professional environment
where all teachers are teaching
and assessing a curriculum that is
aligned with state and national
standards.
Next, the district will develop
competency assessments, design
performance assessments, integrate
productivity skills, engage students
in learning to achieve results, and
manage the performance-based

classroom. The final stage is to
establish multilevel benchmarks and
graduation requirements. This
implementation will ensure clear
and specific ,expectations, procedures, and communications that
will raise the student's bar for
success in life.
During the upcoming year, Calloway County teachers will set
high expectations for all involved
stakeholders, focus instruction on

teaching those high expectations,
and hold Students accountable for
those expectations.
Through this, Calloway students,
teachers, administrators, parents,
and businesses can collectively
work to ensure the success of the
future of our world class citizens
in the next millennium.
For_additional information contact Stephanie Wyatt at (502) 7627300 ext. 11.
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Life House Annual
Fund Raising Banquet
Theme:
"Every Life A Masterpiece"
NOVEMBER 14 • 6:30-8:30 p.m.
At the student center ballroom
Another great meal, piano music by Marie
Taylor and other special music.

Mrs. Sydna Masse
(Focus on Family) will be
the speaker.
For reservations phone
753-0700 by
November 9.

Its Our Anniversary And

Our Biggest

SALE

Event Ever!

Wallpaper reg. $18 dir
300

Off! Now $15 d/r!

Are you looking for more from your Senior
Checking Account than just free checks?
Well, we'll give you the free checks too, but
we'll also give you a lot more! In fact, this
photo was taken during one of our Prime 50
group trips...this time to Austria.

5-hour
doorbusters
and get an

extra
10% off

With the United Commonwealth Bank
Prime 50 Checking Account you can expect
premium interest rates with many other perks,
including product savings and free travelers
checks and notary services. You'll even receive
a newsletter tailored to your interests to inform
you of special trips, seminars and events.
We're always planning something...a pot luck,
birthday lunch, day trip or the annual gala. So
if you're looking for more from your Senior
Checking Account, check out United
Commonwealth Bank!

sale
prices 7am
to noon!

Our Senior Program is bigger and better than
ever before...and it's here to stay!

urr‘! Sale ends Noi ember I 6(11!

Wall aper

UNITED

COMMONWEALTH BANK

JCPenney

A Federal Savings Bank
I
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Racers down
VASDA 92-84
in exhibition

Yanks' Torre
named AP
manager of
year Tuesday
Led New York to 125
wins, World Series title
By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Joe Torre just tried
to stay out of the way.
While the Yankees manager said that was
his biggest contribution to his team's recordsetting season, winning 125 games took more
than just writing out the lineup card every
day.
Torre, who won his second World Series
in three, years with New York, was honored
Tuesday as The Associated Press manager of
the year. Torre received 85 votes from a
panel of writers and broadcasters. Torre also
won the AP NL manager of the year award
in 1982 while with Atlanta. Since 1984, only
one award has been given for both leagues.
San Diego's Bruce Bochy finished second
with 48 1/2 votes, followed by the Cubs'
Jim Riggleman (20 1/2), Houston's Larry
Dierker (10) and Boston's Jimy Williams (8).
"It's nice to get recognition," Torre said.
"During the season we went,through, you
have one purpose in mind -- to win the
World Series. All of a sudden, the awards
come along and it's like a cherry on top of
a great season.
"Somebody has to write a lineup and pat
guys on the rear end if they do well and
make a pitching change now and then. I was
just along for the ride."
But Torre did more than just ride his players to an AL-record 114 wins during the regSet Page 11A

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Isaac Spencer drives in the lane against VASDA USA in Tuesday's exhibition opener. the first in the Regional Special Events Center. Spencer
scored 18 points to help the Racers to a 92-84 win.

Evans, Padgett
lead Kentucky past
California All-Stars

Mumme says
Wildcats OK
against blitz
Mississippi State
visits Saturday
By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
comfort of having the poised and
decisive Tim Couch at quarterback made Kentucky coach Hal
Mumme sound relatively unconcerned at the prospect of playing
blitz-heavy Mississippi State on
Saturday.
"We still take the same philosophy we always do: We hope
they bring it," Mumme said Monday at his weekly news conference.
Last year. when the teams played
at Starkville. Jackie Sherrill's Bulldogs sacked Couch five times in
a 35-27 come-from-behind win in
Mumme's second game as coach
of Kentucky.
Mumme said Monday that only
one of those sacks was crucial —
a fourth-quarter hit that caused

But VASDA, which hit 13 3pointers in the game, began to
rally, helped out partly by Murray State's 24 turnovers. VASDA
crept to within 79-75 with less
By MARK YOUNG
than five minutes to go before
Sports Editor
Murray State reeled off nine straight
Murray State's and Tevester points to put the game away.
Anderson's first-ever showing in
"They played some zone and
the Regional Special Events Cen- man defense against us and gave
ter proved to be successful, even us a chance to evaluate where we
though it won't show up in the are," Anderson said. "We got a
Racers' season record.
chance to run our zone offense.
MSU opened its new arena and that will help us."
Tuesday night with a 92-84 exhiMurray State placed four playbition win over VASDA USA, ers in double figures, led by junshooting 54 percent from the field ior point guard Aubrey Reese with
and outrebounding its opponent 21 points. Reese was 7-of-12 from
44-26.
the field, including 4-of-8 from
Typical of an early season show- 3-point range, grabbed four
ing, Anderson -- in his first sea- rebounds and dished out seven
son as the Racer head coach -- assists in 38 minutes.
saw some good as well as room
"Aubrey is a good player and
for improvement. MSU has anoth- he's really had a good preseason,"
er scrimmage Nov. 9 against World Anderson said. "He's gotten much
Wide Basketball at 7:30 p.m.
better."
"It was good to get that first
Reese, who along with transfer
one under our belt and get some Marlon Towns will be counted on
kinks worked out," Anderson said. to replace the backcourt scoring
"Anytime you get a win you feel of De'Teri Mayes and Chad
good about it.
Townsend from last season, real"We really rebounded the ball izes the expectations placed on
well, but we need to work on our him.
passing and taking care of the
"I've felt a little pressure, but
ball," he added. "We're not where I know that if I just come out
we want to be yet, but we're get- and do what I need to do, everyting there."
thing will be OK," he said. "I
Murray State trailed 42-32 in made a few mistakes tonight, but
the first half, but a 36-7 run which they were things that we will corbridged the first and second halves
enabled the Racers to take a 68III See Page 11A
49 lead.

Reese leads MSU
with 21 points

Couch to fumble.
"As I recall, we caught them
in some blitzes, had several key
touchdown passes that were thrown
against the blitz," Mumme said.
The coach said he used last
week's open date on the schedule
to go back to basics with his offense.
"Offensively, we're facing two
blitzing teams in a row (Mississippi State and Vanderbilt) so we
took last week like it was training camp and worked on our fundamental stuff for blitzing teams,
and this week we'll get more into
the Mississippi State game,"
Mumme said.
Both teams did not play last
weekend, and each is coming off
a loss: Kentucky (5-3 overall, 23 SEC) to No. 19 Georgia. and
Mississippi State (5-2. 3-1) to LSU.
The Wildcats will he without
senior offensive tackle Jonas Liening, who broke his leg in the
Georgia game and is out for the
year. The status of left guard Jere IN See Page 11A
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California All-Stars 103-74 in an exhibition Tuesday.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Heshimu Evans scored 20 points and
Scott Padgett added 19 as Kentucky beat the California South
All-Stars 103-74 in an exhibition
game.
Padgett had six points during
a 19-3 run that gave the NCAA
defending champion Wildcats a
70-35 lead with 13:27 left in the
game Tuesday night.
Evans, who finished 8-of-13
from the field, had a team-high
seven assists as Kentucky finished
with 26. Padgett had eight rebounds
and six assists. Michael Bradley,
starting for the first time in his
career, added 15 points, seven
rebounds and five assists along
with two blocked shots.
"We need a lot of improvement, but I was impressed with
the 26 assists," Kentucky coach
Tubby Smith said. "I knew Heshimu, Scott and Michael could
pass the ball."
The All-Stars were led by Brad
Quinet, who played at San Jose
State, with 18 points and seven
rebounds. B.J. Flynn and Damion
Dantzler, who both played at
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Louisville, finished with 12 and
10 points respectively. Dantzler
added seven rebounds.
Charles O'Bannon of UCLA
added 12 points and four rebounds.
Jelani McCoy had eight points and
a game-high 12 rebounds.
Kentucky freshman Jules Camara had 13 points and seven rebounds
while another freshman, Desmond
Allison, added 10 points. Tayshaun
Prince, also a freshman, added
eight points.
"We did some good things,"
Smith said. "We played very
unselfishly and moved the ball
well. I thought the freshmen played
well and are very athletic."
Kentucky hit 41 of 76 shots
from the floor for 53.9 percent,
but was outrebounded 51-46. The
All-Stars were 27-of-78 for 34.6
percent.
Kentucky led 9-8 with 15:38
left in the first half. The Wildcats
then outscored the All-Stars 17-2.
Evans had 12 of the Wildcats'
first 20 points.
Kentucky led 31-20 with 5:29
in the first half before scoring
nine straight points to lead 40-20.

NBA's 'opening night' passes quietly
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Did you
miss the NBA last night?
This was supposed to be the
first day fans could open their
newspaper or log on to the Internet and peruse the game stories
and boxscores from around the
league.
That's not possible today, of
course, because the NBA lockout
has put the season on hold—Last
night's 10 games are only the
beginning of a parade of cancellations that has no end in sight.
Another 11 games were supposed
to be played tonight.
"If I had to guess. the first

game will he Dec. 25, because
that's when NBC's money and the
big chips are on the table," Utah's
Karl Malone said on ESPN.
'(David) Stern wants players to miss
two or three paychecks to start
feeling the message.
Stern was among the principal
players in the 126-day-old lockout who were scheduled to be
back at the bargaining table today
trying totimp-start labor talks that
have stalled for the past week.
Also scheduled to attend the talks
at a Manhattan law office were
deputy commissioner Russ Granik,
union director Billy Hunter and
union president Patrick Ewing.
On Tuesday. boxes 'Were pitetl

high in front of the locker where
Ewing usually suits up. Exercise
cycles and empty ball racks were
strewn about, mops were standing
in the corner and three garbage
buckets were stuffed into Terry
Cummings' locker.
That was how things looked at
Madison Square Garden. where the
New York Knicks were supposed
to have opened their 1998-99 season against the Boston Celtics.
"Unfortunately, the Knicks' locker room has been turned into a
storage room," a tour guide
explained. "My best guess is it
will stay this way until January."
"They have a pie. and they are
fighting over how much of the

pie each side gets to eat," the
Madison Square Garden guide
explained to a group of 16 tourists
from the United States. the Netherlands, Greece, Spain and Ireland.
"The owners and players are each
getting this much," he said, holding his hands a few inches apart,
"and the owners are trying to force
the players to take this much," he
said, moving his hands within an
inch of each other.
"They should all be disgusted
with themselves." said Sophia Bogdasarian, a tourist from outside of
Boston.
If her words reflected the feelings of basketball fans worldwide,
the lockout moved into a new

phase Tuesday as the reality of
canceled games hit home.
The league may be banking on
the belief that basketball fans are
different from baseball fans and
will be more likely to forgive and
forget when this dispute is finally resolved.
But an ESPN poll conducted Oct.
31 -Nov. 1 found that almost 63
percent of sports fans over the
age of 18 did not care if the entire
season was canceled, and more
than 37 percent of people who
consider themselves NBA fans don't
care if the season is canceled.
"It will be an extraordinary
amount of work," Stern said of
regaining fan interest."We will have

to almost beg their indulgence.
"If we do lose this season,
we're nevertheless going to come
back and play eventually, and we
hope that our basketball fans will
bear with us," he said.
Stern said progress at the bargaining table may be hard to come
by.
"It doesn't look so good," Stern
said on MSNBC. "I heard that the
head of the union, Billy Hunter,
announced he didn't think games
would be played until January, and
I gather that somebody is worrying him, whether it's the agents
for the big players or whatever
may have caused him to change
his tune."
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The Gold team won Calloway County 3rd and 4th grade little
league football championship this season. Team members
are (front, from left) Reese Grogan, Trey Travis, Dennis
McCuiston, Sean Patton, D.J. Huffine, Curtis Smotherman,
William McReynolds, Tyler Holzschuh, Clint Harris; (middle,
from left) Michael Simmons, Austin Wells, Logan Seay, Cassidy Underwood, Justin Hill, Josh Eaker, Blake Lencki,
Corey McCarty; (back row) coaches Nick Wells, Drew Holzschuh, Bill McReynolds and Dan Huffine. Not pictured are
Scotty Adams and coach Mark Seay.

'Meet the Lakers' scheduled for Nov. 21
The annual "Meet the Lakers" basketball introductions will be Saturday, Nov.
21, in the Calloway County High School gymnasium, starting at 5 p.m. Activities
will include the introduction of coaches, players and cheerleaders on the middle
school and high school teams. In addition, short intrasquad scrimmage games
will be played.
Tickets will be sold for $2 per person at the door. Season passes will be available at a cost of $30 for adults and $10 for students and may be used for all
home games at both the high school and middle school.

Meeting Nov. 8 for 9-10-year old baseball
There will be a meeting for parents of 9- and 10-year-old students who would
be interested in playing on a select baseball team next year. The meeting will be
Sunday, Nov. 8, at 3 p.m. in the Calloway County Public Library.

The Murray State volleyball squad dropped a 15-10, 15-7, 8-15, 15-8 match
to Austin Peay State University Tuesday night in Clarksville.
With the loss, the Racers fall to 11-14 overall and 8-6 in Ohio Valley Conference action.
Rachel Kulp led MSU with a match-high 19 kills. She was followed by 14 kills
from Sarah Ernst and nine from Jessica Wood. Rachael Neighbors and Leslie
Phillips tied for the team lead in digs with 16. Kulp and Mica Wojinski each finished with 12 while Jessica Wood and Krista Shumard tallied 10 apiece.
The Racers will return to action with a pair of home matches against OVC
foes Middle Tennessee State (Nov. 6) and Tennessee Tech (Nov. 7).
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my Streck, who hurt his leg against
Georgia, remained up in the air
Monday, though both Mumme and
center Jason Watts said they expect
Streck to play.
Mumme said redshirt freshman
Matt Brown would start in place of
Liening.
"You can't ever replace experience, but then again we expect
them to play well, and I'm sure
they will." Mumme said of Brown
and fellow redshirt freshman Nolan
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rect. As far as my scoring tonight,
it just happened. I just kept shooting."
Rod Murray added 20 points on
9-of-13 shooting while Isaac
Spencer added 18, Duane Virgil 13
and Towns nine.
For the game, Murray State was
38 of 70(54 percent), including 20
of 34 (59 percent) in the second
half. The Racers were 10 of 24(42
percent) from 3-point range and 6of-13 at the free throw line. Virgil
led the way in rebounding with 10
while Murray grabbed nine. MSU
totaled 25 assists.
Marcus Watkins led VASDA
with 22 points while Lester Hood
had 20 and former Arkansas guard
Alex Dillard added 19. VASDA
was 29 of 57 (51 percent) from the

field, 13 of 27 from 3-point range
and 13 of 19 at the free throw line.
"Our inside players had a good
game; our first five did really well,
and we need to develop some
depth." Anderson said. "I thought
our press was very effective."
Reese knows the Racers still
need to improve before next Monday's exhibition and the season
opener Nov. 14 at home against
Southern Illinois.
"We can play a lot better and
there's still a lot of work to do," he
said. "I know as the starting point
guard I need to be like the quarterback of the team and step up."
•Murray State's Lady Racers
will have a blue-gold scrimmage
Nov. 10 at 7 p.m. and will have
their only exhibition game Sunday,
Nov. 15 against Freestyle Express
at 4 p.m.
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SEE WHO'S
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Class AAAA
Shelby County (4) (4-6, 2-3D) at
Marshall County (1)(9-1, 6-00)
Apollo (3)(7-3, 3-3D) at North Hardin (2)(7-3, 4-10)
Central Hardin (3) (7-3, 3-20) at
Henderson County (2)(9-1, 5-1D)
Christian County (4)(5-5, 3-30) at
Nelson County (1)(10-0, 5-00)

Stator i949 .
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WHAT A PLACE!The MoneyPlace!
Come in Today! 9-5 Mon.-Fri.
...at the big, bold, bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign

24. To...,•

Class AA
Muhlenberg South (4) (6-4, 1-3D)
at Caldwell County (1)(9-1, 4-0D)
Heath (3)(3-7, 2-2D) at Edmonson
County (2)(9-1, 3-1D)
Hancock County (3)(8-2, 2-20) at
Webster County (2)(5-5, 3-1D)
Reidland (4)(2-8, 1-3D) at Owensboro Catholic (1)(8-2, 4-0D)

SAVE UP TO $500 PER YEAR ON GAS!

Just bring driver's license, latest paycheck
stub, bank statement, and personal check.

513-A So. 12th St.
Murray, KY
(502) 759-8900

Class AAA
Barren County (4) (6-4, 2-3D) at
Paducah Tilghman (1)(7-3, 6-00)
Hopkinsville (3) (5-5, 4-2D) at
Owensboro (2)(5-5, 3-2D)
Logan County (3) (8-2, 3-20) at
Union County (2)(6-4, 4-20)
Madisonville-North Hopkins (4) (46, 3-3D) at Bowling Green (1)(10-0,
5-0D)

ALLGOOD SALVAGE0

At Your MoneyPlace CashAdvancer
Yes! Get Money-in-Minutessm. Up to $300 TODAY!

o

Class A
Trigg County (4) (1-9, 1-3D) at
Mayfield (1)(10-0, 4-0D)
Murray (3) (6-3, 2-2D) at Russellville (2)(4-5, 3-1D)
Todd County Central (3) (3-7, 2- •
2D) at Fulton County (2)(7-3, 3-1D)
Ballard Memorial (4)(4-5, 1-3D) at
Crittenden County (1)(9-1, 4-00)

315 Hwy. 641 South, Camden, TN • 901-584-3039
Hrs Mon -Fri 7-5: Sat. 7-12 Sun Church
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Weight
Carpet

304 Maple St.• Downtown • Murray
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Slate Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

TRUCKLOADS of Major Catalog Returns!

Call Today 759-9555
HRS:9 a.m.-11 p.m.
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Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
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Wildcats'

DeVaughn, who would replace
Streck if he were unable to go.
Watts, who calls the blocking
for the offensive line, said Mississippi State's blitzes were hard to
handle in last year's game.
But with Couch having perfected his three-step drop and the
.senior-'heavy offensive line having
added nearly two seasons of experience since the last Mississippi State
game. Watts anticipated an easier
time this Saturday.
"This year we've kind of got
them figured out a little better," he
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State junior forward Rod Murray (left) is guarded
by VASDA USA's Alex Dillard, who played collegiately at
Arkansas. Murray finished with 20 points and nine rebounds
as the Racers won 92-84 in the first-ever exhibition game
in the Regional Special Events Center.
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MSU volleyball falls to Austin Peay

EMumme...

orre said his job was little
more than writing out a lineup card,
ular season and an 11-2 postseason making pitching changes and patmark, capped by a sweep of the Pa- ting guys on the back every once in
dres in the World Series.
a while. But his players know that
In the media maelstrom of New baseball's best team didn't operate
York and with a meddlesome on autopilot.
owner like George Steinbrenner,
"For the most part. he lets us
Torre didn't flinch when the. team play," Bernie Williams said during
started 1-4. He exhibited remark- the World Series. -He has a very
able patience and kept his team fo- good idea of what everyone in the
cused on each game even though room can do and he doesn't expect
the Yankees ran away from the rest anything less from us. He doesn't
of the American League by Memo- expect anything more from us than
rial Day.
to play to our capabilities, and if
"When you get to the All-Star we're not, he's going to let us hear
break with 61 wins, you realize this about it."
Because of Torre's leadership
has a chance to be a pretty damn
good team," Torre said. "I was cau- and an extremely talented team, the
tious because it's hard to hold the Yankees won more games-reguedge that long. It's a manager's job lar and postseason - than any
to always be concerned and cau- -bitter team in history. Torre said
tious and never look too far for- winning more games than any other
ward.
Yankees team was the ultimate
"I don't care how good you are, achievement.
to win as many games as we won is
As for their rank in history,
an incredible accomplishment."
Torre said he hasn't seen a better
Torre played a major role in that team in his nearly 40 years in basefeat by juggling his deep lineup, ball.
letting players know their roles, and
"You look at the Oakland A's
even calling a team meeting to ad- clubs that won a few world champimonish his team after a particularly onships in a row and the Cincinnati
lethargic performance at Tampa club in '76 that was always a stanBay in September.
dard for me.
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Call foll-Free 1-888-944-0451
or call 931-648-0451
1315 College Street • Clarksville, TN
Owners: Jimmy & Al Slate

A

Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

for sale
before Christmas.

(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.
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Vasectomies may increase risk of cancer
My wile wants inc to have
a vasectomy. I have heard that
vasectomies increase your risk for
prostate cancer. Is this true?
A: Some studies have suggested that having a vasectomy
can increase one's risk for prostate
cancer. This is an important topic
because one out of five men over
age 35 in this country has had a
vasectomy. Prostate cancer is the
most common cancer in Amerkan
men and the second leading cause

Ask the CIS

Q:

of cancer death, after lung cancer.
Two large studies published in
1993 - one involving more than
47,000 men and the other involving more than 14,000 men
found that the risk for prostate
cancer in men with a vasectomy
v.as one-and-a-half times greater
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White Chicken Lasagna
Stuffed Bell Peppers
Pork Jezebel
Gourmet Hamburgers
Chili and soup of the day
along with our regular
selection of salads & sandwiches

Carty out available - Now taking reservations for
Thanksgiving Dinner and Christmas Parties - Book early!
Evening Meals by Reservation
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than the risk in men without a vasectomy. However, this increased risk
is lower than the risk for other
cancers resulting from exposure to
substances—known to cause cancer. For example, studies have
shown that heavy smokers have
a10-20 times greater risk for developing lung cancer than non-smokers.
Many of the men in the studies developed prostate cancer more
than 20 years after they had their
vasectomy.
In 1993, the National Institute
of Child Health and Human Development held a conference on the
relationship between vasectomies
and prostate cancer since research

results were not consistent. The
scientists concluded that there was
no convincing explanation for how
a vasectomy might cause prostate
eancer, and that more research was
needed.
Meanwhile, men should talk to
their doctor about prostate cancer
and schedule regular checkups.
Ask the CIS is produced by
the Region 9 Cancer Information
Service (CIS), which serves Kentucky, Arkansas, and Tennessee. The
CIS is a program of the National Cancer Institute. Call the CIS
between 9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
local time at 1-800-4-CANCER, a
toll-free number.

1978 and was one of the first
graduates under MSU's Center for
Environmental Education.
"She has been a model for the
education community as far as setting precedents for serving education, her community, her state and
certainly Murray State UniversiTheiss currently serves as the ty," said Dr. Joe Baust, director
director of information and edu- of the Center for Environmental
cation for the Kentucky Depart- Education. "Her current position
ment of Fish and Wildlife Resources attests to the skill, foresight and
in Frankfort and is the first woman ability to place into action her
to hold that position: She is also hopes and dreams."
The Outstanding Service Award
responsible for conservation camps
in Kentucky and is a co-develop- is given each year by the College
er of the ICET children's televi- of Education Alumni. Association
sion program "Kentucky Afield for to honor an alumnus who has
exemplified the ideals of the colKids."
Theiss completed a master's lege of education and its programs
degree in education with an empha- through service to education, comsis in environmental education in munity and the state.

Nancy Stearns Theiss was recently presented with the Murray State
University College of Education
Alumni Association Outstanding
Service Award. She was honored
at the College of Education's homecoming breakfast on Oct. 3.

FRIDAY, NOV. 13
Dr. H. S. Jackson will provide
screenings on Friday, Nov. 13,from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Call Monday through Thursday 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. or Friday 9 a.m to noon for your
appointment.
SATURDAY, NOV.21
Dr. Steven Trevathan will
provide screenings on Saturday, Nov. 2
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call Monday
through Wednesday or Friday 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. for your appointment.

StevenTrevathan,M.D.

H.S.Jackson,M.D.

Former Justice Cabinet
official charged in thefts

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A systems analyst for the cabinet. A
grand jury indicted a former state value for the items was not includJustice Cabinet official in the theft ed in the indictment.
Cope was additionally charged
of thousands of dollars worth of
committing official misconwith
computer equipment.
because he took a Digital
duct
felony
five
on
indictment
The
computer that belonged to
laptop
counts of theft and one misdeCabinet and used it in
Justice
the
meanor count of official misconin which he
business
private
a
against
week
last
duct was returned
involved.
was
John Stanley Cope.
Cope's attorney, J. Guthrie True
The grand jury charged that
Frankfort, said Monday his
of
oomCope, 35, stole a Gateway
is innocent. Cope was not
client
puter, two IBM computers, an IBM
for comment.
available
Thinkpad laptop computer and elecnot engage in any theft
did
"He
chief
a
was
tronic parts while he
of computer equipment or any official misconduct," True said.
The charges were partially the
result of a poor system of keeping track of computers at the cabinet, including surplus computers.
True said. Cope has no tie with
some of the equipment investigators focused on, True added.
Cope's arraignment is scheduled for Dec. 4.
Cope once worked for the state
Department of Public Advocacy.
He started work at the Justice
Cabinet in November 1996, said
Barbara Jones, attorney for the
cabinet.
The cabinet placed him on 30 ,
days leave beginning in late May
after being informed he was under
investigation by the Public Corruption Unit of Attorney General
Ben Chandler's office.
Jim Huggins, the head of the
unit, said he could not comment
on the case except to say the
office started investigating after
receiving information that Cope
had misappropriated computer.
equipment.
Before the investigation was
complete, Cope's forced leave
expired so the cabinet reassigned
him from the computer section to
Brent Williams. Manager • Gayle Toon. CSR
the Department of Criminal Jus1304A Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071
tice Training in Richmond. He
Located in Dixieland Center
resigned from there in August, Jones
(502) 759-0310 Phone
said.
Under his authority, Cope could
(502) 759-8731 Fax
computers for the cabinet,
order
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
but Jones said she did not know
how Cope allegedly stole them.
Jones said when cabinet officals can get more details on the
case, they will decide whether to
make changes to prevent similar
problems.
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A Special Health Service For Men

The free screening is a quick,
painless blood test and
examination.

Sen. Bob Jackson, a Murray Democrat, questions Humana
officials on their progress in providing competitively-priced
health insurance for individuals in Western Kentucky. During a recent meeting of the legislature's Banking and Insurance committee, Jackson urged the company to follow
through on its promise to provide more consumer choice
in remote areas of the state.

Theiss honored for
service to education

FREE PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING
PROSTATE CANCER
• most common cancer in men..
• second leading cause of cancer
death in men.
• symptoms are usually present in
early stages.
• can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected ea4y!
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Trevathan Urology Clinic
Urology Associates
307 South 8th Street
300 South 8th Street, Suite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-7440
753-9240
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
1-800-342-6224
1-800-599-9240
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If you've got questions
about your account, we've got answers

Money

14
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,
110
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100%

The fact is, at Union Planters your account is
important and we're prepared to show you
just how much.
Come in or call toll-free at 18771 219-5522
for a quick review of your Union Planters
accounts. If after 60 days you are not fully
satisfied with your account, we'll give you
your money back.*
Sound crazy? Not really. You are
important to us — plain and simple. Now
that's straight talk from your bank.

' he mont)haLk guarantee refund requires Lompletion of a Timm,ul re‘
OP depose a.Lourits by a Customer Semite Repeesentative poor to 12/11/9$
refund applies. onh • to monthly serviLe ,harges imurred on a Union Planters
checking or sinswgs ast.ount durmg the 60day penod folios ing tht reYien Refund
Grave.
appites only in the RentuSy Lounties of Ballard Buller. Cinema%
Livingston. Marshall, NkCraLken NILLeart Nluhlenherg and Ohio

SOLUTION:

AUNION
PLANTERS
BANK

0Copynght 1998 Union Planters Bank

Member FDIC
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$57,500 $3,000

"NO Payments Until 1999*
'NOW

homes only

New, Used & Repossessed Homes —
Includes Set-Up & Delivery
*5% Down Payment
No money down with land Trade Ins Welcome. *with approved credit
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,
HOMES
KEITH BAKER
Hwy. 79 N.• Paris
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Community cooperation important for Election Day Camp
Tuesday, I visited the YMCA
Election Day Camp at North Elementary. As I watched the kids playing and learning I thought how
nice it was to be able to provide
this experience.
However, we couldn't do it
without community cooperation!
Here's what goes into the planning of a "simple" day camp.
First, a location must be provided. The Calloway County
Schools have been very gracious
to the YMCA over the years. When
they provide a location for us, it
keeps cost down, it provides a
safe environment and it even provides for games and activities.
Next, we have to provide professional supervision. Our camp
staff is state— licensed and trained
to deal with children in all kinds
of situations. Our "Goodtimes"
after-school childcare staff have
weekly meetings, they have criminal background checks and go
through in-depth child abuse prevention training.
We sometimes have special programming. Because of the Election Day camp, we planned a visit
from the Honorable Mayor Bill
Cherry. Cherry made a great impression. Someday these kids will look

Eeltal:444 V1oef4

Detue EAsealleins

Mayor Bill Cherry visits YMCA Election Day at North Elementary.
back on Cherry's involvement at
their camp and think kindly on
elected officials.
You should have been there.

The mayor spoke about important
community issues; annexation,
water treatment and personal and
fire safety. However, when the

Cleo Cherry Grogan, William Miller
and Lucille Wofford.
The first installment explores
the history of the land between
the Cumberland and Tennessee
Rivers, through interviews with a
geologist and archeologists. Historian Betty Joe Wallace, Austin
Peay State University, chronicles
the 'Scots-Irish heritage of the
region. Former residents Oneida
Boyd, Verona Grogan and Mildred
Bruton are also featured.
"Connecting People & Place"
was developed by grants from the
Kentucky Arts Council and the Kentucky Oral History Commission to
Land Between The Lakes Association.
Community artist in residence,
Constance Alexander, conducted
many of the oral history interviews, and scripted, edited and
produced the series, with technical assistance from WKMS-FM,,
the National Public Radio member station in Murray and Paducah. The series first aired on WKMS.
Alexander, Lucille Wofford and

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

*We Install & Repair Automotive.
Home Theater. Whole House,
Commercial & Professional Audio
Equipment.

tO
---t•CARPET FL OR COVERINGy

•Whole House Audio Systems
Avadable

*Authorized Dish Network
Home Satellite Systems

753-7728
Hwy 641 - 1-1/2 miles Southof Murray to Tom Taylor Rd Right 1500 Yards

Guaranteed Best
Deals Around.

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

"When It Comes To
Sound...Don't Fool Around!"

Specializing in Dean
and General Tires

Evelyn Chilcutt will be featured
in live interviews with Joe Pat
James Nov. 6 at 11 a.m.
For more information about this
oral history project, contact Alexander at Land, Between Tpe Lakes
Association, 1-800-455-5897.

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

Barry James

762-0000

Audio & Electronics

401 N.4th St.

759-0704

Owner
Ronnie Melvin

ft
Children's Shoes
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753-4383
Southside Manor • 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Four $1,000 Minimum, Progressive
Daily Cash Prizes!
Plus, Win a Brand New Car or Truck
In The Grand Prize Giveaway!
During November and December, you can "Rake It In" with
our NEW,HUGE,$200,000 GIVEAWAY! With guaranteed
daily cash prizes and three big grand prize postings you'll
have even more chances to win!

Your Budget
*zt w 116

Complete rules available
at Guest Services.

14•eollikli

-q&

AUDIO SPECIALIST

Visit our showroom and
let Amy or Theresa help
you choose the
perfect flooring.

WNBS-AM begins broadcast of new series
WNBS-AM, Murray will broadcast the 10-part radio series, "Connecting People & Place," on Tuesday afternoons and Saturday mornings.
The series began Nov. 3 at 4
p.m. and will continue Nov. 7 at
11 a.m.
The series celebrates the rich cultural heritage of Between the Rivers,
the peninsula between the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers that
is now called Land Between The
Lakes.
"Many former residents of
Between the Rivers are in our listening area. We are airing 'Connecting People & Place' as a service to them and also to those new
to the area, who may not know
about its unique history," said Greg
DeLancy general manager of the
station, 1340 on the A.M. dial.
Calloway County residents who
were interviewed for the series are
Verona Smith Grogan,Oneida Ahart
Boyd, Mavis Lilly Scott Stone, Evelyn Chilcutt, Mary Jean Turner,
the late Elizabeth Ryan Hosford,

rently working on plans for the
Community Thanksgiving Prayer
Breakfast, Nov. 17 from 7 -7 8
a.m. at the National Guard Armory.
All are welcome!
That's what the YMCA is all
about. Making a difference in the
lives of kids, families and the
community.
Tuesday's camp wasn't just
baby-sitting. We have given our
campers insights on why they were
out of school,.that politicians are
"regular" people and that "normal" people can make a difference ,at the polls. And we do that
with so much needed cooperation.
That's how the YMCA builds strong
kids, strong families, strong communities.

kids (who were very attentive)
All our camps take special planasked questions, their innocence ning. We must contact the schools,
of youth was very evident.
create and print flyers, put
"Mayor, how tall is your build- announcements out to the media,
ing?" and "How old are you" answer phone calls, schedule staff,
and "What do you do all day" determine curriculum, procure and
were typical questions. Our mayor provide snacks, take registrations,
covered all those questions with set up check—in and check—out
the usual political candor.
procedures and much much more.
I do know this. Cherry made The camp may only last eight —
a difference in the lives of those 10 hours, but the planning takes
kids today. They were so excited dozens and dozens of hours.
to meet the "mayor." I'm conOur youth program director and
vinced that someday his visit will his assistant handle all those specome back to them and they'll cific details. And while they're
know that voting does and can finishing one community project,
make a difference. I want to thank they are working on two or three
the mayor for taking time out on others. We just finished working
Election Day to visit our YMCA with MSU on the Oct. 31st Footcampers.
ball Spooktacular, and are cur-

Sara Lee Honey Turkey and
Sara Lee Smokehouse Ham
Co-Jack Cheese

4.98
Lb. 4.68
Lb.

(Linwood Motors)
(Frank Farmer Chevrolet)

IMetro Ford)

Boneless Family Pack

New York Strip Steak

Lb. $3.28

Why Do Players Prefer The Island?

Boneless Family Pack

Chuck Steak

Lb $1.48

Family Pack Pork Steak or

Country Style Ribs
d
ip

Lb.98°

2Bags $3.00

5 Lb. Bag Red Delicious Apples
5 Lb. Bag Grapefruit
5 Lb. Bag Yellow Onions

iBags $3.00

2Bags $3.00

STEPHEN S.
Madison,'TN
$10,200
$1 Tnple Diamond

10" Pecan Pie
Sample Cheese Cakes
Fruit Pies & Creme Cakes

JUAN R.
Nashville, TN
$10,000
$I ‘Yild Diamond

2 For $5.00

1-800-929-5905

WAIL*MART®
SUPERCENTER

In Metropolis, IL, across from Paducah, KY,
where 1-24 meets the Ohio River (Exit 37).
Prices Good Thru
Tues. 11/10/98

ALWAYS LOW PRICES. ALWAYS WAI:MART.

Iø

4/1144 it

69,700

$9,000

$1 Tnnle Diamond

Hot Pepper Rogre&sive

Zt,

Aland
CASINO
METROPOLIS, IL

Players Prefer The Island!sm
"0
.
0 111"
.
"\,..

11.4.set

Johnston City, II.

Because They Rake In The Cash!

$5.98
$11.99

'We'll match any competitors ad. We do not honor gimmicks, promotions, like percents off or double or tnple coupons

U.S. Hwy.
641 North
Murray

OPAL A.

RICKIE M.
Symsonia,

N
N
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4, 1996

AERho
auction
Nov. 10-12

BERNARD KANEILedger & Times photo

remove brush and
A CLEAN START: Workers with the Class D felony worker program
week.
this
earlier
Center
Community
Weaks
the
of
leaves from the front lawn

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY.•(502)674-5530

you don't talk
with your kids about sex,
who will?

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

t....nest,opendialt

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 It
0.C.
J. 1/2 plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb

A 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
F. #1 studds. 160.C.
G. 7 1/16 Blandex
underssding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

with them at an early age. Fora free hot
that can help you discuss all kinds
of tough issues, call 1-800-Child-44

121=0:11
NOW

YES!

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
..

. . .

I CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)

53.525
54.325
54.625
54.825
$5.425

54.025
$4.725
55.125
$5.225
55.925

1. CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)

WE INSURE
CITY HOMES...

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

Experience the beauty
VANGUARD
ofa real wood fire
Vent-Free
& the warmth of vent- Gas Log Heaters
free gas space heating.
& Fireplace

*

Products

Siturt
Alevinder

I int
Thannoi..i

ct.triellson

753-4703
310 South 4th Street

The Murray State University
chapter of the National Broadcasting Society/Alpha Epsilon Rho
will host the 26th annual
NBS/AERho television auction
Nov. 10 -12 .
The auction will air from 7 to
10 p.m. each night on Murray
cable channel 11.
The auction will open Nov. 10,
with a variety of items donated
by area businesses.
Delisa Peoples, auction coordinator, invites everyone to "join us
for three fun-filled hours of toys
for all ages," as the auction continues Wednesday featuring toys
from Mattel.
Larger-ticket items, along with
a replay of selected earlier items,
will be highlighted on Thursday
to conclude the event.
Proceeds from the auction will
help fund scholarships, buy equipment and provide other resources
such as educational field trips for
students in the MSU department
of journalism and mass communication.
This year, 10 percent of- contributions will be donated to the
Habitat for Humanity.
The National Broadcasting Society is a non-profit student organtax
are
Donations
ization.
deductible. For . additional information call the MSU TV-11 office
at (502) 762-4178.

CLARIFICATION
Because of incorrect inlorma-

tion, a front-page story in Monday's Ledger & Times indicated
Archie Mayo's charge of felony
cocaine possession came after city
pace allegedly found the drug in
a truck that backed into police
car.
According to the citation, Patrolman Todd Clere found crack cocaine
in the rear of his police car after
transporting Mayo to the Calloway
County Detention Center. A search
of Mayo at the jail yielded nothing after officials reportedly heard
he had some, the citation said.
Clere, whd wrote that he had
searched the car before starting
his shift, found the drug where
Mayo had been sitting, the citation said.

Now thru
November 20, 1998
Sponsored By The

Calloway County Homemakers
Complete Installation

8r

6% Inch Pot - $7.00 _ (5-7 Blooms)
8% Inch Pot - $15.00 -(3 Plants to a Pot)

Service Of Gas Heaters & Fireplaces.

Steele and Allbritten
302 South 3rd St. •'Murray • 753-5341

•All money must accompany orders unless for a business or a church.

Orders due in to the Extension Offive by November 20th. Plants will be delivered
December 4th at the First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall

To place orders by phone contact the Calloway County
Extension Office at 753-1452 or Judy Stahler at 753-7387.
Special Thanks To:

_Wait-day
Open 32rouse

•The Exchange Bank
-First National Bank
-Union Planter's Bank
-First Kentucky Bank
-Graves County Bank
•Mayfield CableComm
•WIVR Radio

Magazine to be sold at newsstands

WASHINGTON (AP) — National Geographic magazine will be
sold at newsstands for the first time in more than a century.
The monthly magazine has been sold by subscription only for
more than 100 years.
The National Geographic Society announced Tuesday that, starting with the November issue, the magazine will be made available at newsstands in 80 large cities across the country. Single
issues will cost $3.95.
National Geographic's sister magazine, National Geographic
Traveler, has been available at newsstands since 1991.

Gore announces plan

WASHINGTON (AP) — In a move to help battered women
escape their abusers, the Clinton administration is making it easier for domestic violence victims to change their Social Security
number. Vice President Al Gore was unveiling the new policy at a
White House ceremony today.
"Our message to the victims of these hateful crimes is this:
We will offer you the protection you need to regain your safety
and rebuild your life," Gore said in a written statement issued
before the ceremony.
Battered women will be able to get a new Social Security
number by providing written confirmation of their domestic violence from a local shelter, a treating physician or a law enforcement official. Until now, the Social Security Administration required
victims to prove that their abuser had misused their Social Security number. This could be done in only rare instances, administration officials said.

Postal Service to raise rates
WASHINGTON (AP) — It will cost more to send packages
overseas next summer.
The Postal Service said Tuesday it wants to increase rates 3.3
percent on much international mail starting in July 1999.
However, the agency said the cost of sending a letter to a 'foreign country would remain at 60 cents for the first half-ounce for
most of the world.
Only for Canada is an increase in the cost of letters expected,
the agency said, but it did not disclose the planned amount. Curre,ntly, mail to 'Canada costs 46 cents for the first half-ounce.
Rates for domestic mail were already scheduled to increase on
Jan. 10, going from 32 cents to 33 cents for the first'ounce.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The younger brother of famed lawyer
Johnnie Cochran Jr. was _found shot to death on a sidewalk.
Ralonzo Cochran, 43, had been shot several times when he was
found at about 2 a.m. Sunday about five blocks from his home
in Jefferson Park, a working-class area southwest of downtown.
Police spokesman Officer Jason Lee said the motive remained
unclear.
Detectives Armando Bernal and Robert Solorza said the attack
seemed • to be drug-related. The Los Angeles Times quoted unidentified sources as saying the victim had a drug problem.
But Cochran's brother-in-law, retired sheriff's department Chief
of Detectives Bill Baker, said whether drugs had anything to do
with the shooting is "still a matter of speculation and conjecture."
Baker. who ran for sheriff earlier this yfar but lost in the primary, said his brother-in-law worked at various jobs in the computer and construction fields.
Johnnie Cochran, who became a media star as one of O.J.
Simpson's defense lawyers, could not be reached for comment late
Tuesday. There was no answer at his office.

Reward offered for
information on fire
The owners of a tobacco barn
and hay that burned this past weekend are offering a $1,000 reward
through CriMeStoppers for information leading to the arrest and/or
conviction of the person(s) respon-sible.
Gary Brame and Eddie Adams
have put up. $500 each toward
trying to find- out who burned a
Hedley Trail barn owned by a
Adams.
The fire, believed to have been
set Saturday night, destroyed about
one acre of Brame's burley tobacco. which was not insured. said

111411111
SrOPPERS
Mike Jump, a CrimeStoppers board
member and Murray Police detective.
The fire was not discovered
until Sunday, when several round
bales of hay were found on fire.
About 70 bales were destroyed,
Jump said.
Anyone with information about
the fire can call CrimeStoppers
anonymously at (502) 753-9500.

Do you have a hot news tip? The Ledger will
pay $10 for the best news tip of the month.

Sponsored By:

(Sunday,
/99.1
XauemSer
m.
1:00p.
Irayfield, Xi.

-Participating Mayfield
Merchants
•Mayfield Tourism
•Mayfield Main Street
-Mayfield-Graves Co
Chamber of Commerce

Come Support/he Local
Merchants and Teyis/erfor
$1.10.00 bordiof9iii Cerbficaks
.to Se 9/i.en 'Way

look
For The
Red Poster
In

The Doors!

Catos

Karon & Company

Outfitter Connection

Wyatt Crossings

17th & Broadway

127 South 7th

Towvn & Country
FIC4t/Catering
3121outh 8th

Creative Interiors

Kid's Kloset

Peebles Dept. Store

523 South 6th Street

Wyatt Crossings

Duncan Prescription
Center

Kristanna's Antiques

Sarah's Grapevine

3 1 5 West Broadway

108 East South

112 W Broadway

Factory Discount Shoes
& Nurses Uniforms

Lawson's Flowers
& Gifts

Silk Floral & Lamps
By J&D

105 South 7th

3118 Wyatt Drive

• 4,5 Lisa Lanp

Learning Oasis

Silver Showcase

100 East South

105 W Broadway

Gilliam Thompson
Furniture

MayBerry Antiques

Stones Drugs

Hwy 121 North

114W Broadway

414 South 9th

Ginger's Hallmark

Memories

Suzie O. Shoppe

Wyatt Crossings

1209 Pans Road

403 South 6th

J. Logan's Gifts
& Bridal Registry

Merle Norman Cosmetics

The Registry

1209 Pans Road

1205 Paris Road

100 South 6th

Innovation that works
I Qpality it 1. tSTM

Twin Hills Collectables
1011 Pans Road

PORTkit
+kABLE

For All You orter CafgNeeds
See Jason at...

Upscale Resale
1101 Paris Road

Wal-Mart
Gibson's Pharmacy
East Broadway

Pans Road

I' 1110,„

'
61 1.
46

Wholesale Stories
117 South 7th

Youngblood s True Value
Home Center

44 LUMBER COMPAr. v`

Hwy 12

505 South 6th

104 Maple• Murray, KY

7-5 Mon.-Fri., 7-1 Sat.
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Famed attorney's brother shot

POINSETTIA SALE!

Introducing The New Line of Split Oak Logs

AROUND THE NATION
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Americans abroad warned of possible violence
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Offi- condemning Iraq's "flagrant violacials warned U.S. citizens over- tions."
seas of possible anti-American vioAnd
State
Department
lence a8 Defense Secretary William spokesman James P. Rubin said,
Cohen sought support from Per- "We are reasonably confident that
sian Gulf allies for any military all Security Council members agree
on the importance of sending a
action against Iraq.
Cohen arrived in Bahrain early strong message to Iraq in oppositoday after brief talks with Kuwaiti tion to its confrontational tactics."
officials on the standoff between
The United States and Britain
Iraq and the United Nations over have threatened to use force if diploweapons inspectors. On Tuesday, macy failed to persuade Iraq to
Cohen called on Saudi King Fahd reverse itself on inspections.
and Crown Prince Abdullah, and
President Clinton called British
there were conflicting reports on Prime Minister Tony Blair on Tueswhat success he had in gaining day to discuss Iraq. In a 10-minute
Saudi cooperation in the event of conversation they agreed on the
an attack on Iraq.
"gravity we see in the current state
Iraq's decision Saturday to end of affairs," White House spokesman
all cooperation with disarmament P.J. Crowley said.
monitors has been condemned by
France recalled its representathe U.N. Security Council as a tive in Baghdad for consultations
"flagrant violation" of the coun- and warned Iraq that-it faced "total
try's agreements with the world isolation" if it did not resume
body.
cooperation with the weapons
Earlier today Cohen flew to inspectors.
Kuwait where he discussed the
But diplomats said France's irriIraqi situation with the emir, Sheik tation did not mean it would supJaber al-Ahmed al-Sabah, and the port using force against Iraq.
crown prince and prime minister,
China is calling for dialogue
Sheik Saad al-Abdullah al-Sabah, and restraint, while Russia is stressa U.S. Embassy spokesman said ing a need for a peaceful soluin Kuwait.
tion.
Cohen did not speak to reporters
And the new German foreign
during his Kuwaiti visit.
minister, Joschke Fischer, at a joint
Pentagon spokesman Kenneth news conference with Albright,
Bacon told The Associated Press said the Security Council should
in a call from Riyadh that Cohen adopt a new resolution that "sets
had "warm, productive meetings" out a very clear-cut position" on
with the king and crown prince, Iraq in an attempt to isolate Iraqi
with Fahd pledging the kingdom President Saddam Hussein.
The conflicting accounts of
would continue "to support U.S.
efforts to preserve regional secu- Cohen's meetings with Fahd and
Abdullah are not unusual because
rity and stability."
But a Saudi official in Riyadh, the kingdom traditionally guards
insisting on anonymity, gave a dif- its relationship with the United
ferent account of Cohen's meet- States from exposure to the Arab
world.
ing with Fahd.
The center of operations in the
"King Fahd told Cohen that,
Saudi Arabia doesn't approve using' U.S.-led combat assault eight years
its territories as a springboard for ago that freed Kuwait from Iraqi
attacks on Iraq if Washington decid- occupation, Saudi.. Arabia counts
ed to attack Iraq," the Saudi offi- on the United States to safeguard
cial said Tuesday as tensions mount- its oil wealth. But it also keeps
lines open to a wide range of
ed.
Cohen, who began an unan- Arab governments.
nounced trip to the region TuesApart from Cohen's trip to
day after a quick stop in London,
took no reporters with him. UnderSPACE FACT017:
secretary of State Thomas Pickering was aboard, a signal that the
Fluid shift, loss of fluid, loss of
Clinton administration was not
muscle mass and loss of
abandoning diplomacy even while
appetite during spaceflight
threatening Iraq again for declarequal loss of weight for
many astronauts.
ing an end to its cooperation with
a special U.N. weapons searching
for hidden, illegal weapons.
But also with Cohen was Marine'
Gen. Anthony Zinni, the U.S. military commander for the region.
The State Department warned
Americans abroad of "the possibility-of random acts-of aTrtii-American violence" in the event of a
military attack on Iraq. And Sec'
-retary of State Madeleine Albright
described the situation as grave.
While Albright's view is that
IN SPACE, NO ONE CAN
the U.N. Security Council already
HEAR YOUR STOMACH
has established a legal basis for
GROWL.
attacking Iraq to force its coopBrought to you by NASA Space Lite
eration with weapons inspections,
Sciences Division and
Paws. Inc.
she ,said the Clinton administration would welcome a resolution

Riyadh, Vice President Al Gore
and Albright made separate telephone calls to Abdullah, first in
line to the ailing king. r
As always, U.S. officials were
reticent about the contacts with
the Saudis. At the State Depart-

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

inent, Rubin said only that Albright
called Abdullah to underscore "the
gravity of the situation."
Bacon said Abdullah praised
U.S. leadership in helping the United Nations contain Iraq.
"Secretary Cohen and the Crown

mu

,FLOWEll
1.:ADLS

Prince discussed possible respons- the U.N."
es to Iraq's latest challenge to the
If bases in Saudi Arabia were
U.N. Security Council," Bacon said. denied, one way the United States
"Based on his meetings, Secretary could get around the logistical
Cohen is confident that the U.S. problem would be ,by flying B-52
will have the support it needs to bombers from the United States
take appropriate action to support to Iraqi targets.

•Goldleaf And Hydrangea Eau de
Parfum
•Pansy Candles
*Seashell Candles, Dried Flowers
•Lavender Essential Oil

o•oc000•cmoos0000•
co HOLLAND TIRE CO.
East Main •753-5606
General • Monarch
Laramie • Firestone
BF Goodrich

10:00 a.m.•4:00p.m.
At the home ofPhillip,
Susie, Charlie di Lydia
Powell
Paintings and Limited
Prints featuring:

Edition

SAWCHAIN
S•A•li•E
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
November 5,6 & 7

•Mourning Doves
'Whitetail Deer
•Hummingbirds
•Turkeys
'Waterfowl

•Butterflies and

much more.
All in Western Ky. settings.

For Directions Call
(502) 436-2684

filPREMES
T
47ARRING

mARy
IN CRS MON
(equal or less value)

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
Hours: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5 Sat.

753-2571

Chestnut St.

for Less.

minutes for

minutes for

$25
a mdrith

$35
a month

kerize

Be sure to see Mary Wilson, a founding member of The t
Supremes in concert at the Players Theater.

STONE
JIVE
maim i<
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27TH
7P.M. & 9P.M. AT THE PLAYERS THEATER

g

(502)753-0123

AUTHORIZED
WIRELESS AGENT

Open Monday-Friday8a.m.-3 p.m.

24-Hour Customer Care
Limited time offer and requires a one-year agreement on select rate plans. Access, roaming, toll, taxes, landline Interconnect, universal service fee, and directory assistance, and equipment, if any, are additional. Subject to activation fee, credit approval, and
deposit may be required. Subject to an early contract termination fee. Offer good until 11/12/96

-eeeill4peee

ord..

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20TH
7P.M. & 9P.M. AT THE PLAYERS THEATERtz.

,00

Why choose Twin Lakes Office Products for your GTE Wireless cellular service?
For starters, we're located right here in Murray and have been for over 25
years. Our rates are simple and affordable and we offer a large local calling
area. Plus, our phones and accessories are priced right. You'll always come
out a winner with cellular service from Twin Lakes Office Products.

W(1-2. 4:2.C.Thez
316 Main Street

44'-

•Barns

Tackle MorDe

200

502-759-2017

Saturday, Nov. 7, 1998

Open Saturdays Until Noon
k
00000000000000000

100

403 Chestnut St., Murray

SIXTH ANNUAL OPEN
HOUSE/GALLERY OF ARTIST
PHILLIP PoWELL

ion about
eStoppers
53-9500

Calls

Hours:
Tues.-Fri. 10-5 p.m.

;
- superstar in
Don't miss this platinum-selling cou4;
along with
hits
biggest
his
all
of
enjoy
Come
concert.
tunes!
Christmas
favorite
many of your

NOW...RESERVED SEATS AT
THE PLAYERS THEATER!
Tickets - $12.00 each show
On sale November 6th

1-800-929-590
Wend
CASINO
METROPOLIS, IL
In Metropolis. 11., across from Paducah, KY, where 1-24 meets the Ohio River (Exit 3
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Advocates for homosexual rights cheer for custody decision
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — A
woman who stayed home to raise
1 2-year-old boy while her les(
_.
bian partner earned a living can
*are custody of the child, even
tough she isn't the biological
mother, a judge has ruled.
Experts who follow lesbian custody battles say the decision goes
—further than any other in granting
broad custodial rights to a woman
!who is not the child's birth moth-

patible to theirs once they decid- had a hysterectomy, the opinion
ed to have a child. S.L.V. was said.
The women went by "mommy"
inseminated because R.E„KAad,

and "ma mere," and drew up respective, detailed family trees for the
baby.

The relationship ended in
November 1996, although S.L.V.
remained in the home until Sep-

!ember 1997, the opinion said.
R.E.M. sued for custody a month
later.

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8:00-7:00

Prices Good
Nov. 4 thru
Nov. 10

The partner, identified only as
.R.E.M., stayed home to take care
-of the boy while her-pirtner, S.L.V..
worked at a hospital. The Lakewood couple decided to have the
child together, chose a sperm donor
..to inseminate S.L.V. and sent out
birth announcements with both
women's fingerprints on them.
"The court is satisfied that
R.E.M. has been able to show that
.se stands in the shoes of a parent to the child and should be
accorded the status of parent in
parity with S.L.V.." Superior Court
Judge Vincent Grasso wrote in his
,!decision issued Monday in Ocean
County.
. Kate Kendell, who heads the
National Center for Gay and Lesbian Rights in San Francisco, called
. the decision "an enormous victory."
"Our children have as much
right to, a continuing relationship
with both parents as any other
child of two parents," she said
.Tuesday.
: The judge's decision, however.
isn't binding statewide and is inconsistem - with an opinion issued in
Essex County in September. Two
other similar cases have yet to be
decided in Mercer and Union counties.
, "Right now. you have a situation that really cries out for an
appeal," said Paul Urban ia, S.L.V.'s
attorney.' "The law in New Jersey
shouldn't depend on where geo• graphically you're located." .
'One woman in Essex County.
who said she helped raise 4-yearold twins with her ex-partner. lost
custody of the children and vowed
to appesl. Attorney Robin Wernik
said the woman Will use the Ocean
County opinion to bolster her case,
• Lawyers are still -formalizing
the details. but R.E.M. will likebe able to care for the boy for
three or four 12-hour days each
week while S.L.V. is at work, as
, well as on alternate Weekends, said
her attorney, Bettina Munson.
R.E.M., a former bartender, doe,
work because of a permanent
lisability to her arm.
Both women must share the
gost of supporting the boy. identled only as A.J.M.V., the judge
'id. The boy, who was born on
arch 2. 1996, goes by the sur',tame of both women.
• The couple. who met in 198()
iind moved in together in 1991.
(hose a sperm donor together with
•
profile that was coni
•
• -tteneiic

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

911

Hyde Park Grade A

U.S. Choice Boneless

Turkey

Chuck Roast
Stew
1 59
Meat

•

Extra Le7

I

Oscar Mayer
5.35 oz.

Lunchables

Lb

W/$25 Grocery OrOer Exciuchng Tot
Products

$ 1 79
Lb

I

U.S.Choice Boneless

Center Cut

Shoulder Roast

Pork Chops
'1 99
Sauce
I Lb
oz
Red Gold

Grands

Tomato

5 Ct.

Biscuits

4/$
Coke, Diet Coke,
Cat. Free Coke, Cherry Coke,
Diet Caf. Free Coke

Kentucky Farms

Skim Milk
Gal

Cheerios or

Lucky Charms

$ 1 99

20 oz

$299

abot

Bath Tissue
12 Roll

CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS
Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS

$299

Domino Light,

Liquid

BEDROOM BEAUTY DEPENDS ON
MORE THAN JUST THE BED

$299

2/$300

Dinty Moore

In the old
days, most
bedroom decorating conof
sisted
choosing the
right bed plus
adding such
standard
equipment as
a low chest or
dresser and a
high chest and that was
about it.
But today, people want more beauty.
and more convenience in their bedrooms, and more and more people are
using different pieces of furniture
make their bedroom well-decorated
that it will stand on its own as a beau:
ful place.
What can be added to a bedroom
achieve this new beauty and comer
ience? Here are a few ideas. How abo!
a pair of siraight chairs with a tahic
between them: a desk, bookcase: an
armoire: a beautiful dressing table: a
chaise lounge. a love seat or an attractive bench.
And. of course, the new bedroom can
he coordinated with carpet. draper
wall design. bedspreads and othcr
accessories.
But what about the old problem of
storage' Most homes without dressing
rooms or big closets still need bedroom
chests - but you don't ha%e to settle for
the old standard equipment You can see
a variety of beautiful. high. low, single.
double and triple dressers, chests and
storage pieces that will not only hold
clothing but improve a room decoratively.
For all kinds of furnishings and ideas
to add new beauty to your bedroom.
stop in and browse around

Beef Stew

Pringles Potato

24 oz

6-7 oz.

99'

Mushrooms

4 5 OZ $ 1 29

2407r)I

Sweet Sue Chicken &

1 Lb.

Coke, Diet Coke, Cherry Coke, Cat Free Coke,
$109
12 ov
Diet Cat Free Coke

Danish

8 ct. 2/$300
2/99
59'

2/$300

Margarine
Pioneer Brown

Gravy Mix

1 Lb.

L61 oz.

Best
Owens
BBQ

Owen's Best

:iwen's Best

Chicken

BBQ Beef
$299

BBQ Ribs
$329

2
Fckrich Al

Merit

Bologna
$299

1

Lt,

Dog Food

6
20 Lb. $99

Sparkle Single Roll

Paper Towels
Old El Paso Tortilla

Stutters
Clorox Scented

Bleach
Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite

Roll

79'

15 oz. $239
$ 1 49

1 Gal. I

$199
1/2 Liter 6 Pk

Golden
Ripe

Medium Yellow

I

Onions

Bananas

Del. Jumbo

Red or Golden
Size

Apples

'
. 4:1 89
'
29
Red
California
h

b

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Owen's Best
Sto emade

Turkey Breast
$429

Pimento Cheese

L

Purina Hi Protein

PAD Adlifk

i

19
Lb

Whole Milk
$119
1 /2 Gal.
I

Blue Bonnet 1/4 Sticks

Green Giant Sliced or Whole

Dumplins

Sugar

Prairie Farms

Dark or Powdered2/$1 00

Pillsbury Cinnamon Rolls.or

Chips

Crass
FI.ItNITI'RE. INC.
103 S. Third Street
Murray. KY 42071
1502153-3621

Order Now For Thanksgiving
Smoked Turkeys,
BBQ Shoulders,
Owen's Famous Pit Baked
Hams and your Turkey Dinner

Angel Soft

$289
Lb

Lb Bag
Red

Potatoes

2 Lb. Bag

Seedless

Carrots

Grapes
$ 19

89
99,
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1Training course set at MSU

FOODS

5 6 7

41111.

•) 1° MIME

VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER,
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT To UMIT QUAN11TIES

LOW

LOW

PRICES

Pride of III.

Coke Diet Coke, Sprite

Corn or Green Beans

2 Liter
Bottle

15 Oz
Can

Coke, Diet Coke,
12 pk 12 uc. can
Sprite
Coke, Diet Coke,
For $5.00
Sprite 1/2 Liter Bottle 6 pk

2.99

La Rosa's Spaghetti Sauce
26 1/2 Oz. Can

88°

2

students find their iiviwn meaning Navan stresses the relevance of
-Of literature through personal inter- incorporating it across the curpretation and higher level think- riculum.
ing.
The Shared Inquiry Method,
-So much ,of what goes on in along with the Junior Great Books
classrooms involves giving out program is targeted to all students
information, hut through this pro- in grades K-12, but can be espegram. the teacher only asks ques• cially helpful in the development
lions, and the students are called of gifted students because it stressupon to give information based es higher level thinking. The proon their own reading interpreta- gram is also designed to help stution and comprehension," said Dr. dents improve their writing skills
Joy Navan, director of the Center through note-taking and essays.
for Gifted Studies.
The basic leader training course
The questioning and critical is required for all leaders of Junior
thinking method used by the pro- Great Books program activities.
gram is known as the Shared Inquiry Cost of the training course is $99
Method. Through this technique, per person. All of those registerstudents are also taught the impor- ing by Jan. 22 will receive selecttance of listening to others' ideas ed free Junior Great Books trainand to modify their opinions as ing materials.
the discussion progresses.
To register for the course, call
By promoting open dialogue the Great Books Foundation at I
and debate, the method prepares (800) 222-5870, Monday through
participants to become lifelong Friday, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. For
readers. Although the training further information, contact Navan
course will emphasize using the in the Center for Gifted Studies
method in literary discussions, at (502) 762-2539.

For all your heating &
cooling needs...

Reynolds will discuss
tobacco issues at MSU

,es Tg
ill
"
111s4
re
,

Rotel Tomatoes & Green Chiles

San Giorgio Elbow Macaroni

68

Whole or DiLtsi 10 Oz Can

Serving the area
with Honesty &
Experience

Sunflower Self-Rising

Cornmeal or Flour

.r)

Also specializing in
commercial, refrigeration
& cooking equipment,
window & mobile home units

BC

7

24 hr. Emergency
Owned &
Operated By
Glenn
COSSey
KYLICM03404)

5 Lb. Bag

Lucky Leaf Cherry Pie Filling

Sunshine Chunk Dogfood

210z.$1•I8

18 Lb Bag

Roundy's Sugar
5 Lb. Bag

The 'Great Books Foundation
Basic Leader Training Course will
be offered at Murray State Univ ersity Feb. 8 from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the Regents Room in Wells
Hall and Feb. 9 from 9 a.m. to
p.m. in the CarriS Center Ohio
Room
fire two-day training course will
Leach attendees how to lead Junior
Great Books discussion groups and
incorporate the Shared Inquiry
Method in the classroom.
This event is sponsored by the
college of education's center for
gifted studies and is open to all
educators in the region, including
gifted program coordinators.
The Junior Great Books program,
recognized by the Kentucky Department of Education as an Exemplary Program last year. encourages students to use interpretive
reading, writing and discussion
skills when examining great works
of literature. The training course
will show teachers how to use
open-ended questioning to hilt)

s2.98

48

1 5 oz Can

9307 Sta
RL 94E
Murray

SUBSCRIBE

Luck's Great Northern or Pinto Beans

1•

753-91

2 For 88
'
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rhe Murray State University
Campus Activities Board will be
sponsoring a lecture featuring one
of the nation's top speakers on
tobacco issues, Patrick Reynolds,
on Nov. I 1. Reynolds is scheduled for 7 p.rn in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Admission is free and all students, faculty, staff and community members are invited to attend.
Reynolds is the grandson of the
founder of the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, which includes brands
such as Camel, Salem and Winston.
He will tell the story of how
and why he turned his back on
the famiTy'lilAineSs after his father
and brother died from emphysema caused by smoking. He wilr
also discuss the topics of pending
tobacco legislation in Congress,
tobacco lobbying and the ciearette
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tax.
In addition, Reynolds will share
how his family feels about him
now, whether or not OSHA will
limit second-hand smoke at the
federal level, secret papers of[oboe-co companies, and a vision of a
smokefree society in the 21st century.
The lecture will be followed
by a question-and-answer session
for audience members.
Reynolds has advocated numerous smoking ordinances before
Congress and state- legislatures, and
founded The Foundation for a
Smokefree America.
He was an instrumental supporter
in the fight to have smoking banned
on domestic airline flights.
Reynolds is the author of"The Gilded Leaf" and has appeared on
"Larry King," CNBC, CNN's'
"Newsnight" and MSNBC.
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QUALITY MEATS
Mis Cut

„
•

599

9'

HOff1C qiic11
011day8

November 5 thru 9

Chicken Breast
4
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Celebrate Retirement Day - Friday, Nov.6
Gold Key Dealer Opening at "5 til 6"
Come enjoy breakfast and see what retired in villages, accessories and winter silhouettes

:77

t_rilt Sets in Snow Village Dickens and Christmas in the City
that will retire this year.

Pork Steaks
Pork Cutlets

I he House that Love Built — Only 5,600 pieces produced. All
proceeds to go to Ronald McDonald House. Silent Auction and
tickets available.

Country Style

Boston Butt

Pork Roast

79'
99'
$1.29

Lb.

Ribs
Sliced Slab

Lb.

Bacon
U.S.D.A. Choice

Lb.

Chuck Roast

$1.19
$1.19
1.49

Lb

Kensington Palace Special Event pitce available while supplie
last so reserve yours now!
Lb

Ask about our new Collectible & Gift Members Club and earn
points toward reward certificates with all purchases. The more
you 'spend the ore you earn!

Lb

Also mark

your calendarfor Snowbabies Retirement Dec. 4

-404104•—
CARD & GIFT SHOP

den
Size

Red or Golden Delicious

408 East 12th Street • Benton, KY 42025 •(502)527-1848 •(800)974-1848

sy

Apples
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Delmonte Premium Golden Ripe

Bananas
D'Antou

Pears
h
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Depcitment

Florida

Tangerines

Jumbo Yellow

98' Onions
68' Carrots
6/98' Celery
:Lb s

Crisp Golden

Lb

3 98'
58°
Lbs

2 Lo Bay

Fresh Crisp

Florida Red

Jumbo Head

Grapefruit

Lettuce

.
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CCHS nine weeks'honor roll released
The following Calloway Coun- sengill, Robert E. Nowak, Jr.,
ty High School students made the Stephanie Spann, David J. Timhonor roll for the first nine weeks: mons, Jeremy B. Allbritten, Jacob
Caddas, Kory Cunningham, Ash9th Grade
All A's — Angela M. Arm- ley D. Byerly, Jacklyn L. Cordell,
strong, Brittany Beane, Rebecca Mandy Eldridge, Laura N. Holt,
L. Boyd, Brandy N. Bradford, Tara Larry Kirks. Ashley B. Hulse, Catlin
L. Brooks, Rebekah F. Burton, Mark D. Bogard, Jeffrey R. Boyle, JenChamberlain, Paul R. Colwell, Jen- nie Crawford, Tammy M. Dabbs,
nifer L. Cooney, Casey Corneli- Brittany K. Vaughn, Benjamin S.
son, Elizabeth Dandeneau, Anne- Williams, Gregory A. Wilson,
Marie Dunlap, Jessica Elkins, Louis Amber R. Hill, Tyler J. Owen,Sarah
Ernstberger, Ashley N. Futrell, Thompson, Tai N. Orten, Brittney
Aaron C. Godar, Alli L. ,Hillard, Bogard, Dean Futrell, Dustin S.
Nikki R. Lamb, Haley Lynn, Ladd, Stacey L. Lee, Chelsie R.
Heather R. Macha, Melissa Mead, McCuiston, Aaron J. Pitman, Tanya
Brandon L. Morris, Tera R. Mur- M. Pratt, Christy N. Sells, Joey
dock, Brent A. Norsworthy, Nathan M. Skinner and Tamara L. TuckC. Oliver, Noelle Olsen, Michele er.
R. Overbey, Jacob Payne, Ashley
10th Grade
R. Peters, Madeleine A. Philpot,
All A's — Lisa M. Arnold, JereMichael E. Pritchard, Meagan R. my L. Bolls, Chelsea N. Bullard,
Rogers, Ashley S. Smith, Kacee Amber S. Cain, Amanda F. Carter.
Stonecipher, Bridget M. Swatzell, Natalie Cooper, Ben D. Cossey,
Joshua S. Sykes, Sandra Thomp- Aaron M. Cowan, Chris N. Dunson and Adam M. Yezerski.
can, Danny G. Ferguson, Clifton
A's & B's — Landon Barrow, B. Garner, Patrick J. Greer, Racheal
Will T. Norsworthy, Cassandra N. Grogan, Brady T. Harris, Erin
Culpepper, L. Heltsley, Justin R. Holland, SabHounshell, Derek
Danielle Gee, Justin Gibbs, Dan rina L. Johnson, Sarah T. JohnL. Mathis, Lauren M. McKendree, son, Kassa M. Kelso, Elizabeth J.
Megan L. Raspberry, Jessica L. Kilby, Jessica D. Lemons, Derek
Scott, Nicole R. Shaw, John T Todd, A. McCallum, .Chadwick I.
Amber A. Westbay, Darrell Har- McLaren, Jamie R. Miller, Raegrove, Jeremy Owens, Todd C. gan L. Morton, Ashley R. NoffSexton, Amanda Chadwick, Joseph singer, Bethany M. Pate, April S.
F. Hobbs, Kady Lyons, Jennifer Ramsey, April M. Rooker, Tony
A. Todd, Miranda D. Conner, R. Ryan, Kacey L. Stark, Whitni
DeeAnna G. Dycus, Jennifer Mas- L. Steele, Jena G. Thomas, Amy

J. Todd, Chase C. Wallace and
Austin K. Webb.
A's & B's — Tiffany Shemwell,
Christopher Alexander, Elaine
Michalek, Rebecca J. Suiter, Crystal J. Thompson, Dusty. Clark,
Michael P. Eldridge, Rachel L.
Haugh, Craig Jacobs, Casey L.
Smith, Bobby R. Stewart, Chris
D. Thorn, Amanda E. Williams,
VaRhonda J. Wright, Joshua R.
Cleaver, Brandi L. Dedmon, Matt
R. Thorn, Terra L. Vance, Bethany
N. Martin, Tara A Bogard, Adriane L. Southard, Kari G. Downs,
Seth Bryant, Jessica R. Bybee,
Chadwick Canerdy, Ashley E.
Cook, Kandis K. Garland, Daniel
D. Garner, Ryan D. Humphrey, Kyle
R. Kirks, Gary L. Mathis, Nathan
G. McPhail, Marion F. Rogers.
Audra D. Todd, Jameson Wade.
Brandon M. Williams, Kimberly
A. Gay, Chase S. Redden. Jimmy
D. Stubblefield, Adrianne K.
Huffine, Jacob J. Abbott, Ryan K.
Rogers, Lora E. Sexton, Joshua J.
Smith, Marlin Williams, Christopher P. Felts, Samantha L. Gibbs,
Chessy L. Mercado, Chelsea J.
Stephenson, Kristi M. Williams,
Misty C. Bogard, Stephen J. Burkeen, Nilofar Djassemi, Brad B.
Hendricks, Matthew c. Le-et, Annie
. McDaniel,
T. Lynn, Joseph
Brian Overbey, J.. Potts and
William Rider.
11th Grade
All A's — Ashley A. Adams,

Tabitha Y. Armstrong, Billy Bell, Morris, Aiwa U. Robertson, Tasha
Mindy S. Brandon, Josh M. R. Thompson, Scott D. Holbrook,
Burchett, Emily G. Cleaver, Bobbi Ruth C. Baum, DeAndre Rogers
M. Dolchan, Jamie L. Dowdy, Ali- and Kyle B. Tracy.
12th Grade
cia B. Eaves, Kelli J. Griffin,
All
A's — Ashley Anderson,
Misty (Nicki) Jones, Matt A. Keel,
Brooke A. Lencki, Daniel I. Math- Bryant T. Bebber, Rebecca Careny. Bryce L. Miller, Tom Moore, son, John L. Clayton, Kennette
Bethany O'Rourke, Jennifer L. Cleaver, Lee Ann Crider, Sara J.
Pigg, Courtney M. Potter, Wes S. Davenport, Tori D. Dunn, W. DerSpencer, Glenn T. Timmons, Amy rik Edwards, Ashley N. Ellison,
E. Travis, Austin Williams, Saman- Kristen E. Farmer, Adam C. Godar,
tha A. Woodall, Keith A. Wright Kathryn M. Godar, Kaci L. Greer,
Hilde L. Heiss, Aimee R. Henand Matthew J. Yezerski.
A's & B's — Cameron Green- son, Lesley B. Houston, Sarah L.
field, Scott Lenton, Adam R. Page, Johnston, Christopher B. Jones, Eric
Amy C. Ross, Jamie P. Tipton,Clay- B. King, Jennifer A. Lamb, DeAnton D. Williams, Roxanne Frashef- na A. Lampkins, Jennifer L. Lidski, Luke E. Puckett, Amanda K. dle, Lacey D. McCuan, Jason' R.
Underwood, Missy D. Herndon, McCuiston, Ashley McKendree,
Michael D. Williams, Dwayne A. Bryan T. Meurer, Rachel M. MurCannon, Eric J. Driz, William T. rell, Lori G. Outland, Amanda R.
Morris, B.J. C. Newton, Matthew Peal, Michelle L. Phillips, Ashley
S. Todd, Jerry D. Hamblin, Danielle E. Rose, Heather D. Saxon, Shane
R. Barrett, Ashley Bebber, Janes- K. Smith, Johnna L. Stockdale,
sa L. Keyes, Jonathan N. McClure, Kevin W. Suiter, Anna C. Tate,
Justin W. Rogers, Megan Pennis- Ann T. Taylor, Jennifer A. Todd,
ton, Nathan B. Henry Jr., Brian Marshall Tucker, Bradley C. WalkJ. Miller, Jeff Owen, Matt T. Steen, er, Tiffany B. White, Tiffany A.
Miriam Rogers, Jeremy H. Weber, Young and Lisa Thomas.
S. Joe Adcock, William B. Ahart,
A's & B's --:- Christy Carraway,
Chris R. Bailey, Tabitha L. Bayer,
Misty D. Coles, Kiki N. Cunningham, Kristen M. Haggard, Ashley B. Lowe, Maggie L. Melson,
Lillian Perry, Darren E. Price,
Kenny P. Roach, Shawna Wray,
Charity D. Burton, Tiffany A. Lassiter, Tammy R. Linn, Micah B.

From savory stews to classic cookies, it's homemade or no way! Send us your favorite
recipe — the one that draws rave reviews from your friends and family — and share it
with our readers! Recipes will appear in our upcoming annual cookbook to be published on Tuesday, November 24, 1998.
Rules:

2. All recipes should be typed or pnnted legibly on a separate
sheet of paper. Spell out all measurements — do not
abbreviate. Include your name,address and telephone
number on your recipe, Include pan size, oven temperature
and cooking time, if appropnate

4. All recipes must be received by 11/13/98.
5 Each person submitting an entry or entries will be eligible to
win the following 1st Prize - 1 year subscription to the
Murray Ledger & Times, 2nd Prize - 6 month subscription.
3rd Prize - 3 month subscription Only one lance per
person regardless of the number of entries
6 Murray Ledger & Times employees and families may
submit entries but are ineligible for prizes

3 Recipes should not be taken directly from cans, boxes or
other publications.
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

Mail or hand-deliver entries to:
What's Cookin ?

Nome
Address

\

State

City.

ZIP:

Ledger-Tunes

Daytime Telephone:
Nome of Dish
Category

1040 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071

Number of Servings
Time to Prepare (approximate):
Don't Forget Fo In-C-10de YOU/ Recipe On A Separate Sheet Of Paper'

029Super Farm Boss 16"Chain Saw

.571111,„
Cuts Prices
On the World's Largest Selling Chain Saws!

SAVE

eargtott*

$40

NOW ONLY
t

6C)
96

STIHL ONLY

lAvt4t°

•57 cc •3.5
•3.8 bhp
•18" & 20" bars
also available
•IntelliCarbTm
Compensating
Carburetor

29995
Srle SS°
II
me.

'If you're a serious
wood cutter, this is
your saw!

•25.4 cc •9.5 lbs
•135 mph •377 cfm
•ElastoStartT'A Handle
•2-1 -1 -LIFE-LIFE
•Top-Rated

ONLY

•30 cc •1.8 Cl
•"Best Value" Home
Mechanix
Magazine
•Lightweight; only
8.6 lbs
•STIHL quality at an
incredible low price

-•••••••1•04.0.11•••••••••••••111g.,"
--.. •

404.1.1•MaIkair.."

Call the circulation
department between
5:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Monday-Friday or
4:30- 5:00 p.m.

Over the years, the Welcome Wagon*
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welconit Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services and local businesses
For you, it's a new day Why not start it
by making a new fnend') We'd love to
hear from you

IfiraNn

sots"

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO OUTDOOR

Chestnut St.. Murray

MISS YOUR PAPER?

Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts

017 14"Chain Saw

•44 cc • 2/ CI
•3 Obhp
•Excellent mid-range
saw
•Lightweight, only
10 3 lbs
•18" bar also
available

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Survivors of violence and genocide,
war and injustice around the world
will be sharing their experiences
this week at the International Reconciliation Conference.
"It's humbling, very humbling"
-to _list-err-to stories of people who
have endured, so much, yet still
found the strength to heal, said
the Rev. Leslie Holton, pastor of
St. Matthews Baptist Church, where
the sessions begin Wednesday
evening.
The church is co-host for the
conference along with a black congregation, St. Paul Missionary Baptist Church.
The final session on Saturday
will focus on "Healing America's
Wounds" and feature Bill McCartney, founder of the Christian men's
movement Promise Keepers.
He'll talk with his wife, Lyndi,
about mistakes that nearly ruined
their marriage and the closeness
they eventually built.
Another speaker Saturday will
be Dr. Peter Storey, a former
Methodist- bishop of South Africa
and a member of his country's
Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
This is the second worldwide
conference of a group called Reconeiliation Networks of Our World
a grass-roots movement of Christians that began about 10 years
ago when they began gathering in
small groups to pray for reconciliation.
The first conference was last year
in Coventry, England. The group
hopes to meet next in Boston in
2000 and in Jerusalem around
2003.

Saturday at
753-1916.

025 16"Chain Saw
BC75 LeafBlower

Sheila R. Brame, Kristie Gann,
Rebecca A. Sistrunk, Nathan D.
Baird, Sabrina L. Emerson, Alan
G. Forrester, Whitney C. Morris,
Bethany VanderMolen, Russ L.
Cleaver, Christina E. Adams,
Autumn L. Ezell, Casey G. Oliver, Melody Wojciechowski, Eric
M. Braddock, Michael A. Burkeen, Kellie B. Downs, Stephanie
Hester-Mathis, Sarah E. Lee,
Deonne L. Phillips, Jason Smith,
Ashley H. Cain, Spencer D. Chambers, Deanna L. Futrell, Julia E.
Owens, Dawn M. Sheldon, Heather
L. Wright, Tara N. Harrison, Brad
W. Rowland, Michelle Coleman,
Kristin Yoke and Shawna M. Rushing.

Survivors speak out
on violence, genocide

What's Co • in'?
1. Recipes must be submitted under one of the following
categories: Lite & Luscious; Appetizers: Soups & Salads;
Main Courses; VegetablesNegetanan. Desserts & Breads.

L. Broughton, Chasity A.
Ross, Jacqueline Williams, Nicholas
A. Younger, Michael T. Hudson,
Wesley J. James, Daniel T. Underwood, Matthew R. Wyatt, Amanda J. Rudolph, liawna Lewis, Kelia
M. Easley, William J. Barnard, Terry
L. Calhoon, Stacey A. Fisher-West,
Patrick C. Kilby, Kalan Knott, Karl
Molitor-Fisk, David W.Todd, Bryan
P. Williams, Courtney R. Hamby,
Jonathan D. King, Tiffany A. Rose,

Sarah

NOW ONLY

95
1 )
.)25C

Hostess - Call
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Ingeborg King 492-8348

Holton attended the first reconciliation conference in September 1997 in Coventry, whose historic cathedral was burned to the
ground in November 1940 when
Germany bombed it.
After the raid, people from the
congregation built a cross from
boards and nails pulled from the
wreckage. Then, not knowing who
would win World War II, they
began to pray.
"Lord, may one day we become
friends with the people who made
these bombs," Holton said. "For
five years while things were hellish and war raged, they prayed."
The Rev. Lincoln Bingham, pastor of St. Paul, went to Coventry
as well, where the speakers included former South African president
and Nobel Peace Prize winner F.W.
de Klerk.
Bingham said he was "impressed
with the stories and the genuineness of the reconciliation" in places
with festering hatred, such as Northern Ireland and Rwanda and Bosnia.
-It wasn't like sort of a patchedup relationship, it was genuine
reconciliation, genuine love," Bingham said.
Larry Martin, chairman of the
local task force putting the conference together, said being in
Coventry was "a life-changing
experience."
Martin, who also is director of
missions and evangelism for the
Kentucky Baptist Convention,
remembered a man from Lexington who attended the conference.
The man summed up his experience this way:
"1 really didn't feel worthy to
be in the presence of many of the
people there because of the suffering they have endured. At the
same time, it made me realize that
if God could do what he has done
in those situations, there's certainly nothing too difficult for him
in what I'm facing here."
The reconciliation organization
now includes only Christians, but
its leaders hope to work with other
groups to build bridges for interfaith dialogue, Holton said.
"We believe in the power of
Christ to bring reconciliation to
our world," he said. But "unfortunately some of the divisions in
the world have occurred in the
name of Christ against different
groups."

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
ainelecard 513
A

S. 12th St. VISA

753-4461

Gary Murdock
Rayann Butterworth
1206 ,Johnson

753-2571

Heather Hutson

753-CREW
(27:19)
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VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court entered October, 12, 1998, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
the 16th day of November, 1998, at 10:00 am., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
A 0.372 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, in July, 1985, located on Highway
280 approximately 7 miles East of the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of
land and the Northeast corner of the Robert Myers property, Deed
Book 160, Card 1951, said point being a #4 rebar set 30.00 feet
South of the centerline of Highway 280 and 4.6 miles East of
Highway 94; thence South 80 degrees 22' 18" East 80.00 feet with
the South side of said Highway to a #4 rebar set at the Northeast
corner of the herein described tract of land; thence, South 13
degrees 16'40" West - 206.33 feet with the Walter Janney west
property line, Deed Book 163, Card 1059, to an existing steel stake
at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, North 75 degrees 23'54" West - 79.90 feet generally along
a fence and with the Walker Janney North property line, Deed
Book 165, Card 2122 to a #4 rebar set at the South west corner of
the herein described tract of land; thence, North 13 degrees 17'21"
East - 199.90 feet generally along a fence and with the Robert
Myers East property line, Deed Book 160, Card 1951, to the point
of beginning.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements and
right of ways.
The boundaries contained herein were determined by existing
physical evidence.
Being the same property conveyed to Joe S. Smith, single and Joe
Neal Smith,single, by David Garland and wife, Renee Garland by
virtue of a deed dated November 15, 1989, of record in Deed Book
175, Card 719, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the purchase price, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 1998 ad valorem taxes.
MAX W. PARKER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

An Ordinance placing a moratorium upon adult oriented businesses and nudity in a public place.
The Fiscal Court ofCalloway County, Kentucky, does hereby declare
the following:
SECTION A. It shall be unlawful for any person to knowingly,
intentionally, or recklessly appear, or cause another person to appear,
nude in a public place or in any other place which is readily visible to
the public.
SECTION B. It shall be unlawful for any person or entity to employ
or encourage, suffer or allow any person to appear nude in a public
place as defined herein.
SECTION C. It shall be unlawful to establish, initiate, or operate
an adult oriented business as defined herein for the period of this
moratorium.
SECTION D. It shall be unlawful for any person or entity in a public place to knowingly, intentionally, or recklessly engage, or cause
another person to engage in, the following?(1) Patently offensive representations or descriptions of ultimate sexual acts, normal or perverted, actual or simulated. (2) Patently offensive representations or
descriptions of masturbation, excretory functions, and lewd exhibition
of the genitals.
SECTION E. This moratorium shall remain in effect for a period
not to exceed July 30, 1999.
SECTIONS F & G. In summary, certain terms are defined that
include the meaning of adult oriented businesses, public nudity, and a
public place. The ordinance specifically excludes or exempts from the
definitions children under ten years of age, breast feeding, single sex
public restrooms, locker and/or dressing room facilities, enclosed motel
rooms and hotel rooms designed and intended for sleeping accommodations, portions of hospitals, physician's and related licensed professional offices, etc.
SECTIONS H & I. Any person who shall violate this Ordinance
shall be guilty of a Class B Misdemeanor, which, under the Kentucky
Revised Statutes, is punishable by a term of imprisonment not to
exceed 90 days and/or a firfe not to exceed $250.00. Each incident or
separate occurrence of an act that violates this Ordinance shall be
deemed a separate offense. In addition to the penalties, the County
may take any other lawful action, including an action for an injunction
against such activity.
SECTIONS J, K & L. All territory within the legal boundaries of
the County shall be embraced by the provisions of this Ordinance
except for that territory that is regulated by the City of Murray,
Kentucky. If any section of this Ordinance is held invalid, such holding
shall not effect the validity of the remaining portions of this
Ordinance. This Ordinance shall become effective upon passage by the
Fiscal Court of Calloway County and upon its publication, or a summary thereof, in accordance with the requirements of the Kentucky
Revised Statutes.
The Ordinance also contains findings of fact made by the Fiscal
Court concerning the need for the adoption of said ordinance. A copy
of the full text of the proposed ordinance is available for public inspection at the Office of the Calloway County Judge-Executive.
J.D. Williams
Calloway County Judge-Executive
Ray Coursey, Jr.
Calloway County Clerk
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SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65V2,
acoording to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of heatth.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2 Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toil free:
1-800-455-4199

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Utility Trailers
Free Column
Wanted

Card of Thanks. In Memory
• Happy Ads

Special Price

PUBLIC NOTICE
Please take notice that the Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold,
its regular meeting on November 12, 1998, at 1:30 p.m. c.s.t., at the
Weaks Community Center, 7th and Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky.
In addition to such other business as may come before the Fiscal
Court, at said next regular meeting, the Calloway County Fiscal Court
will consider the adoption and second reading of a proposed ordinance
placing a moratorium on adult oriented businesses and public nudity
within the County. The following is a summary of that proposed ordinance:

PLAINTIFF,

BANK OF BENTON

460
470
480
4.85
490
495
500
510
520
530
550
560
570

9-rappy Birthday

Node*

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.98-CI-00178

JOE NEAL SMITH, CALLOWAY COUNTY,
KENTUCKY,AND KENTUCKY
REVENUE CABINET

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
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Yard Sale Prices
1x2 ad
$7.50

Deadline
Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p
Wed. 3 p m
_
Thurs. 3 p.m

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
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Ad Deadlines

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916
OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

GEVISOLD
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The Shed Cafe ND
'
Located 9 miles north of Murray on Old 641.
Open Mon., Wed., Thurs. & Fri. 7 a.m.-9 .m
Sal. 7 am.-Midnight
21PFili
l

100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance

5
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ROY'S HOME
MEDICAL
"We're the Home Town
People" in Home Medical
Equipment. 604 South
12th St, Murray, (Inside
Walter's Pharmacy)
753-7565
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Featuring fish, plate lunches, grill, famous
for bean rolls and .Sonny burgers
For more information call 437-456S
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A R BONNE Internationa
Pure Swiss Skin Care &
Nutritional needing consultants in this area Mercedes program
1-800-475-6051

Murray, KY

753-4199
ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center.
502-753-5323
ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700
MACHINE Quilting Regular size, $31 50 Murray
Sewing Center 753-5323

STOREWIDE SALE
Use Your
Sears Card
fi Save
On Everything Even Sale Prices'
a•it tof

November 5th through 7th

SEAIRIS

Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-:310

AVON
Earn extra money for
Christmas nowl
1-888-669-6820
Inci/S1s/Rep
BABYSITTER needed in
my home 4-5 days a week
753-9286
CUSTOMER Service Representative Full time fiam5pm. for expanding commercial pnnting company
Apply at Printing Services
& Supplies 102 N 4th St
Murray, KY 42071

060
HOF Wasted

Drivers

OTR DRIVERS
ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking experienced OTR Drivers for
our MURRAY, KY
operation.
WE OFFER:
438,000 per year aver.
•Excellent Benefits
-Paid Holidays
•I Week Paid Vacation
in 6 mo.
•2 Weeks in a Year
•Company Paid Pension
Plan
•40IK. Safety Bonus
•Late Model Equipment
•Home Weekends and
Dunng Week
WE REQUIRE:
-2 years experience in •
last 5 years
•Minimum 23 years of
age
-Good Driving Record
*Pass DOT
Physical/Drug
Please call 1-800-7828759. Ask for Mike or
Keith.

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
For company providing
services to people with
MR/DD. Qualifications include: BS in Human Services (I.E., Psychology, Sociology, Social Work, Special Education); supervisory experience; and 1 yr experience working with individuals with
MR/DD.
EOE/M/F/DN. Send resumes to: Ms Peller,
Community Alternatives.
Kentucky, PO Box 39,
Kentucky
Symsonia,
42082

SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career/ Do you want to earn $50144 per year',
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none/ I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
have these qualifications. I would very much entoy talking to
you, and explain the benefits our company has to offer

Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580

Call for directions if needed No resume please
I hire people, not paper E.0.E

World Class Private Fleet
20 Years of Success
Expantlin,s; in Paris. TN area
Team or Single OTR Drivers
Growing Dedicated Fleet needs drivers with a minimum of 100.(1X) miles experience. CDL with
HAZ-MAT endorsement and excellent safely
record. 40K - First year axerage earnings.
Dedicated runs. Car and Truck parts. Paris. Fulton.
Humboldt.. Dyersburg. Union City. Murray and
New berm
•Rome Weekly
*Paid Odometer Nhles•Metlical. Dental. Vision
Loaded or Empty
Prescription Card
.1-lourly Pay
•PJid Vacations
*Skip Pa.
*Lite Insurance
•Paid Sater Meetings
*Pension/401(10
•Sareq Bonuses
•Av‘ard Dinners
Wind Ifolitias 4 liii
For more details contact:
TEE.INC.
N77-833-5005
EXT.402
or apply at:
DANA CORPORATION
HMI PLUMLEY DRIVE
PARIS,TN 38242
ITN: NIARSHALL

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT,
Development, Murray State University.
(Position to continue through duration of cornprehensive fundraising campaign estimated to
last 30 months.) QUALIFICATIONS: College
degree and minimum three years secretarial
experience; excellent communications, public
relations, time-management and self-directed
work skills required. Ability to work in fastCHURCH maid wanted
paced environment and interact with high-level
part time. 20hrs per week. professional leadership. Ability to maintain conPlease inquire at: PO Box
1040-A,
Murray, KY fidentiality is important. Typing. word processing, computer systems and skills essential.
42071
RESPONSIBILITIES: Manage comprehen
IMMEDIATE openings on
sive
capital campaign office, create and mail
Landscape, Irrigation, &
Fencing crews. Please ap- lain files, schedule and greet visitors, anssr
ply in person at Hoffman's phone, schedule on and off-campus meetings,
Inc. 94E., Murray.
create correspondence. maintain budget records
LICENSED PRACTICAL
and reports 'and keep campaign schedule on
NURSES
Full- Time, 3-11 shift Part- track. APPLICATION DEADLINE: Nov. 6,
Time, 11-7 shift. Excellent 1998. TO APPLY: Send resume and 'three letBenefit Package
ters of reference to: Roger Reichmutb,
CONTACT Kristy Stephenson, RN 0762-1591 Development. Murray State University, P.O.
or pick up application at Box 9. Murray, KY 42071-0009. Equal educaWest View Nursing Home tion and employment opportunity. M/F/D. AA
1401 South 16th Street, employer.
Murray, KY 42071
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DIMEDIATE
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly,
self-motivated individual Must have a dependable means of transportation Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance

Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

WEST KENTUCKY TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Full-Time Faculty Position:
Practical Nursing
Murray-Calloway County Area Technology
Center
Murray, Kentucky
Qualifications:
RN license from the Kentucky Board of Nursing
and B.S. Degree in Nursing.

Application Process:
Please contact Connie Smith at (502) 554-4991 for
application. Submit letter of interest, application,
official college transcript, and three references to:
Connie Smith, West Kentucky Technical College,
P.O. Box 7408, 5200 Blandville Road, Paducah,
KY 42002-7408. Application deadline is November
13, 1998.
Equal Education and Employment Opportunities M/F/D

Immediate Openings For
CAD OPERATORS
Must have minimum I year educational training
and work experience with AutoCAD R12 or
R13. Position involves the drawing of floor
plans, casework layout, and casework elevations. Mohon International, Inc. offers an excellent benefit package. Pre-employment substance screen is required. Send resume and
salary history to:

Mohon International
PO Box 550, Paris, TN 38242
Attn: Personnel Director

RECEPTIONIST: Must be accurate typist
and proficient in Microsoft Works, Word and
Excel. Ideal candidate must be flexible; team
oriented, and have good communication and
organizational skills.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/ESTIMATOR: P.C. Skills and strong customer service
background a must. Prefer candidate with architectural background. Position involves analyzing blueprints and proposals to prepare time,
cost and labor estimates.
Mohon International, Inc. offers an excellent
benefit package. Pre-employment substance
screen is required. Send resume and salary history to:
Mohon International, PO Box 550, Paris,
TN 38242, Attn: Personnel Director.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Paschall Truck Lines is seeking individuals
for its Murray office who are capable of
obtaining and scheduling business for its
expanding market. Experience in sales and
customer services is desirable. Excellent
telephone skills and computer experience are
needed. Position may lead to advancement.
PTL offers an excellent compensation and
benefits package. The position is full-time,
regular hours, with benefits. If you are seeking a challenging position, please send your
resume to:

n]
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES,INC.

Paschall Truck Lines

•

Human Resources-M
Attn: George Stockton
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

CLERK TYPIST II Fulltime position with benefits
High school graduate or
equivalent with at least
one year of office experience required, expenence
in a college setting preferred Must have word processing skills, Microsoft
Word preferred. Must possess patience, diplomacy.
a good memory, and excellent phone and interpersonal skills as this position
deals with a large volume
and cross section of the
public Must be able to juggle tasks and deal with
stress. Good typing skills
required since receptionist
enters computer data. A
keyboarding test will be required. Salary $6 35 per
hour. Apply at: Human Resources, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, PO
Box 9. Murray, KY 420710009. An EEO, M/F/D, AA
employer
DEPARTMENT RECRUITMENT COORDINATOR,
Department of Agnculture,
Murray State University.
Qualification: BS Degree
in Agriculture. Education/
work expenence in Agnculture, knowledge of MSU
and our programs. Must
be people oriented and
possess excellent leadership and communication
skills. Vaned experience in
Agriculture is essential.
Proficient in computers
and different databases.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Coordinate departmental recruitment and service activities. Working with freshman and departmental student ambassadors; promoting, organizing and
conducting FFA and departmental student activities; organizing Ag Career
Fair and assisting in the
coordination of the departmental internship programs. Other responsibilities assigned by the Chair.
APPLICATION
DEADLINE. November 13, 1998.
TO APPLY: Send cover
letter, resume and three
letters of reference to: Dr.
Tony Brannon, Chair, Department of Agriculture,
Murray State University,
P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.
LOCAL Independent pharmacy needing full or part
time help. Must be mature
and responsible and able
to work mornings. Experience helpful but not necessary. Send resume to
PO Box 1040-0, Murray,
KY 42071.
MEDIACOM has the following opening: Part time
Telemarketer:
Monday,
Tuesday. and Thursday
3pm-8pm. Desired candidate will have previous telephone or direct sales experience in a customer relations or service environment. Excellent oral and
listening communication
skills. The ability to read
and write. Mediacom offers paid training, base
salary plus commission.
Qualified candidates may
apply during business
hours at the following address (or submit resume
by maiV fax) to: Melloney
Tipton- Fax 502-527-0813.
90 N Main St. Benton KY
42025.
NURSES Aide or Nursing
Assistant needed for busy
physician's office. Must
possess strong computer
& office skills. This position
will be part-time, approx.
12-16hrs per week_ Must
be available to work
9:30am-2pm
Mon-Wed.
Send resume to: PO Box
1040-Y, Murray, Ky 42071.
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Homes For Sale

BEAUTIFUL Nimes • up 2BR, 2 bath Rent to own
grades in every home + in Grogan s Trailer park
Low down payments + Central hia Coleman RE
753-9898
Easy financing + Knowledgeable sale staff + Low- 2BR, 641 North. $200/mo.
est prices + Plywood
753-5165
floors Service after the 3 BEDROOM $260/mo
sale adds up to, Wilson
753-6012
Home Center Murray, KY
4BR, 2 bath on 1 acre,
1-800-540-7956
north of Murray. Stove &
References
BRAND new 1998 year refrigerator
end show models must go and deposit required Like
to make room for 99's. (1) new. $485. 753-0624.
16X80 3+2 (1) 16X72 2+2 IN the country, 2br, 1 bath,
(1) 14X52 2+1, all homes with family
room. Stove,
have plywood floors all the
refrigerator, w/d hook-up.
very rock bottom lowest
prices. Save, save, save. $300/mo Security deposit
required Call 436-2910
Wilson Home Center
NEWLY refurnished mo1-800-540-7956
SAVE $1,000's on this bile home in Murray on pri1998 Year End Clearance, vate lot. $225/mo rent,
lot model, cedar sided, $225 deposit. 753-7953
steel roof, wood plank NICE 2br, 6 miles Northof
Wal-Mart
floors & walls, stone fire- east
place, oak cabinets and $200/mo, $200 deposit.
the option list goes on & Good references
753-6012
CHILDCARE
&
after[
on. There's only one &
IIMEAppriances
school drop offs available.
when it's gone it's gone. SMALL furnished 1 br, 12
,
from
Murray,
Meals, snacks included. WASHER & dryer set, Wilson Home Center, Mur- miles
$150/mo.
436-5697.
Almo area. 753-9077.
$19.95/wk. Call 753-4663. ray, KY 1-800-540-7956.
CLEANING houses is my
160
1
F
1 Obtle
illHome Lots For Rant
business., Reliable Call
Hetes Furnishings
Linda 759-9553.
1/2 ACRE lot, $100lmc
2PC living room group
14X80 2BR concrete drive
753-6012.
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663
15 Years of
Water & trash pickup
LOCATED on Murray ParBEDROOM
group, $350 deposit 492-8488
Experience.
is Rd in small park Con$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
2 BEDROOM trailers for crete drive Lawn mowed,
Will sit with
SELL, Buy, Consign pre- rent $275/mo & $225/mo
water & garbage included.
owned, good used furni- 753-3860 or 759-3778
sick or elderly.
$110/mo. 492-8488.
ture & accessories.
Call 762-0154
753-2733.

THE National Scouting
Museum is looking for a
motivated, detail oriented
person to work 35 hours
per week. The candidate
must have computer and
organizational
skills.
Please submit resume and
application to the National
Scouting Museum, Murray
State University, PO Box
9, Murray, KY 42071_
EEOC
Employer. NO
PHONE
INQUIRIES
PLEASE.
WELDERS/ Fitters needed. Experience in M16
welding necessary. Blueprint reading helpful. Must
be available any shift. To
schedule an interview call
502-395-5300.

or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references if needed.

COOKWARE
CLEARANCE!
We slopped doing dinner
parties after 30 years)
Have a few beautiful new
17pc sets left! 7 ply! Waterless! Was $1,500, now
$3941 $69 bonus)
800-434-4628
FOR SALE: Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie Babies
Call 492-8566
JINNY Lind bed, cradle,
changing table, tanning
bed, diamond plate truck
tool box & rail for short bed
truck. Call 436-2667.
NEW Dynaglo Convection
Kerosene Heater 22300
BTU, $85 437-4085
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches. many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722

210

Office Space

HOUSE Cleaning Service.
Reliable & reasonable
rates & references. Call
B fiat clarinet- good condi759-3768.
tion $75. Piano/ organ lessons- $50/mo. Pianist/ orHOUSE CLEANING
ganist for any occasion.
SERVICES
753-1810.
Churches, Offices, Homes.
20yrs experience. "We Do BALDWIN Piano. Excellent condition. For more inWindows".
formation call 753-7274,
492-6267, 759-5485.
LICENSED home daycare after 5:30pm.
just outside Murray, has ESTEY spinet piano Good
openings for part or full condition. $600. Call 7538153 after 4pm.
time. 759-3176.
NEED someone to care for
2yr old from 5pm-8pm, 2-3
Misoittanectus
days a week. Phone
753-7254.
$800, OBO for promotional
WILL clean houses & offi- vacation package worth
ces. Experienced & relia- over $2,500. Includes 4ble. Reasonable rates day Caribbean cruise, 3
Refs. Call 492-8596.
days in Las Vegas, and 4
days in Cancun. Forced to
100
sell because of illness.
Business
Have video and brochure.
opCall 767-9571 for more inWORK From Home. Mar- formation.
kets in herbal, botanical,
260
•.••••
Swiss skin care, cosmet,t0t4.1*.1.01Ai.
ics, nutritional products.
Mercedes car bonus. Un- LOT set- up, ready to hook
limited income. Call Pam on Call 767-9435
Perry, 502-522-8758.

A computer provides enoyment all year and for
years to come. Nothing
down and no payments
until 1999 on a new computer for Christmas now at
Hawkins Research, Inc.
Used computers also
available- 1304 Chestnut
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
502-753-7001.

WEDDING dress, Bridesmaid dress (peach), Black
& White prom dress, all
size 9-10_ Call 759-5339,
after 6pm.

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call 7539433

16X8D FRANKLIN mobile
home (93), 3 bedroom, 2
full bath, extra nice, c/h/a,
dishwasher,
hardwood
floors, dining room. Must
sell, moving
$27,500.
753-7731.
1982 WINDSOR 14X70
3br, 2 full bath, c/tVa. Must
be moved. All electric. Call
753-5136.
1986 14X64 3BR, 2 bath,
completely remodeled, gas
heat. $8,500. 527-2234.
1991
16X80 BUCCANEER. One owner, 3br, 2
full baths, built in stereo,
refngerator, stove, central
h/a. Covered front porch &
back deck. Must be
moved. 753-3970

1998 YEAR end special 64
ft. double- wide. Plywood
floors, fireplace, side by
side refrigerator, up-grade
carpet & pad, water cut
offs & much much more.
Has to go, no reasonable
NURSES Aide, Full- time,
offer
refused.
Wilson
11pm7am_
Variety
of
duPC/NETWORK TECHNICIAN
Home Center, Hwy 641 N,
ties. Must enjoy working
Mattel. Inc.. the world's largest leading play
with the elderly. Good COLLECTIBLES & Anti- Murray. 1-800-540-7956
working conditions, pleas- ques. We buy 1 or whole 1999 MODEL, 32 wide excompany, is seeking an experienced
tra sharpe 3br. 2 bath with
PC/Network Technician at its Murray, ant atmosphere. Prefer ex- estates. Call 753-3633.
all the extras. From plytrain.
Apperience,
but
will
Kentucky manufacturing/distribution facility.
wood floors to thermoply in person. Fern Terpane flip out windows, with
The person we are seeking will have a minirace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
marble seals This house
View Dr EOE.
mum of two years working experience in
is a must see. Only at, WilNURSES Aide, PRN work 16 FOOT metal tree
Novell and NT network administration, PC
son Home Center, Murray,
software and hardware installation, upgrades, as needed/ all shifts. Not a stands, $100 each Phone KY. 1-800-540-7956
full time job Must be flexi- after 5 30pm, 753-3958
hardware problem diagnosis. Experienced in
3BR, 1 bath, patio, porch,
ble & dependable Prefer 19" COLOR TV $75 00
MS Office 97 products. TCP/IP networking
basement, large shop gaexperience, but will train
753-8866
protocol. Prefer BS degree in computer science
mature person who enjoys 1985 FORD Thunderbird rage On 5 lots near lake.
Call Wilson Realty.
or related area.
working with the elderly
302, automatic Set of all753-5086
Pleasant
atmosphere, nimum roll bars and brush
Mattel. Inc, offers a competitive salary and
BAD CREDIT, BANKgood working conditions. guard for small pick-up
RUPTCY
benefits program in a progressive environment.
REPO'S
&
Apply in person, Fern Tertruck
Used computer CHARGE OFFS. Been
For immediate consideration please send
race Lodge, 1505 Stadium
parts 759-0762
turned down over & over?
resume indicating current salary to:
View Dr. EOE
ASSORTED baby angel Don't give up! We specialSALES- CEMETERY
fish for sale Call 759-0428 ize in credit problems One
Mattel, Inc.
Be one of the highest paid between 5pm-9pm, M-F
phone call can be the turnEmployment Manager
in America Call 11am- AUTOMATIC wood burning point to putting you in
4prn, Mon-Sat, 753-0580
ing stove, $100 obo
307 Poor Farm Road E.
that new home of your
SIRLOIN Stockade now
435-4190
dreams Don't ware Call
42071
Murray, KY
hiring Assistant Manager
now! Wilson Home Center,
red,
fits
topper.
Fax: 502-767-1304
We offer competitive pay. LEER
Inc., Murray, KY 1-800comprehensive
health Dodge Dakota extended 540-7956,
Ext. 101.
An Equal Employment Opportunity
benefits, along with a fine cab, 64X80 Good condiREPO'S
&
used homes at
474Employer
working environment Ap- tion. $350 obo Call
ply in person at 926 S 8340 after 6pm Please Wilson Home Center Mur
M/F/V/D
ray KY 1-800-540-7956
leave message
• 12th St Murray.
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.

6
31

rhi

103 S. 3rd • Downtown Murray
753-3621

•Quality Bedding at affordable prices
Come see what you've been xis
•Mattress sets starting at $169.
Crossed -Wires?
No Problem!
Call the

Support
Specialist

1 Tech

Justin Crosser
(Computer Repair, Upgrade, Training
& Installation

(502) 759-8662 •(502) 853-3967
;

McBrides Gymnastic
Academy

&el Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

Register For Classes Nos,!
Offering Cheerleading
Classes
Beginners-Advanced For
Kos & Girls Ages 3 & Up

HALEY'S
Rental
and Sales

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

E

Cull now for scheduling

Instructor: Marty McBride
87-A Spruce St., Murray • 502-759-2355

Come by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

•

El

Mrs. Ann

IVILMES4

A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
)1 give advice on Business. Marriage, and Love Affairs

Now Get Primestar Satellite TV
Installed For Only
Packages Starting
As Low As $22.99

•

Reader & Advisor

0.••••••••

16X80
1998
FLEET
WOOD, like new. Must
see. For sale or rent.
759-3176.

BUILDING
FOR RENT
at 214 N. 15th St.
On Campus-MSU
Call anytime at
753-61 1 1

Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

"STOP"

FIREWOOD, delivered.
474-9712.

...1=0=1•11M1

ness Rentals

Homes For Rent

'Bring Your Problems to Me—I will Help Solve
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be

$49

Free Primefinder Remote Control!!
Free Monthly Program Guide!!
Digital Picture!! Digital Sound!!

Don't Compare Me With Imitators

10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
Bring Ad In For Discount

8 a.m. to

I.

Local authorized Primestar Agent!!

Professional Satellite Inc.
513-C South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Day: 759-5552 Night 753-3107

For Appointment Phone
(502) 767-0508

208 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

ALPINE,
•)ockrordrosqabs

Clarion'

Assunies installation price of 149 and use of $100 mail in coupon
for Pnmestar installation on one P. Additional outlets available a(
higher rate. monthly programming and installation extra Credit
check may apply Allow 6-8 weeks after mailing rebate coupon for
credit to be applied to customer's account For new residential customer's only. Offer expires December 31. 1998 May not be com1945
bined with any other offer Local sales tax may applv

IL.0 COO sClo

filt4Cls

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

Primestar. Inc

Classified
REDUCTION

IN

Tr
•
Triple
Double and
Single Wides
In Stock

ALE

SLOW
CREDIT
OK!

1

"Home of the
Unbeatable Deals."

VOLUNTEER HOMES,INC.

Sat., Nov. 7th

$1,000 Free!
1 DAY ONLY

$1,000 Christmas Gifts certificate
with your new model home purchase!

HUGE SAVINGS!
to $300.00
Do You Need a House Payment Around'20000>
Range
Check Out These Homes While They Last.
NOW
WAS
$22,995
S26:4395—
11.25% APR 240 mo.
$29,995
$82-,4301T
$19,900
$2279ocr
11.25% APR 240 mo.
$9,995
trtfr,9156$13,900
$41795tr
$14,900
S+5-,13tRi

NEW AND USED
Nice
Home
#1-1394 3 BR, 2 Bath
Down
And
$240
per month or Less'
..`c Only $1,200
#1-1310 3 BR, 2 Bath Doublewidel New!
#1-1561
3 BR, 2 Bath Affordable' New'
A Only $1,050 Down And $210 per month or Less!
2 BR, 1 Bath Cozyl
#2-566
#1-1542 2 BR, 1 Bath Cheap! New!
#2-514
3 BR, 2 Bath Completely Remodeled

PUT YOU AND YOUR FANILYIN A NEW HONEFOR CHRISTMAS!
PLUSac ON A $1,000SHOPPING SPREE ALL ON VOLUNTEER HONES
*Offer rood ire Ay -Week- here peratee•

NO CREDIT! SLOW CREDIT! BAD CREDIT???
1 DAY ONLY! DON'T MISS IT!
No Credit Application Refused
Finance your home, land, and any improvements - well. septic, driveway. etc Special Low Rates and
Easy Credit approval for this promotion.

TVA Energy Right Homes Are Here!

w .79 N.• Paris TN •642-4466

MIMII•••"-

.11•••••••iftrolmv

Ma. les.

-10-ors:••••`-4;

MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES

5B

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1998

220

Apateents For Reid

The All New

NT
th St.
-MSU
e at
1

DISCOUNT

FOR LEASE
Retail Space
Available
Immediately
sq. ft. and
2000,
7,800 sq. ft.
Bel-Air Center

Paris
TN

197 Memorial Dr.

ANNIVERSARY SALE
Nov. 5th thru Nov. 8th
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
Sat.
&
Remote
1999-2000 - 2
Drawings
Special
Sun.
at
P
AU 4 Days
...
li
g
r
Calli
a
lrdar
Prices
Radio
I

Brown Jersey Gloves
,
SW

99*

NOW RENTING
Offices of various sizes
and prices. Furnished or
unfurnished, paid utilities.
PROFESSIONAL
BUILDING
415 S. 4th St.
759-0633, 436-2856 evenings.

All New
Candle Dept.

Select Group

Over 100 kinds of new &
unusual candles

Poinsettia Bushes
4196 each

All Gift Bag's 99e and under

BUILDING with office, 2
overhead doors, in city,
natural gas heat $375/mo
753-7724 or 753-5303

Al paper party goods
paper plates - cups napkins 9W. All pnnta & C0101,1

All new Christmas
Dept.Opents Thur.
Noir.5th at 8 11.1112.

All new Gift
Bag Dept.

Call 753-4731

New Shipment of Knives
Timer- Smith & Wesson
& many more brands & kinds

New Shipment of
_ Framed Art Prints
New
Boats Iti
New
AaiwPorcelain Dolls Dept.
Dept.
Tool
e
Nautical shr
Lig t ,
t-'
Dept. Houses Car
New
Truck

Case -Old

-es?

)rt

New Wildlife
Figurine Dept.
New Picture
Frame Dept.

-3967

All

Brass Dept.

14evi

99ft Room
All Items In Room
99; Each

Select Group of
Tins 990 ea

Lace Table

Reg. &

Clothes - Doilies
Mantel Scarves

Christmas

All New
Candle
Holder Dept.

Lamps Dept.

Wire & Steel Decorator Shelves
Decorator Trunks - Accent Tables
Wall & Floor Boat Shelves

1BR apartment near campus, 1621 Chris Drive.
Available Nov 15. Call
759-8524.
1BR apt, all appliances,
w/d included. $325/mo.
Call Mur-Cal Realty.
753-4444.
1BR Diuguid Dr. Call Coleman Realty 753-9898.
1BR unfurnished, 2 blocks
MSU, all ages welcome.
Low income, must qualify.
Equal Housing Opportunity. 436-5685.

Select Group
Coloring Books

Bird Houses & Bird Cages
Decorated & Undecorated

490 each

Group Artificial
Apples 99' ea.

Motion Activated Toys

Select

Of All Kinds

Check out our new Fall Dept.
Latex Pumpkins - Leaves - Fall Bushes Fall Rocksprays - Fall Arrangements Wreaths - Berries - All Kinds of new Fall
Decoration Ideas.

Cast Iron Bells
Door Stops

Caps - Hunting Caps

Christmas Ornament Section

CM'
-... each

1BR, furnished, very nice,
2 blocks MSU. No pets,
deposit, references.
436-5685.
2BR & bath, central h/a,
w/d hook-up. 366/mo plus
deposit. 753-4640.
2BR Apt. 908 Hillwood Dr,
$325/mo. 2BR Duplex
1300-A Valleywood Dr,
$375/mo. 759-4406.

Indoor/Outdoor Bow's

25 ft. Rope, Garland 99' each
New

1 BEDROOM Apt for men
close to college $250/mo
753-9562 ask for Tina
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.

New Shipment

Collectibles

All New

Apartments For Rent

Toy Dept.

Motorcycle
New Coke
Collectibles

OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center. 753-4509, 753-6612.

Shipment! Silk Flowers. Silk Greenery - Christmas Flowers

We offer customized silk arrangements or supplies to make your own.
99ge
. Select Group Porcelain
Select Group
Figurines for Villages
Trees for Villages

'
1
God

re Affairs

Porcelain Houses

Lighted

Religious Gift Section

Th,?..D:Pc!. Grp e wx,t s*. z:,,B,','.k....:v.i:7,74=

2BR duplex apt on quiet
dead-end street. 913 Story
Ave. Central gas h/a, appliances furnished. Lease
& deposit required. No
pets. 753-7185.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave,
w/d hook-up. No pets.
$420/mo. Security deposit.
492-8393.

•*,,`::,
..
New 81' Bigger ri'vr,b2tliit.is7"
f orl Tree TOpprn • Chrtaamas Paper • BO.I •
CHRITIVIAS • CalleAllit Santa viola • Santa Aluaaal • Santa Al:
.̀
R
d.1).r:i.r
ikpLe==•thAtos*.4'.s.1 7=0:It',I=m--"."
DEPARTMENT Vice
i s.

\lay Be

Kitchen Decorating Dept.

New
Shipment
Decorator
Trunks

it Phone
1508

Magnolia Figures & Figurine Dept

Canister Sets • Salt & Pepper Sets • Magnol.a Stokends • Pcture Frames • Ws;
Teapots • Spoon Rests • Cookie Jars Shelves • Candle Holders • Clccks • Wall Plaques
• Tablecloths • Ceramic Wall Swags • Caruso::
• Napkin Holders • Sugar &
Sets• Cookie Jars • Teapots & Many Other Item,
Creamers • Water Pitchers

811
IS 100 Customers Get Prue no:am'Ornament • Drawings for Thrular
1st Day Thurs.
Keg. Hire.: 8 a.m.-9 p.m. Collector Knife • Flower Arrangement Collector Santa- Porcelain Doll
Draw-tags for Friday Flower Arrangement- Christmas Tree - Collector Knife
- Lighted Porcelain Houses - Indian Figneme

11111

2nd Day Fri.
8 am.-9 p.m.

Mel •

Drawings for Saturday COO Cash • PietCUT Frame • Flower Arrangement
3rd Day Sat.
• Wrench Set Also Special Prises During Remote
8 a.m.-9 p.m. Remote 1 til 5 p.m.

2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished.
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

Unsnap for Sunday Lade - Wrench Set • Santa Figurme
4th Day Sun. - 12:30-6 p.m.
Flower Arrangements - $50.00Cash - Ertl hank
Remote 1 til 5 p.m. Also Special Prizes
Drawings will be held at close of each day'w regular business hours.
You don't have to be present to win.- You must register each day.

es
'S
udio

ANAREisAR SALL

Come Out &
See What's
New At Gary's

ric

3-0113

YOU MAY SAVE

SALE!

50%
15%

I.

3

By Shopping With Us.

.‘.•

A

EXTRA
HEAVY
PLUSH
CARPET
99
$7

Good Colors

pSY

Super Heavy
PATTERNED

BERBER
(s1.11
$999
PSY PS.)

WEARDATED
CARPET
_Alak-

sAt-e ocs
-‘3-‘51

IS!

NON' c-r°
i4
07
:
coo selestal
ItsrYL>

Starts At
PSF

Wood/Parquet Style In Stock
From

55* PSF or $495

Pity

(ALL VINYL REMNANTS AT 50% OFF)

Start At79* PSF

12"

2 FOOTBALL FIELDS
FULL OF YOUR
FLOORING NEEDS!

17"X12' X 1/8"

TILES
45 Sq. Ft. Pet Sox
$24
°° Per Box
3 Coker to
Ct1000411 FfIXPI

Peel & stick
BERBER
CARPET
20 SF Par Sox at
$500
Per Box
Do A 12x10 Roorn

A TRULY GREAT RUG COLLECTION
AREA RUGS - - Over 1,000 Pcs. in Stoc
Every Budget/For All Rooms
On Any AREA RUG_IN STOCK During Nov.'98 Carpet World
will pay your sales tax on each rug priced $50.00 or more.

MORI
SLEEPING
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

PotRant
1BR house, appliances
furnished. No pets. 7530728 after 4pm.
2 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required.
753-4109.
2 BEDROOM 8 miles
north Wind Drive 325/mo
plus deposit. 753-8582.
2/ 3BR house. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
2BR, 2 miles from town,
$275/mo plus deposit.
753-1059.
3BR house in Murray,
$375/mo plus deposit.
753-4509.
3BR, central h/a, appliances. $430/mo plus deposit.
No pets. 753-1059.
BEAUTIFUL home with 2
full baths, large country
kitchen, 3br, laundry room,
fenced yard, stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher.
$625/mo. Call
901-642-0784.
FOR rent or sale: 2br
house with garage on 121
south, 1 mile from city.
$350/mo. $350 deposit.
753-6444.
HOUSE for rent, 1301
Wells Blvd., Older home in
quiet neighborhood. NO
PETS. $450/mo plus deposit. 753-2480

WE HAVE WHAT WE ADVERTISE...SUBJECT TO STOCK.

Visa
MasterCard
Long
Blue/White
Bldg. 1/2 Mile
9. of Ky. Line

,s and

LAMINATE
$269

Just Imagine:

NES

Pergo Made

PERGO

CERAMIC TILE 12" x

low
2,995
1 mo.
9,995
9,900
mo.
9,995
3,900
4,900

COmeere to $15.00 PSI'

CootA

on Hwy.641

Toll Free from
Murray 8.

Paris
1-901-498-8161
Others
1-800-

All Sizes Available

rist

4

•

•-•

641 Storage

264-4941

* WITHOUT A SALE, WE BEAT
THE BEST...EVERY DAY *

EASTSIDE
BP

STORAGE

119 Main • 753-6266
•
3BR downstairs apt. No
C-STORAGE
pets. $400/mo, deposit.
10x15 storage units, 4th St
5353 121 S. 489-2296
3BR, central hie, low utilit- & Sycamore E Next to
ies, walk to campus. 2 Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696
ATTRACTIVE unfurnished
Neon Beach
1 br, all electric $265/mo
Mini-Storage
rent, $265 deposit
All Size Units
753-7953.
Available
DUPLEX 2br. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
753-3853
EXTRA nice 2br townCREEKVIEW
house. 820A Southwood.
All appliances plus washer Self-storage warehouses
& dryer. No pets. $460/mo on Center Drive behind
lease & deposit. 435-4294.
Shoney's. $20-$40/mo.
EXTRA nice, lbr, 1 bath,
759-4081.
central gas h/a, appliances
NORTHWOOD
storage
furnished, including w/d, presently has units availa$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 mo
ble. 753-2905 or 753deposit, No pets.
7536.
753-2905.
Wave Runners
FURNISHED
efficiency.
Coleman.RE. 759-4118.
Storage $25/mo.
HAZEL Apartments, 1st &
Cunningham
Center Sts, Hazel, KY is
Auto Repair
now taking applications for
Call for details
immediate
occupancy.
753-6831
Call 492-8721 TDD#
1-800-247-2510.Equal
Housing Opportunity.
361
LARGE 2br, 2 bath apt,
For Sete Of Lease
appliances
furnished,
washer & dryer hook-ups, CONVENIENT store, BBC)
low utilities. Near Aurora
Pit. Owner financing availon Hwy 68. $450/mo. Call
able.
474-2774 or 354-8824.
489-2372 or 489-2146.
MURRAY
MANOR
370
APARTMENTS: Make it
ornmercial Prop.
your home! Great 1 or 2br
For Sate
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
BUILDING on court square
facilities. Office hours
Paris, TN. 2 story, 2,500
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
sq ft per floor. 759-4713.
(502)753-8668,
Equal
380
Housing Opportunity.
$ & SOPPRe$
NEW 1br apt, University
Heights, w/d, dishwasher, AKC
Boston
Terrier
stove, refrigerator. 1 yr
beautiful black & white
Lease, no pets. $325/mo. puppies, born Sept. 17.
753-4937 M-F 8am-5pm.
Excellent disposition and
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3in
bloodlines.
Raised
4br house w/washer & dryhome. Priced $250. Call
er, furnished, near MSU. 435-4289. Leave message
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
if no answer.
753-1252 before 5pm, AQUARIUM wanted, 55
753-0606 after 5pm.
gallon or larger to keep lizNICE
2br
apartment. ards. 753-9212.
Drive.
Northwood
DOG obedience classes or
$435/mo. Call 759-9333.
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
NICE 2br apt, Mission ValFOR Sale: 2 female Rat
ley. 753-5731.
Terrier puppies. 8 weeks
NICE large apartment in
old. Shots, wormed, ready
Mayfield with gas, water,
to go. Call (evenings)
and garbage included.
435-4429.
$275/mo. & $125 deposit.
$100 bonus with 6 month
lease. 435-4027.
SMALL apartment and
sleeping room. Block from
University. 759-4826.
VERY Nice Duplex, 2br, 2
YARD SALE
full baths, central h/a, ap4027
Brown's
pliances furnished, w/d,
Grove Rd., Murray,
$500/mo, Crystal Brook
KY, 2 miles off 121
Ln, 759-5477.
on 893, 4 miles
VERY roomy 2br, 1 bath
duplex w/garage, applianfrom Lynn Grove
ces furnished, central gas
on 893.
h/a, 9550/mo. 1yr lease, 1
Nov. 5, 6, 7 & 8
rho. deposit. No pets. 7536 a.m.-6 p.m.
2905.
Guns, knives, antiques.
tools & contractor supROOM* For Rent
plies, crafts

BERBER

Compare
to
$12.00

PSY

3E,H apartment at /U3 S
4th St, good condition,
new carpet, refrigerator &
stove furnished $300/mo
with $300 deposit 1 year
lease Call 436-2935 or
753-0839

753-5585

YARD SALE
INSIDE
1359 Beale Rd.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
1980 Ford pickup, good
condition, new tires, tool
box $1,250.00, 1 flat
trailer
frame
6x12
$100.00,
dishes,
clothes,
tools,
microwave $45.00, 1
treadmill $125.00, misc.

3 BAY garass with Ll
ed in upstairs on 3 wooded
lots (502)474-8441 after
6:30pm.
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all pnce ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous
and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
RESTAURANT in Kirksey,
KY for sale. Equipment included. Attached 2br, 2
bath apartment One acre
of land. Call for appointment 502-489-2126 or
502-489-2090
431
Lake Property
1
3BR, 2 bath on 1/2 acre
gentle sloping waterfront
lot Panorama Shores
502-623-8125

1 & 2 ACRE lots 8 minutes
from town. City water, cablevision now & gas soon.
Land/ home
package
available. 502-437-4838.
100X175 LOT on Fleetwood Dr. in Campbell Estates. Some trees- ideal lot
for house with walk-out
basement. Call 753-3903.
BUILDABLE lot in Southwest Villa Subdivision. Private owner. 1-800-42E8135 (Pin-00).
NEW sub. in north Murray,
White Eagle, 3/4 acres, A
lot starting at $8,000.
901-498-8921.
RESIDENTIAL building lot.
Ideal location in town,
1617 The Lane. Call between 7-9pm 759-1980.
TREE covered lot on
deadend street in Sherwood Forest. All city utilities. $12.750 753-9317.
460
Farms For Sale
16.5 ACRES with 1995
16x80 3br, 2 bath mobile
home. Large barn with
workshop, fenced for horses. 8 miles north of Murray. $62,500. 753-0736.
CROP acreage for lease in
Harris Grove area. Com
just cut. Ready for wheat.
Land owner to get clear
third of crop proceeds.
435-4602, 559-8510.

FOR SALE BY OWNER. EARL NANNY
1105 FAIRI.ANE ICIRCARAMA)
Earl Nanny designed and built this home N hlie heas a
building vontractor It was built with the finest quality
matenals and workmanship 3 Bk. 2-1/2 bath, large family room, many built-in features, large closets Pella tarn
dows 753-3881 or 753-4991

Now is a Great Time to Build
If you :UV looking loequalay we want to he sour
building contractor. With blite1rint4&
can give you :i enntract price hefiwe
idart. you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We c
ph 5511 Is allt he pew city lits
We A 0 ,petiailize in construction of Lk,
horio-4, Large or small.

'Bruce Green
(502)

753-8 343

753-5728

LAWN EQUIPMENT RENTAL &
LANDSCAPE SUPPLY CENTER
• Mums
• Mulch
• Grass Seed
• Bulbs

• Aerators
• Spreader:• Blowers
• Bulb Auger

rs e .S lop S?wpm rig"

808 Coldwater

ltd., Murrit

G&W
Boat Storage
& Mini Storage
New Units
All Sizes Available

Hwy. 94 E. Jct. 280
436-5075

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds,. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
121/2 ACRES of wooded
land. Very private and secluded in Calloway county.
354-6062.
14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
502-441-2253.
14.5 ACRES, fenced with
pond, on Chat Road approximately 3 miles northwest Lynn Grove. Nice
building site. Contact:
435-4307, after 6pm.
40 ACRES, 7 miles east of
Murray, 11/2 mile road
frontage, for development.
$1,800 per acre. Terms.
753-4984.
5 ACRES, nice building
sites, 10 minutes east of
Murray. $8,950. Easy
terms. 753-9302.
5 TO 275 acres, owner financing possible. Coldwater. 489-2116 or 753-1300.

-1444a41

144714k

Lata
7dikaditaatisidadho

Lots For Sale
A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.
Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homes.com
E-mail: carolwood@msn.com

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

YARD SALE
641 N. to 1824, 1st
house on right.
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Shoes, clothes - men
& women, furniture,
heaters,

china,

antiques, microwave,
lots more.

•m--n-wo>r '

GARY'S

6,443821

2 BEDROOM, bnck, nice
lot, 4 minutes west o
town Natural gas, public
h/a
central
water,
$69,900. Avialiable imme(flatly. 753-7724 or 7535303.
2BR, 11/2 bath, brick
house. Central h/a, fireplace with gas logs, fully
landscaped, newly remodeled
32X32 masonry
block building. Small 1 car
garage, 5 acre wooded lot
Call after 5pm, 435-4014.
2BR, 2 bath, shaded lot. 5
minutes from town. Immediate possession.
753-4549
3BR. 1st brick on left, on
Cleave
Van
Road
$75,000 firm Serious inquiries only. 753-8819_
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a.
garage, appliances. Coleman RE. 753-9898.
ATTRACTIVE 3 bedroom.
2 bath, 2,160 sq ft brick
home. Hardwood floors,
large rooms, large closets
Stove, refrigerator, dish
washer, countertops new,
1995 Newly landscaped,
painted, 1998. Priced in
the $90's A MUST SEE'
Call 767-0735

LAKEFRONT AUCTION
SAT, NOV. 7, 10 A.M.
On Kentuck3 lake
Near Big Sand), Tennessee
45 BUILDING LOTS
POINT MASON ESTATE
An Exclusive Planned Recreation Community 6 112 miles
east of Big Sandy on Point Mason Road
12 BEAUTIFUL LAKE FRONT LOTS
10 Great Lots to the 375'TVA Contour
23 Off Water Lots and Most Have Good Niews of
the Lake (.3) 5 Acre Tracts
ALL PROPERTY APPROVED Iii!, the Health
Department for 2 or more Bedroom Homes
ELECTRICITY TO BE PROVIDED GOOD

NEW PRIVATE GRAVEL ROADS
17 OFF WATER LOTS APPROVED tor Double
Wide Manufactured Homes

AN EXCLUSIVE RESTRICTED DEVELOPMENT With YOU In Mind!
LARGE SHADE TREES - ROLLING HILLS
FREE 25" COLOR TELEVISION & $500
CASH DRAWING Must Be Present To Win FREE
LUNCH SERVED
Delta Personnel On The Property
Week End and 2 Days Prior To AuLtion Come Let Us
Show You This Great Property
www.DELTA-AUCTION.NET
41111.11Meftlrili MS* Al

Atectme Take Precede,,,,..er All °the/ User',
TN 35

itzw-A5
NAT.:,..vsof ../Cnc,ftli a St...al:Ss.C.N:ona

.
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Hones For Sale

Homes For Bale

uedroum, 2
bath home on approx 1 6
acre lot in a quiet neighborhood Just 5 miles from
town and lust around the
corner from Miller Golf
Course, this home offers
lots of room to roam both
inside and out This home
is also lust a few miles
from the Wildcat Creek
recreational area and is a
must see at $88K Come
to 151 Hidden Hills Lane
or call 436-5220 Adiacent
building lots are also available

NEW. lust under 1000 sq
ft. 3 bedroom home north
of town Low $90's Call
753-4392
NICE 4br house on 1 acre.
electric heat. $49,500 Ten
minutes east of city
753-9302
ONE owner, 3br. 11 2
baths, 2 miles east of Murray Hardwood and tiles
floors, woodburning stove
in den, carport & 2 car garage Priced in the $80's
For appointment to see
call 753-0444
OPPORTUNITY- Owners
need to move from area
and are ready to negotiate
on this immaculate 3br. 2
bath ranch home situated
on 2 acres Everything is
updated, new and fresh.
MLS# 3001416. Call Kopperud Realty 753-1222
VERY nice country home,
owner relocated and will
consider rent with option to
Small down
purchase
payment, $70 s Greys
Properties, 759-2001
Jean 753-3584

BEAUTIFUL J

COMPLETELY remodeled
3br, 1 bath, in Hazel City
utilities, large garage
Priced in S30's. 759-4826
FRESH on the market,
3br, 11/2 bath home with
central h/a at Panorama
Shores Offered in low
605. Contact Kopperud
Realty_ 753-1222 MLS#
3001469
GOOD LOCATION Perfect
house for retirement or
first home 3br, 2 bath.
completely redecorated
New paint new carpet
throughout New roof, gutters, aluminum tnm windows, bathroom fixtures
with Jacuzzi Two many
updates to list $105,000
Call Billy for more details
Kopperud Realty
753-1222
GREAT starter home or
excellent rental Many upgrades to this 2br. 1 bath
home. Fenced yard with
central h/a Call Mike Conley at Olive Branch Realty
(502)767-9900.
NATURES BOUNTY
is complemented with's
large 2+ story Victorian
home. 5,000+ sq ft under
roof, also has besement.
Sellers are offering to sell
house & 7+ acres for REOF
PRICE
DUCED
$265,000, Up to 40+ additional acres available. Call
for appt today! Must see!
Call Barbara, Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
502-753-1492 or 753105.
ext
1498.
MLS#4000799

1998 BIG Bear 4X4 with
winch $4500 759-1519
JUST in time for Christmas!! Red Yamaha Razz1988 model with only 1200
miles. EXCELLENT Condition- Garage Kept- Mechanic Maintained, $500. If
purchased, will deliver to
buyer within city limits.
Call 753-7836
Sport Utility Vehicles
1991 FORD Explorer 4X4
p/w, pi!, cruise, tilt, 4dr
good condition $7,450
753-4445
1997 GRAND Cherokee.
loaded. $24,900. Will consider trade for truck.
753-9571
Used Cars
1965 CORVAIRE $1200
or best offer. 753-2581

1968 CADILLAC convertible. Runs, needs work.
NEED MORE ROOM- 5br, $1,200 obo. 492-8396, af31'2 bath, spacious kitch- ter 5pm.
en formal living room, din- 1988 PONTIAC 6000'
ing room, family room with Best offer. 767-9484.
fireplace bookcases on 1989 Grand Am. white,
each side. Newly painted 4dr, 4 cylinder. Asking
inside and out. All new $2,500. 759-1892..
carpet. Ready to move in. 1989 NEW Yorker, 759Quality built home with all 1265 after 530pm.
amenities. Kopperud Real- 1990 FORD Tempo, loadty 753-1222. Ask for Billy.
ed. ,excellent condition,
NEW 2br, 2 bath, brick looks great! 759-1457.
home with 2 car garage
1991 CAMRY, excellent
condition $4.750 Call 753Must see 1402 Cardinal
753-9841. day 436-2051, 5098 after 5pm.
1991 PONTIAC Grand Am
night
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath, SE, loaded, low mileage,
nice area. Must sell, 80's
one owner 753-6555 day.
753-7542 night
753-3312, day 759 9381

Nidhan N

Xeller

Owner-

Available

40011101101*-

Call 767-0931 or
414-0931
s5.00

Free
Pickup
and
Delivery

Hand Wash/Wax (inside Se out),

b days •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

cars, trucks, utility
mini-vans
full size vehicles

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1998

'17.50/45.00
'22.50/50.00
'27.50/55.00

Off New Customers

•

1993 MITSUBISHI Eclipse
GS, electric, blue, loaded
Call after 5pm. 753-4240
1993 MUSTANG LX
AT, A/C. clean, no damage 354-9083.
1994 CAMARO V6, black,
all power, tinted windows,
cd, a/c, good
tires,
103,XXX miles Excellent
condition
$6,650 obo.
762-0189, leave message.
1995 DODGE Spirit, 4dr
'green, automatic. a/c,
$4800 Call 759-4044
1995 NEON, 4dr, red, 4cylinder, good condition.
$5,500 Phone 759-9457
1995
NISSAN
Sentra
GLE 76,XXX miles, one
owner, 5- speed, remote
locks, moon roof. 30+ gas
mileage $7,250.
753-4437
1995 TAURUS, loaded,
53xxx miles, $7750.
753-2479.

By I

it!
Need A Used Cat?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobllesonlIne.com.

n
Jaki
• Small Building
• Plumbing
• No Job To Small
• Vinyl Siding

• Interior
• Exterior
• Remodeling
• Roofing

Fast Dependable Service
1993 RED Plymouth Voyager Cruise, cassette, tilt,
pl new tire & brakes
$7,800 obo 435-4674

436-2102 ask for Ben

nib rafters

Tracit

rvice

j

1997 F-150
Ford Lariat
Extended Cab
Red & silver, runs
great, looks great, is
great. Must sell
though. Call
759.92I5"ir 4
p.m. or leave
message.
Reasonably priced
for fully loaded,
fully' safety
equipped truck
1968 CHEVY truck, swb,
$1.200 obo 492-8396, after 5pm
1985 SCOTTSDALE short
bed Chevy. $2,100 obo.
753-0434.
1989 TOYOTA 4X4 pickup. PS. PB, AC, 5-speed.
Runs & looks good.
$5,000. Call 759-1629.
1993 Chevrolet Silverado,
short bed, extended cab
pick-up. Red, fully loaded,
condition.
excellent
70,XXX miles, 1 owner.
New Michelin tires. Call
435-4597.
1993 GMC 1/2 ton truck
Sierra sport side, teal,
59,XXX miles, one owner
753-5745.
1994 FORD 150 XLT has
most options including
electric for trailer brakes
captains
chairs.
and
28,XXX miles. 436-5365.
1994 FORD Ranger XL. 5
speed. H/A, radio, cassette, green with white topper. 71,XXX miles. $8,000.
753-7852 after 5pm.
1994 S-10 LS, 5sp, a/c,
black w/gray interior, new
tires 753-1055 or 7534956 after 5pm
1995 DODGE extended
cab, 4wd & 1991 Cutless
Ciera. Call 753-7060.
1995 NISSAN King Cab
SE truck, excellent condition, white. 4x4. V-6, sunroof, p/w. cruise, tilt, other
options
36xxx
$15,500 Call after 5pm
502-885-7596.
1996 CHEVY LT, extended cab, leather, loaded,
w/cd Only 17.XXX miles
still under warranty
-'7)-7185

MSTON ICRCMEN CASS TS
CUSTOM •000•0•KING

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
, Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimmi
Cleanup
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality S

•
IgFTrr

Owned S Operated By
Tim Lamb

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
. _ 4;:iL
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
or (800) 874-0256
247-9300
(502)

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
15 South

217-9300
1-800-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

You know what they say.
"don't put all your eggs in one basket."
Sure most of the time. that's the truth
But not always The Classifieds are always a safe bet for buying, seliing,
finding. contracting and trading So
stop scrambling around and come to
the one source for everything

Place your ad now.

753-1916
Ledger & Times

All Typos Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showmxyn
Ace sutreuRY MURRAY (Bolint1 Bunny Broad)
75.1.5040

1990 CHAMPION bass
boat, 18'4" dual console
excellent shape
436-2242

1997 YAMAHA Waverunner 1200 $3,000
l.•
Ah.•-"linib.i
492-6220

Tony Henderson Plumbing
Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair

entire
Illee
"Paul Lamb"
502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Removal
Free Estimate',
Hedge Trimming
Licensed A Insured- 24 Hr. Service

Meted
A-1 Tree Professionals
removal,
Stump
tree
spraying Serving Murray.
Calloway Co since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
Al Al A Tree Service,
tree
removal,
Stump
raking,
spraying, leaf
hedge tnmming, landscaping mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5714,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling. Repairs No
Job Too Small
492-6267, 759-5485
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling. junk clean-up
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds every
day for a month - incl/Shopper $195.

Call 753-1916 for details.
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings, remodeling, repairs,
AGC certified. 435-4272.
ALL TYPES OF WORK
hedges,
Landscaping.
lawn sweeping, seeding
and fertilizing
Tree trimming, removal
clearing.
Brush, briar
bushhogging, sickle mowing. Gutter cleaning with
screen installation, hauling. Message, 753-2092
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113.
CLEANING Service for
real estate rentals & new
construction Also painting
& repair 759-0484.

COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks.
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Services -Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders.
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
Drew Thompson. a senior at Murray High School, has
DRYWALL Finishing, new
been named Student of the Week. He is the son of
construction or remodeling Larry Chrisman 492Tony and Krista Thompson of Murray.
8742.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch Licensed & Insurto share. Evaluation takes you in a
ed. Off. 753-0834
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
different direction from a family'
Hm. 759-9835.
member. Don't let a disagreement
ELECTRICIAN
HAPPY 14THDAY for Thursday, become a huge battle. Extremes
Walter's Electrical Works.
Nov 5, 199S
mark your decision-making process.
No job too large or too
with partners and allow them
Work
Tonight: Work late.
small. Call for all your
express a more multifaceted side
electrical needs. 15 years to
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
their personality. This openness
of
experience. 436-5376.
* Your vision of what could
•
•
*
will add new excitement and connec- be can make or break your situation.
FENCING
discover new
Midway Fence Company. tion to your tie. You
Use that to your advantage. BreakChain link, & custom wood ways of making money together. ing past restrictions marks a major
privacy fences, at reason- Work with change, greeting it as turning point in your life. A loved
your friend, not your enemy. Let go one delights in your feedback; conable prices. Dickie Farley.
of rigidity, and welcome the positive tinue making him a high priority.
759-1519.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs into your life. Be cautious with funds. Tonight: Talk about your dreams.
wanted. No job too small. Opt fora financial reorganization. If SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759. you are single, it's only because you **** Close relating is the only
HM & Sons Mobile Home choose to be. Romance has that extra way to solve a problem, especially
Moving Service 437-3939. dash of spice that makes it sizzle If
one that has financial ramifications.
6168 Old Olive Rd, Hardin, attached, discussions will revolve
Think through a decision,laugh and
KY 42048
around commitments. GEMINI lighten up. Your ability to be flexLai.) HOME BUILDERS
wants to get closer to you.
ible, give up a point and head into
New construction. Remodnew territory marks your interacling Electrical, vinyl siding. The Stars Show the Kind of Day
tions. Tonight: You delight a friend.
Plumbing repair. Licensed You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21
& Insured 753-0353
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
**** You are causing your own
problem. Recognize what happens
LAMB Brothers Moving ARIES(March 21-April 19)
when you get stuck! A different apContractors, cross country **** Once you decide to let go of proach serves you well. Be sensitive
youror local Licensed & Insur- some constraints, you enjoy
to whatsomeone is asking. He might
ed Luke Lamb
self. There is no reason you can't mix
nut be trying to trigger your emoyou
502-436-5950
business and pleasure. Don't
tions. Try a different attitude. It
Raking, gutter deserve to enjoy your life? Make could work! Tonight: Out and about.
LEAF
cleaning and hauling 436- tulle fora meeting Networkingcould CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
be unusually successful Tonight:Let
2102 ask for Joseph
*** Dig into work, and accomplish
the good times roll.
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
as much as you can. You could obSpecializing in roofing &
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
sess about another issue. Concenif
even
remodels. Free estimates. *** You could go overboard,
trate on one item at a time, to relax
All work guaranteed!
you don't want to. An offer chaland distance yourself from hot top489-6125
lenges your conservative side. A partics. Use caution with money. You
No job too small!
ner enjoys this wild shift from you.
could spend a lot to alleviate stress.
PAINTING
Deal with work in your typically
at the gym.
BLACK'S DECORATING creative manner. Consider going in Tonight: Work out
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
CENTER OF MURRAY
Pay
Tonight:
your own direction.
***** Your unpredictability lets
KENTUCKY, INC.
bilk first.
others see you in a more emotional
Residential- Commercial
GEMINI(May 21-June 20) '
light. Someone is enamored with
Free Estimates
***** You are personality-plus.
you and lets you know. A child or
Fully Insured
what
know
Lighten up,be direct and
new friend appreciates your willingCall 502--753-0839 beyou expect from others. People who
ness to change plans. You need to
tween 7am & 5pm. Call
uproar.
disagree with you create an
decline a previous commitment. To502-759-8609 after 5pm.
Develop a stronger sense of who you
PAINTING
night: Could be light and lively!
Be willing to go out on a limb and
are.
Intenor - Exterior.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Tonight:
Free estimates. 436-5032. try something totally new
*** Establishing limits is key to a
Be different.
PLUMBING
close relationship. Sometimes you
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
Repairs, fast service
seem so easygoing that others misfeel
you
** A bad decision makes
436-5255.
reafi you. Make work your highest
R & R Construction
you have dune major damage. Take
ority, so you can charge through
Additions, remodeling, vi- a realistic look before doing agy.--- and get the job done. Don't take
nyl siding, roofing, barn re- thing that could change your day-tosomeone's attitude personally. Topairs, decks, replacement day life. Be a watchdog: Guard your
night: Pursue a personal matter.
windows Free Estimates.
status at work. Knowing when to
436-5370.
say "no," even to yourself, is key. BORN TODAY
RILEY Remodeling & Con- Tonight: Let a partner surprise you.
Singer Bryan Adams(1959), actress
struction. Additions- Ga- LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
O'Neal (1963), actor-playTatum
rages- Vinyl siding & trim- **** Extremes mark decisions and
wright Sam Shepard (1943)
Roofing- Metal Roofs- Re* * *
actions. Carefully think through
Windowsplacement
ideas. Don't let someone get the best Fur a personal consultation with a
Decks- Pole Barns. Free
of you, and don't allow yourself to be psychic, call (900) 000-0000, $2.95
Estimates. 502-489-2907.
seduced by the charm and presenta- per minute. You can request your
ROOF LEAKING?
tion. A power play occurs when you favorite psychic,and Spanish-speakCall a professional Resileast expect it Use your diplomatic ing psychics are available. Rotary or
dential, Commercial or Inskills. Tonight: Find the crowds.
touch-tone phones. Must be 18 or
dustrial. 502-435-4645.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
older to call. A service of InterMedia
STOCKWELL METAL
***** Understanding cornes with Inc., Jenkintown, Pa.
ROOFING
* * *
Listen to a boss, who has a lot
The best in imperial rib, ease.
standing seam,. stonecoated steel. & copper.
Best deals December
through February
753-6585
SUPERIOR LEAF
RAKING
Hauling & odd jobs. 436•Office Furniture &
•Kitchen Cabinets
6032 or 436-2102. ask for
Entertainment Centers
& Vanities
Ben
Countertops
Surface
•Solid
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates Day or night.
301 Andrus Drive • Murray
753-5484.

UARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
BASEMENTS & Homes.
Sub & General contracting Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders 502-436-2007 or
502-436-5264.
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584.
C&D Plumbing & Electric.
License# 4695. Office 7531252. home 753-5705.
489-2918 We'll do business for you!!
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime
CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal Free Estimates Satisfied
Call
References
Las's TODAY.. 753-5827

HOROSCOPES

Custom Cabinets
Woodworking

502-759-9672

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchmg. aeration. overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates,
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates Guaran
teed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authonzed dealer for IF!
inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network Mon-Fn. 1-5 30
753-0530

TIRES
TIRES
TIRES
TIRES
TIRES

Let A Grange
Insurance Agent
Help You Protect
The Things
Closest To You.

Oranne
INSURANCE

Your partner in protection

rv)

99111.4kewes
42111
FREE Commercial ice
Needs
cream freezer
759-4492
compressor
Can be seen at 410 Main
Street Murray

Warehouse
= Tire ors.
quo.400 Induutrial Rd.
753-1111

W
Tony Boyd

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
302 N 12th St
Murray
753-5842
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lions, the benefits clearly outweigh

DEAR DR GOTT I was disappoint
ed that you favor childhood immunizations. At best, these blood-polluting
vaccines compromise the immune
system; at worst, they cause disability.
DEAR READER: Not true. While
you raise an important issue, I'm
afraid I'm going to disappoint you
again. Although some people —
including a few well-meaning physicians — have spoken out against
childhood immunizations, I believe
these critics are dead wrong.
To begin with, every intelligent
adult recognizes that there are risks
in our environment. We all want to
minimize these risks for ourselves
and our children. However, we cannot
do this by wishful thinking. For example, we may be tempted to fantasize
away cancer and serious infections by
"positive thinking" and a trust in the
goodness of nature. But in the real
world of malignancies and microbes,
such an approach is dangerously irrational.
Tetanus, diphtheria, pertussis
(whooping cough), rubella (German
measles), polio and hepatitis are
extremely serious diseases that can
kill or maim susceptible individuals.
Today, because of medical technolog,
we can completely prevent these
afflictions.
When deciding whether to allow
children to be immunized, parents
(and doctors) must carefully examine
the risks and benefits. No vaccine is
completely safe. No matter how many
millions of people have been inoculated, a small percentage will experience
mild or severe reactions to the immunizing material. To be candid, there is
inherent risk in any medicine or vaccine.
However, with childhood immuniza__
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the risks. The bad consequences ot
naturally occurring childhood illnesses are far greater than the potential
reactions to the protective vaccines.
Therefore, I believe that such immunizations are necessary and appropriate to prevent tragedy_ Moreover, the
U.S. Public Health Service and the
American Academy of Pediatricians
have strongly urged parents to have
their children immunized.
As adults, we want to be reasonable
Depriving children of protection from
disease seems to me to be an unreasonable act bordering on child abuse.
Yes, there are small risks involved in
vaccinating children. However, the
risks of NOT vaccinating them are so
much greater that I am surprised at
parents who refuse to give their children an ounce of prevention. These
immunizations, carried out under the
supervision of qualified physicians
using certified vaccines, can help
youngsters grow into healthy adults.
Please don't be mislead by anti-science quacks and zealots who want to
ban vaccines and turn the clock back
a century.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Consumer Tips on Medicine."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

DEAR ABBY: I read with great
interest the column in which a
young man asked whether or not to
marry his girlfriend of another religious faith.
I met my husband more than 15
years ago. I am Christian; he is
Jewish. Ours was a similar situation, and friends and relatives from
both of our families advised us not
to marry — arguing, "What would
the children be raised?"
The Christians wanted my husband to convert, and the Jews were
upset that he was marrying out of
the Jewish faith. My husband finally got fed up and told everyone to
mind their own business because
we were 27 years old and could
decide for ourselves in a country
that grants everyone religious
freedom.
Today we're happily married and
the parents of three wonderful children who celebrate and respect both
religions. They pray all the time
and have a deep respect for God. In
the meantime, many of our friends
and relatives who married within
their faiths have divorced, and some
of them do not have children with
whom to share their faith. Furthermore, some of them have stopped
attending worship services at all.
One relative recently told me
that our children cannot respect two
religions. I told her firmly, "You
have to get over this issue. The children have a Jewish dad and a
Christian mom. They do respect
both religions, and they could probably teach you something about tolerance."
Perhaps John (the Apostle) put it
best: "Love is from God; everyone
who loves is born of God and knows
God."(I John 4:7).
I hope the couple go ahead and
follow their hearts, and I send my
best wishes for happiness to them.
DIANA K RUBIN,
PISCATAWAY, N.J.

Simple. Safe. Secure.
.1

kie1v./701)

DEAR DRU: Thank you for
letting my readers know about
this resource. "Let's Talk"
groups and Introduction to
Judaism classes are available
throughout North America and
can be found on the Internet at
http://uahc.org/outreach/ or by
calling Reform Jewish Outreach at the Union of American
Hebrew Congregations at 1212)
650-4230.
*5*

Everybody has a problem. What's
yours? Get it off your chest by writing
to Dear Abby, P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90069. For a personal
reply, please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
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Society will meet Nov. 15 at Triangle Restaurant, Murray. Prof.,
William Burnett, assistant librarian at Murray State University, is
assembling material on the Jackson Purchase useful in observance
of the sesquicentennial celebration,
according to Dr. Harvey Elder,
society president.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Don Gibbs, Oct.
27.
Forty years ago
James T. Cauley, radioman second class USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin T. Cauley, is serving
aboard the ocean tugboat USS
Sailfish out of New Orleans, La.
Sally Sprunger. Martha Billington, Dell Rose Farrell, Sandra Fair,
Edwina Cain, Joyce Hargis, Mary
Lou Joiner, Carol Quertermous,
Joyce Spann, Linda Collie, and
Donna Wilson are
officers of
Murray High School Chapter of
Future Homemakers of America.
Mrs. Bob Gass is chapter advisor.
Fifty years ago
The Cover Crop Honor Roll
for Calloway County now has the
names of 55 county farmers entered,
according to Clarence Mitchell,
assistant county agent.
The Disabled American Veter,
ans organized a chapter here on
Oct. 28. W.H. Adams was elected temporary commander and
Charles Eldridge as temporary adjutant.
Jo Crawford, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joel Crawford of Lynn
Grove, is a stewardess with United Air Lines, San Francisco, Calif.
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Carol
Lane of the Adult Learning Center at Murray State University
instructing students in the use of
a new computer disk provided by
the Kentucky Department of Education in conjunction with Radio
Shack. The photo is by Staff Photographer Jeannie Brandstetter.
Births reported include a boy
to Petty Officer 2nd Class Michael
G. and Lisa Hill, Oct. 16; a boy
to Angela and Nicholas Hutchins,
Oct. 26; a girl to Janet and Jerry
Rosenbaum, Oct. 27; a girl to
Michelle and Kenneth Frizzell, Oct.
28.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Johnny Phillips, Jean Edwards, and Patty
Thompson, students at the Comprehensive Care Center, selling the
first package of Christmas cards,
made by the students, to Don
Brock, center supervisor.
Jan Hough, Registered Dietitian, spoke at a meeting of the
Calloway-Marshall Affiliate of the
American Diabetes Association
Nov. 2 at First Presbyterian Church,
Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Sims,
Oct. 3.
Thirty years ago
Murray and Calloway County
residents will go to the polls tomorrow to elect the president and vice
president of the United States for
the next four years. A large voter
turnout is expected.
Jackson Purchase Historical

DEAR DIANA: It is my belief
that couples who love each
other, respect each other's differences and are willing to compromise can overcome just
about any barrier they encounter. Read on:

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

78

LOOKING BACK

and compromise are fundamental to
success, along with self-awareness
and basic familiarity with each
other's religion. It's not always easy
to know how you'll feel about the
religious identification of your children when you're not even married
yet and don't really know the difference between a baptism and a bris.
Another resource for Jewish/
Christian couples, in addition to
meetings with clergy, are programs
like "Let's Talk" or "Yours, Mine
and Ours," sponsored by Reform
Jewish Outreach. Couples meet
with the guidance of a trained facilitator to explore common issues of
child-rearing and family holidays
and to search out solutions that
work for them.
DRU GREENWOOD,DIRECTOR,
UNION OF AMERICAN
HEBREW CONGREGATIONS,
COMMISSION ON REFORM
JEWISH OUTREACH
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1998

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

;:•••

Today is Wednesday, Nov. 4,
the 308th day of 1998. There are
57 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 4, 1979, the Iranian
hostage crisis began as militants
stormed the U. S. Embassy in
Tehran.
In 1842, Abraham Lincoln married Mary Todd in Springfield, III.
In 1884, Democrat Gm% er
Cleveland was elected to his first
term as president, defeating Republican James G. Blaine.
In 1922, the entrance to King
Tutankhamen's tomb was discovered in Egypt.
In 1952, Dwight D. Eisenhower was elected president, defeating Democrat Adlai Stevenson.
In 1956, Soviet troops moved
in to crush the Hungarian Revolution.
In 1980, Ronald Reagan won
the White House as he defeated
President Carter by a strong margin.
In 1995, Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin was assassinated by
a right-wing Israeli minutes after
attending a peace rally.
Ten years ago: In • a ceremony
at O'Hare International Airport in
Chicago, President' Reagan signed
a measure providing for U.S. participation in an anti-genocide treaty
signed by President Truman in
1948..
Five years ago: The White House
challenged Ross Perot to a debate
on the North American Free Trade
Agreement with Vice,President Al
Gore; Perot, calling it,"a desperate move," quickly accepted.
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It works every time.
When it comes to teen
sex, guess who's making
news as a way to prevent
pregnancy'? None other
than Mom and Dad.
New research indicates
that parents have far
greater influence on their
children's sexual
decision-making than
previously thought. 1
Apparently. what parents
say does matter when it
comes to preventing teen
pregnancy.

Studies show that
parent/child
closeness is
associated with
reduced teen
pregnancy risk. 2

Over two decades of
study confirms that
families--particularly
parents—are important
influencers of whether
their teenagers become
sexually active. Studies
reveal that parent/child
closeness is associated
with reduced teen presnaney risk 2 he closer teens are to their
parents. the more likely they are to remain sexually abstinent 3

So if you're thinking about handing your teens a condom. don't
You'd be better off giving them yourself.
... your views, your
expectations. your values, your unconditional love.
-But wait a minute.",some of you are saying. "I'd be embarrassed to talk about that stuffand besides. my Lid thinks he
knows everything already." Maybe not—if he's anything like
the youth surveyed by the National Campaign to Prevent Teen
Pregnancy. Those teens said they want their parents to talk with
them about sexuality issues. 4
If parents don't, there are others who are all too happy to fill
young minds with their own thoughts on teen sexuality.("Don't
have sex until you're ready. And when you do. Use a condom.")
And chances are, they won't be the views you--or most of mainstream America—hold. Only 14 percent of Americans say it's
okay for teens to be sexually active as long as they have access
to birth control. 5
More than two-thirds of both adults and teens say it is very
important for high school students to be given a strong message
from society that they abstain from sex. 6 Yet, the government
spends millions to promote the "safe sex" ideology in our
schools. Without parental input. officials hand out condoms
and pills to kids who then assume they're expected to use them
Whose kid is it, anyway'?

Why the family factor makes a difference.
The connection between parental involvement and reduced teen
pregnancies is not just a random blip on the cultural radar. A
recent study of adolescent health published in the Journal of the
Amertcan Medical Association concluded that
teens who felt
"connected" to their parents were far less likely to initiate sex at a
young age. 7 The teen you nurture today very well may be the
young adult who can resist peer and hormonal pressure tomorrow.
A parent's belief system also plays a major role in teens' sexual
behavior. Findings are rolling in to support the notion that when
parents hold strong opinions on the value of abstinence and the
risks of teen sexual involvement, their children arc at less risk for
teen pregnancy. 8 Good grief, you mean underneath those baggy
clothes and earrings is a teen who listens to. Mom and Dad?
Apparently so.
In a recent New York Times/CBS News poll, nearly half of all
teenagers say sex before marriage is "always wrong.".9 At the
same time the Times/CBS poll was released, a new National
Center for Health_Statistics study eoncluded that teen NO rates
fell 12e/r percent between 1991 and 1996 10—about the same
time that there was a surge in abstinence programs across
the
country.
But what about teens whose decided not to
Shouldn't
they be'taught proper condom usage 'That sounds great in
theory. hut the highest reported rate ot consistent condom usage
is about 50 percent—and that's among adult couples %ahemHIV-positive individual. 11
vim
4

Don't miss the significance of this.
Who should be more motivated to
use eondoms than couples with one
pannei infected by HIV? Yet, half
of these ouplcs did not use condoms e.ely nine. What are the
chalices that teens will do better'?
In national surveys and other large
scale studies among the general
population, only five to 17 percent
report that they use condoms
consistently. 12

Protected sex
really isn't.

Real life statistixs show that the use
of condoms isn I a guarantee against
becoming pregnant or contracting a
sexually tiansmitted disease. And
latex offers wry unieliable protection
against genital herpes, chlamydia
and, worst of all, human papillomavirus(HPV). HPV causes
genital warts and most cervical cancers Which kill nearly as many
women each year as AIDS. 13,14

The young teenager who is told that this little latex device is safe
and reliable may not know she is risking illness, infertility and
even death. Why are we settling for risk reduction when we can
have risk elimination'?

You don t need to concede the battle for your children's sexual
health to peers, populai culture and the media. You have more
influenee v.ith you' teens than you think. Use it. Tell them about
abstinens,e

Most sex ed ignores
the most important sex organ: the brain.
The idea behind abstinence education is somewhat radical: kids
are given credit for using their minds—not their bodies. And
what are handed out in these programs are respect and relationship-building skills. How do teens respond'? Enthusiastically.
They themselves tell us they want help resisting sexual pressure.
In an Emory University survey of 1.000 sexually experienced
girls 16 and younger. nearly 85 percent said they would like to
learn. "How to say no without hurting the other person's feelings." 20 With findings like these, it comes as no surprise that 62
percent of high school girls who've already tried sex indicated
they "should have waited," according to a 1994 Roper-Starch
study. 21
After two decades of being taught that "yes" was the expected
answer, it seems apparent that,today's teens want to be empowered to say "no." Parents, are we hearing them?
Our kids deserve a guarantee—the truth that abstinence until
marriage is the only 100 percent successful way to avoid
unwanted pregnancy and STDs.

The only sex
that isn't hazardous to your health.

And no.condom on earth can protect a teen from the pain of a
broken heart

What many spouses have suspected, researchers now have verified: married couples have the best and most satisfying sex. 27
They claim protection. We guarantee it.
Not only is physical intimacy more rewarding in marriage, but
enjoyment is greater if sexual expression is
Focus on the
shared with only one partner in a lifetime. 28
Ten percent of all 15- to 19-year-old females
Family-believes
So, Mom and Dad, take heart. Stay involved with
our kids deserve
become pregnant each year."
your teens Don't write them off as lost, hardbetter. By
headed or unapproachable. They want to talk with
abstaining from
intercourse until
\lore than 80 percent of pregnant girls under age 17 you about love,, sex and values. And they're far
marriage, and
who give birth and keep their babies end up on welfare, more open to the abstinence message than you
then staying
might think.
costing society a staggering $21 billion a year.
' If you agree
faithful to an
with Focus on the Family that abstiuninfected partnence is best, tear out this ad and save it. Take it
ner, one can
Three million new cases of STDs among teens are to your next school board meeting. Send it to
enjoy sex withyour congressman or senator. And by all means,
reported each year."
out negative
share it with your teenagers. And be the kind of
health conse
parent who gives your teens what they really
quences. This
need: yourself.
is the only true
Up to 29 percent of sexually active adolescent girls
"safe sex."
Though once
vilified as
culturally
irrelevant and
unworkable
for teens, abstinence does
work.

have been found to be infected with chlamydia.

Ab
st
in
en
ce
.
It works ever

A study of sexually active college women showed
that 43 percent acquired HPV infection within a
three-year period."

y time.

es

A study of the Washington. D C. Best Friends program is a good
example. Only one percent of this program's participants became
pregnant. and 90% remained sexually abstinent. 15 In a 1996
study on adolescent sexuality. researchers noted a 54-peicent
decrease in recent sexual axtiv ay one year after teenagers were
taught an abstinence curriculum. 16 he data seem clear that
when you give teens an unambiguous message and raise the bar
for their behav ior. the respiind by say mg "no— It premarital sex

I want to support the placing of this absfanence ad in my area newspaper and
others across the country, as well as Focus
on the Family's other absbnence efforts.

L .1 Please send me
copies of the booklet,
"Let's Talk About Sex."
(Up to 5 COMPLEMENTARY— More than 5 35c each')(LF612)S

LI Please send me

copies of this ad. (F)(273)

True love can wait.
am interested in placing this ad in another newspaper Please send me the Abstinence Ad Request
Form (1x031)

El I

In fact, since 1994. more than 2.4 minim.
'teens between 15 and
19 have pledged to remain seeuallv abstinent until marriage. 17
When adolescents report that they ec made a pledge to save se
until marriage. they are more likely to delay intercourse 18
hindings like these are hard to ignore Even Congress has allotted
5.250 million over l'i‘e years to implement abstinence- untilmarriage programs. 19 This comes after squandering three billion
taxpayer dollars on -safer sex- education—with dismal result.

I want to help Focus on the Family promote
abstinence education I am enclosing a tax
deductible gift of $
(EIDEXAP)

Your Name
Address
city-.
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donation to Focus on the Family, Colorado Springs. CO
80995-0025. Or call 1-800-A-FAMILY.
•stiggesic ciorialicif. Tr* Intemal Revenue Code permits yoc to deducl the amoun) yOir give to
Focus or the Family that goes beyond the value of material we send
you To help you determine the
tax deductible canon of your del well show on your receipt the tau market value along with
the
toe& gift amount
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